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SECTION I

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report documents the progress which has been achieved on NASA-LaRC Grant NAG-1-745, entitled "Environment Assisted Degradation Mechanisms in Aluminum-Lithium Alloys," and based on research conducted during the period from April 1 to November 30, 1987. A discussion of proposed work in year 2 (April 1, 1988 to March 31, 1989) is integrated with this progress report. A proposal for grant renewal is being issued under separate cover.

The participants in this sponsored program include three faculty and three PhD candidate graduate students from the Departments of Materials Science at the University of Virginia and Materials Engineering at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. Biographical information is presented in Appendix II. The NASA grant monitor is D. L. Dicus of the Metallic Materials Branch at the Langley Research Center.

SECTION II provides an overview of the need for research on the mechanisms of environmental-mechanical degradation of advanced aerospace alloys based on aluminum and lithium. Three specific research programs are introduced and the common goal of the work is cited. That is, the research is aimed at providing NASA with the fundamental basis which is necessary to enable metallurgical optimization of alloy performance and engineering design with damage tolerance, long term durability and reliability.

SECTION III reports on the progress of work on "Damage Localization Mechanisms in Aqueous Chloride Corrosion Fatigue of Aluminum-Lithium Alloys" conducted by Mr. R. S. Piascik and Prof. R. P. Gangloff at UVa. This work is targeted at characterizing aqueous and gaseous environment corrosion fatigue crack propagation kinetics, microstructural paths and damage mechanisms for Alloy 2090. Three tasks have been accomplished. A detailed literature review and experimental plan, presented in
Appendix I, was completed and approved by the PhD Committee and the grant monitor. Alloys 2090 and 7075, supplied by Alcoa, have been characterized with respect to microstructure, mechanical properties and corrosion behavior. Computer automated, fracture mechanics methods and electrical potential difference monitoring of crack growth, have been successfully adapted to study short cracks in highly purified gaseous and aqueous chloride/controlled electrode potential environments. Emphasis here is on the characterization of intrinsic crack propagation behavior free of complicating extrinsic closure effects. These methods have been applied to characterize the corrosion fatigue behavior of peak aged Alloy 2090 in aqueous 1% NaCl/anodic polarization, purified water vapor, purified helium, moist air, 1% NaCl/cathodic polarization and purified oxygen. Both high stress intensity and near threshold crack growth rates decrease according to the listed order of environments. Oxygen and cathodic polarization/NaCl conditions promote significant reductions in environmental cracking susceptibility. Decreased loading frequency does not exacerbate corrosion fatigue. While each alloy exhibited similar trends, Alloy 2090 is generally more corrosion fatigue resistant compared to Alloy 7075. A plan which emphasizes experimental analysis and mechanistic work is presented to complete the corrosion fatigue research and Mr. Piaseck's PhD program during year 2.

SECTION IV reports on the progress of work on "Measurements and Mechanisms of Localized Aqueous Corrosion in Aluminum-Lithium Alloys" conducted by Mr. R. G. Buchheit, Jr., and Prof. G. E. Stoner at UVa. This work is targeted at isolating and measuring localized processes which are hypothesized to control corrosion and embrittlement of aluminum-lithium alloys. A literature review was conducted and Ag/AgCl microreference electrodes were successfully constructed with inner bore diameter tip sizes as small as 5 μm. These probes have been used to measure potential variations as small as 0.6 mV at localized sites on actively corroding surfaces of Alloy 2090. Growing corrosion pits have been emphasized during this reporting period. Measurement of time dependent pH changes have been performed for artificial crevices
and immersed machined shavings in solutionized and peak aged Alloy 2090, with an effect of heat treatment indicated. A proposed plan is presented for work in year 2 and which emphasizes several additional probes of localized chemistry in pits and cracks.

SECTION V provides a detailed technical proposal for research on "Environmental Degradation of Al-Li Alloys: The Effect of Hydrogen" by Prof. R. E. Swanson at VPI. This work was originally proposed by Prof. M. R. Louthan to begin in year 2 and is on schedule as the result of the effort recorded here. The proposal describes a 24-month study to characterize the effects of hydrogen on the mechanical behavior and microstructure of Alloy 2090. The goal of this work is to increase the understanding of the role of microstructure and stress state on the susceptibility to hydrogen damage in Al-Li alloys. Microstructural characterizations will include: optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, transmission electron microscopy and differential thermal analysis or scanning calorimetry. Mechanical property characterizations will include uniaxial tension tests, biaxial loading tests, Charpy impact tests, and microhardness indentation tests.

SECTION VI provides a new proposal by Prof. Gangloff for the incorporation of a fourth, PhD level graduate student and a fourth area of research. Five potential research topics are suggested, all with the common features of examining the environmental resistance of advanced, light metals and emphasizing an integrated metallurgical and fracture mechanics approach. A specific example proposal is presented for the particularly important area of "Elevated Temperature Crack Growth in Advanced Powder Metallurgy Aluminum Alloys." Important uncertainties, likely materials, modern fracture mechanics tools and a mechanistic approach are summarized. We propose that NASA provide mainly student support in year 2 to develop a specific topic, literature review and experimental plan, ideally in conjunction with Langley researchers in metals and fracture.
SECTION II
INTRODUCTION
ENVIRONMENT ASSISTED DEGRADATION MECHANISMS IN ALUMINUM-LITHIUM ALLOYS

A. The Problem

Aluminum-lithium based alloys are the object of intense government, industrial and academic research aimed at developing low density, high strength and high stiffness materials. Commercial alloys containing Al-Li-Cu-Zr (eg. 2090) and Al-Li-Cu-Mg-Zr (eg. 8090) are becoming available, particularly for fastened airframe components (1)*. Future aerospace applications will include cryogenic tankage.

Problems of alloy degradation and failure currently impede reliable application of Al-Li alloys in engineered structures and require additional research, as documented at several international conferences (2-5). Unresolved issues include:

- Low fracture toughness attributed to elastic and plastic strain localization, precipitates and impurities localized at grain boundaries (6-9).
- Dependence of fatigue crack propagation resistance on extrinsic factors which are beneficial for laboratory specimens, but which are not easily modeled by damage tolerant life prediction methods (10).
- Environmental stability with regard to properties and mechanisms governing aqueous corrosion and hydrogen embrittlement over a range of cryogenic to elevated temperatures, and specifically including the lack of capabilities to predict component behavior from laboratory data (11-14).
- Heterogeneous microstructures such as grain boundary phases and precipitate free zones, complex precipitation sequences, anisotropic and textured grain structure, and deformation mechanisms which influence the above properties.

* All references are contained in Section VII.
Microstructural effects on the benign environment mechanical properties of Al-Li alloys have been characterized, behavioral mechanisms have been reported (6-10) and thermal-mechanical processing has lead to Al-Li type alloys with excellent strength and longitudinal toughness, particularly at cryogenic temperatures (15-19).

Research has focused on the phenomenology of pitting corrosion and short transverse SCC of Al-Li-X alloys in chloride containing environments. Lithium additions alone do not cause unacceptably high chemical reactivity in aqueous environments containing aggressive ions such as chloride. Properties are encouraging; for example, specific metallurgical structures are reported to exhibit excellent stress corrosion cracking resistance. Deficiencies exist, however, including:

- Speculative models explain portions of data, however, mechanisms have been neither developed quantitatively, nor tested critically.
- Laboratory measurements have not separated and characterized the localized processes which are relevant to complex failure modes. Data are not scalable to predict performance.
- Hydrogen contributions to localized corrosion, deformation and brittle fracture have not been studied systematically.
- Fatigue-environment interactions have not been studied.

B. The NASA Sponsored Research Program

In March of 1987, the NASA-Langley Research Center funded a multi-faceted research program at the University of Virginia and at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University to investigate degradation of Al-Li-X alloy properties due to gaseous and aqueous environmental exposures and to dissolved hydrogen (20).

The goal of the proposed research program is to characterize alloy behavior and to develop mechanisms for environmental failure of commercial type Al-Li-Cu alloys. This work is necessary to enable metallurgical optimization of alloy performance and engineering design with damage tolerance and long term reliability. Current understanding
in these regards is insufficient for safe use of aluminum-lithium alloys in aerospace missions.

As developed in the initial proposal, three specific research projects have been initiated to address the aforementioned uncertainties (20). These projects are interrelated and will be conducted collaboratively, by faculty members of the Materials Science Department at the University of Virginia and the Materials Engineering Department at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. NASA-LaRC funded research programs at UVa and VPI include:

DAMAGE LOCALIZATION MECHANISMS IN AQUEOUS CHLORIDE CORROSION FATIGUE OF ALUMINUM-LITHIUM ALLOYS

Investigator: R.P. Gangloff
Proposed Duration: April, 1987 to March, 1989
Graduate Student: Robert S. Piascik, PhD candidate
Support: Original proposal (20).

Status: The program was initiated on schedule; research accomplishments are described in this progress report. The technical direction for project completion in year 2 is proposed herein.

MEASUREMENTS AND MECHANISMS OF LOCALIZED AQUEOUS CORROSION IN ALUMINUM-LITHIUM ALLOYS

Investigator: G.E. Stoner
Proposed Duration: August, 1987 to March, 1990
Graduate Student: Rudolph G. Buchheit, Jr., PhD candidate
Support: Original proposal (20).

Status: The program was initiated on schedule; four months of research have been accomplished as described in this progress report. The technical direction for years 2 and 3 is proposed.

DEFORMATION AND FRACTURE OF ALUMINUM-LITHIUM ALLOYS: THE EFFECT OF DISSOLVED HYDROGEN

Investigator: R.E. Swanson (M.R. Louthan, Jr.) (VPI)
Proposed Duration: April, 1988 to March, 1990
Graduate Student: To be recruited (VPI)
Support: Original proposal (20).
Status: M.R. Louthan is no longer affiliated with VPI, and has been replaced on this project by Professor Robert E. Swanson. Preliminary work has been conducted at VPI, as discussed in this progress report and a detailed proposal for hydrogen embrittlement research in years 2 and 3 is presented.

As an addition to the original proposal, a fourth PhD candidate, Mr. William Porr, will begin work on either elevated temperature environmental cracking of advanced PM aluminum alloys or environmental degradation of an aluminum matrix discontinuous fiber composite material. Startup funding for this effort is included in the proposal for renewal in year 2 to March, 1989 and full program funding is proposed for year 3.

In summary the NASA-LaRC sponsored research project is designed as a three year effort by three faculty to train four doctoral level graduate students in the interdisciplinary areas of metallurgy, electrochemistry and solid mechanics. Along with the participating faculty, these students represent a meaningful resource which is relevant to NASA light metals, fracture mechanics, and structures development missions.

C. Complementary Research Programs

Several additional programs have been initiated since the original proposal and are funded by a variety of sources including industry and NASA.

DEFORMATION AND FRACTURE OF ALUMINUM-LITHIUM ALLOYS: THE EFFECT OF CRYOGENIC TEMPERATURES

Investigator: Richard P. Gangloff
Graduate Student: John A. Wagner, PhD candidate
Support: On-site research at NASA-LaRC.

Status: Mr. Wagner, a NASA-Langley employee, has completed all course work and examinations for the PhD degree in Materials Science at the University of Virginia. He will conduct dissertation research on cryogenic fracture and hydrogen embrittlement of superplastically formed Al-Li-Cu-X alloys at LaRC.
The cost of Mr. Wagner's research is not included in this proposal, however the work will follow directly from the hydrogen embrittlement study.

STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
OF ALUMINUM-LITHIUM-COPPER ALLOYS

Investigator: Glenn E. Stoner
Graduate Student: James P. Moran, PhD candidate
Support: Alcoa and Virginia CIT

Status: Mr. Moran's research has been underway for the past two years and is being closely coordinated with Mr. Buchheit's work.

NASA sponsored research further benefits by contacts with ongoing, industrial and government sponsored research within the Light Metals Center at UVa.

D. Report Organization

This report describes the progress achieved on each of the three NASA-LaRC funded research programs between the period April 1st and November 31, 1987 (Sections III, IV and V). Technical descriptions for future research follow the reports of progress in each of the three program sections. The proposed direction of Mr. Porr's research is presented after the discussions of the three original projects and in Section VI.

The program on Environmental Degradation Mechanisms is being integrated into a proposed UVA-NASA/LaRC program on Light Alloy Technology. A specific proposal for grant renewal, including complete budgetary information for year 2, is provided in this regard and under separate cover.
SECTION III

Program 1

DAMAGE LOCALIZATION MECHANISMS IN AQUEOUS CHLORIDE CORROSION
FATIGUE OF ALUMINUM-LITHIUM ALLOYS

Robert S. Piascik and Richard P. Gangloff

A. Summary

The objective of this research is to study mechanisms of crack tip
damage fundamental to environmentally assisted fatigue crack growth in
Al-Li-Cu alloys. Intrinsic mechanisms of fatigue crack growth in alloy
2090 are examined by fracture mechanics methods applied to small cracks.
Two regimes of environmental effect, low mean stress-high stress
intensity range hydrogen embrittlement and high R-near threshold
cracking by hydrogen or film rupture/dissolution are studied by
programmed constant stress intensity experimentation. The potential
difference monitored crack growth studies are performed in purified
helium, oxygen, water vapor and aqueous sodium chloride environments.
Fatigue crack growth is first measured as a function of frequency and
then for small crack-microstructure orientations giving single or
multiple grains along the crack front. Experiments are designed to
probe crack tip environmental damage for the two regimes. Crack
interactions with grain boundaries will be resolved. Growth in gaseous
environments will be compared to environmental effects produced by
electrode potential controlled aqueous environments. The results of
this work are reported here. Confirming experiments and analyses are
progressing in the next reporting period.

B. Objective

The objectives of this research program are to characterize
corrosion fatigue crack propagation in Al-Li-Cu alloys exposed to
gaseous and aqueous environments at room temperature, and to develop
mechanisms of damage localization from crack tip-environment-
microstructure interactions. The goal of this work is to identify
beneficial metallurgical conditions and quantitative damage tolerant life prediction models to mitigate environmental cracking.

C. Progress for the Period April 1 to November 30, 1987

1. Literature Review and Approach

Mr. Piascik has conducted an in-depth literature review and developed a detailed technical plan for his doctoral research program. This work, described by the document in Appendix I, was presented to Mr. Dennis Dicus, the NASA-LaRC contract monitor, and to Mr. Piascik's PhD Committee in August of 1987. The committee approved his proposal.

The experimental approach to examining corrosion fatigue damage in Al-Li-Cu Alloy 2090 was designed based on the literature review which identified important parameters and critical uncertainties from prior published work. In summary our fracture mechanics based study is designed to:

- Emphasize intrinsic corrosion fatigue damage through the use of short crack specimens, and controlled stress intensity range and stress ratio techniques to minimize closure related extrinsic fatigue processes.

- Examine small crack-environment and small crack-microstructure interactions to reveal details of crack tip damage and to develop characterizations relevant to realistic crack geometries for aerospace applications.

- Employ high resolution, in situ electrical potential difference monitoring of crack length, computer programmed constant stress intensity techniques and high stress ratio loading to characterize intrinsic, transient and steady state corrosion fatigue damage.

- Examine two regions of crack tip stress intensity, including near threshold and higher $\Delta K$ Paris Law fatigue, where the mechanism for environmental cracking may vary from film formation/rupture to hydrogen embrittlement.

- Control electrode potential for aqueous environments, and cyclic loading frequency effects for electrolyte and gaseous exposures.
Control alloy microstructure to define deleterious phases and morphologies.

Employ several techniques; including post environmental exposure fracture toughness, single grain cracking in controlled microstructures, fractography, and frequency or electrode potential change transient experiments; to define localized crack tip damage mechanisms.

Specific details pertaining to material, specimen design and fatigue-fracture mechanics, microstructure-crack orientations, environmental chambers and chemistry control are presented in Appendix I. This material provides the necessary background for the discussion of experimental results.

Research on corrosion fatigue is approached in three phases as follows:

Phase 1: Experiments will develop the foundation necessary for planning and executing the research program. Tasks will: (1) Characterize the microstructure of Alloy 2090 as a function of aging; (2) Characterize free corrosion and electrochemical polarization behavior as a function of microstructure and solution chloride composition; (3) Adapt the electrical potential method for study of small corrosion fatigue cracks in aluminum alloys; and (4) Demonstrate intrinsic, stress intensity similar-fatigue crack propagation for the benign moist air environment.

Phase 2: Experiments and analyses will characterize the growth kinetics and microstructural paths of corrosion fatigue cracks in Alloy 2090 and 7075. Tasks will: (1) Demonstrate intrinsic, stress intensity similar-fatigue crack propagation for embrittling gaseous and aqueous environments, (2) Determine stress intensity-stress ratio, frequency and electrode potential conditions for corrosion fatigue in several gaseous and aqueous environments.

Phase 3: Research will probe mechanisms for intrinsic corrosion fatigue damage.

Specific experiments for each phase are listed in Tables 4, 5 and 6 contained in Appendix I. The research plan and experimental design are entirely consistent with the original proposal to NASA (20).
The schedule for Phases 1, 2 and 3 is presented in Figure 1. Work is progressing according to this schedule; all of the Phase 1 work and about 75% of the Phase 2 characterization experiments have been completed. The results of this research, conducted between April 1 and November 31, 1987, are presented in the following sections.

2. Progress on Experimental Results and Discussions

a. Phase 1: Alloy Characterization, Corrosion Behavior, Short Fatigue Crack Experimental Methods and Intrinsic Fatigue Crack Propagation for Moist Air

i. Alloy Chemistry, Microstructure and Mechanical Properties

Alloy 2090, an Al-Li-Cu-Zr material in rolled plate (38.1 mm thick), has been selected for this study. Alloy 7075-T651 (Al-Zn-Mg-Cu) material, also in rolled plate form (63.5 mm thick), was selected as a reference material. Alloy 2090 was provided in the solution treated and stretched (6%) condition, and Alloy 7075 material was provided in the peak aged T651 condition. Both plates were supplied by Messrs Colvin and Bretz of the Alcoa Technical Center. Chemical analyses, conducted on specific samples of each plate by Alcoa, yielded the compositions given in Table 1.

| Table 1:    |
| Chemical Composition (by weight percent) |
|            |
| Alloy 2090 |
| Li | Cu | Zr | Fe | Si | Mn | Mg | Cr | Ni | Ti | Na | Zn | Ca |
| 2.14 | 2.45 | 0.09 | 0.05 | 0.04 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.01 | 0.01 | 0.001 | 0.01 | 0.0005 |
| Alloy 7075 |
| Zn | Mg | Cu | Cr | Zr | Fe | Si | Mn | Ni | Ti | Na | Ca | Li |
| 5.74 | 2.31 | 1.58 | 0.20 | 0.01 | 0.26 | 0.10 | 0.05 | 0.01 | 0.05 | 0.000 | 0.0001 | 0.000 |
The microstructure of Alloy 2090 is shown in Figure 2. Large flattened and elongated grains are oriented with the major dimension along the rolling (longitudinal) direction. Grain size measurements, performed for the transverse and short transverse directions, yielded average values of 3.3 mm and 0.11 mm, respectively. The grain sizes in these directions are of interest because short fatigue crack growth will be characterized for the longitudinal-transverse and longitudinal-short orientation, as discussed below. The structure is generally unrecrystallized, with low angle boundaries forming a cellular structure characterized by a subboundary grain size which is, as yet, undetermined.

The precipitation strengthening characteristics of Alloy 2090 are shown in Figure 3 and 4 for aging temperatures of 190°C and 160°C, respectively. The peak aged condition is employed for all experiments in Phases 1 and 2. Peak aged mechanical properties are given in Table 2 for both Alloy 2090 and 7075.

### Table 2:

#### Mechanical Properties of Peak Aged Material

**Alloy 2090**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aging Temp(°C)</th>
<th>Aging Time(hrs)</th>
<th>Yield (MPa)</th>
<th>Ultimate (MPa)</th>
<th>Elong. (%)</th>
<th>Orientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>Long-Trans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>16(20)</td>
<td>505(500)</td>
<td>530(537)</td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>Long-Trans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>(20)</td>
<td>(525)</td>
<td>(551)</td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>Trans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>(20)</td>
<td>(437)</td>
<td>(455)</td>
<td>(3.5)</td>
<td>Short-Trans</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Alloy 7075**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aging Temp(°C)</th>
<th>Aging Time(hrs)</th>
<th>Yield (MPa)</th>
<th>Ultimate (MPa)</th>
<th>Elong. (%)</th>
<th>Orientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-651 condition</td>
<td></td>
<td>(466)</td>
<td>(540)</td>
<td>(11.8)</td>
<td>Long-Trans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-651 condition</td>
<td></td>
<td>(432)</td>
<td>(500)</td>
<td>(2.9)</td>
<td>Short-Trans</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

( ) - Results supplied by Alcoa
A detailed transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis of peak aged Alloy 2090 has been completed. The precipitates that have been identified are $\delta'(\text{Al}_3\text{Li})$, $\theta'(\text{Al}_2\text{Cu})$, $T_1(\text{Al}_2\text{CuLi})$, and $T_2(\text{Al}_6\text{CuLi}_3)$. $\delta'$, $T_1$, and $\theta'$ were found to be distributed throughout the matrix. $T_2$ precipitates are located at high angle grain boundaries. Large $\delta'$ precipitate free zones are located adjacent to the high angle grain boundaries. Increased concentrations of $T_1$ were observed at low angle boundaries. The increased amount of sub boundary $T_1$ precipitates is associated with a region of decreased $\delta'$, forming a narrow $\delta'$ denuded zone along the subboundary. These results are consistent with extensive microscopic studies conducted by at UVa by Cassada, Shiflet and Starke. Detailed micrographs will be presented in the final report for year 1.

Alloy 7075 will be characterized during the next reporting period. Work to date establishes that each of the materials chosen for study are representative of current quality 2090 and 7075.

ii. Electrochemical Corrosion Testing

Potentiodynamic and constant potential electrochemical tests were performed to characterize the general and localized corrosion properties of Alloy 2090 in aqueous NaCl environments. The objective of the potentiodynamic polarization tests was to determine breakaway (pitting) potentials and passive region corrosion-microstructure relations for different precipitation strengthened conditions of the alloy and for various NaCl concentrations. Based on the results of these tests, specific constant polarization potentials and a NaCl concentration were selected for aqueous corrosion fatigue experiments. The constant potential experiments were performed to study the corrosion characteristics of specimens exposed to the aqueous NaCl environment at constant passive region potentials.
Specimens were prepared by heat treating 38.1 mm thick plate material to peak aged (4 hrs at 190°C) and overaged (22 hrs at 190°C) conditions, by machining a 25.4 mm x 25.4 mm x 12.7 mm specimen from the plate midsection and by polishing the rolling plane surface (25.4 mm x 25.4 mm face) as follows:

180, 320, 400, 600, 2400, 4000 grit SiC
15 µm, 5 µm, 1 µm Al₂O₃
0.06 µm Silica

A nickel wire was spot welded to the edge surface of the specimen which was in turn mounted to a plexiglass electrochemical test cell. A teflon ring (1 cm² exposed inner area) was placed between the polished surface of the specimen and the aqueous environment. The teflon ring contained a knife edge to minimize contact area and to limit crevice corrosion at the cell-specimen interface. A platinum counter electrode was used to polarize the working electrode (specimen) and a standard saturated calomel electrode (+0.227 V versus the standard hydrogen electrode) was used as the reference.

Extreme care was taken prior to testing to rid the electrochemical test apparatus of oxygen. The electrolyte was stored in a reservoir where the NaCl solution was deaerated (using high purity helium) for a minimum of 4 hours prior to transferring to the helium purged electrochemical cell. Upon the introduction of the electrolyte to the cell, vigorous deaeration with helium was continued for 15 to 24 hours while the specimen was held at a potentiostatically controlled constant potential of -1.00 V (SCE). This value is the approximate free corrosion potential of Alloy 2090 in deaerated NaCl solution.

All potentiodynamic polarization testing was conducted at a sweep rate of 2 mV/sec. The tests were initiated by first scanning in the cathodic direction. The potential was reversed to the anodic direction once a slight cathodic current was detected, typically at a voltage of between -1.20 V and -1.30 V SCE. The specimen was anodically
polarized through the passive region and past the pitting potential. Once a significant anodic (breakaway) current was reached (100 µA), the specimen was again polarized in the cathodic direction until the repassivation potential was reached, that is at the potential corresponding to the original passive region current. At this point the experiment was terminated, the specimen was removed from the cell, dried and immediately examined using optical microscopy.

The polarization response of specimens exposed to aerated NaCl solution exhibited little passive region. Deaeration was required to limit the oxidation reduction reaction and to shift the open circuit potential cathodically from the pitting potential. The large passive region, produced by deaeration, allowed constant anodic polarization of specimens without entering the pitting regime. The pitting potential was easily obtained for this material. Passive region current increased linearly with increasing potential until the breakaway level was reached. At breakaway, a sudden increase in anodic current established the pitting potential.

Figure 5 reveals a significant difference in the pitting potential of peak aged and overaged Alloy 2090 for different concentrations of deaerated NaCl solutions. The different slopes of the peak aged and overaged pitting potential dependencies suggest altered passive film characteristics. The increased pitting susceptibility of overaged Alloy 2090 may indicate the formation of new or larger electrochemically active precipitates, and/or a general degradation of passive film protection due to altered surface film chemistry. As chloride ion content is increased to 3.5% NaCl, both aging treatments become equally susceptible to pitting. This behavior suggests that the chloride ion content of 3.5% NaCl solution promotes a general degradation of the passive film that could mask important environmental/microstructural interactions.

Constant potential tests were conducted at applied values ranging from -1.000 V to -0.700 V SCE in deaerated NaCl solution (0.1
and 0.7 wt%). Both peak aged and overaged material were exposed for 12 hours; the exposed surfaces were then examined for localized corrosion using optical and scanning electron microscopy. Results show that constituent particles and low angle boundary phases (T₁) are sites of localized corrosion. Constituent particles (Al₇Cu₂Fe phase (21)), refer to EDX analysis shown in Figure 6a and 6b, were observed to freely corrode at potentials 100 mV anodic to the deaerated open circuit potential and well below the macroscopic breakaway potential. Shown in Figure 7 is a typical stinger of pits, formed by localized attack of stringered constituent particles. This peak aged specimen was maintained at a potential of -0.700 V SCE (open circuit of -1.100 V SCE) while exposed to 0.1% NaCl solution for 5 days.

Attack of phases at subboundaries is illustrated in Figures 8a, 8c and 8d, which are successively higher magnification micrographs showing the localized corrosion of the same area. This peak aged specimen was exposed to 0.1% NaCl solution for 3.5 days at a constant potential of -1.000 V SCE. The etched but unexposed surface of the same specimen, Figure 8b, reveals the subboundary structure. A comparison of Figure 8a (exposed) and Figure 8b (etched, unexposed) reveals that localized corrosive attack occurs at sites along low angle grain boundaries. Examination, at higher magnification shows that surface attack occurs at small discrete regions aligned along the sub-boundaries. Based on TEM examination, only T₁ precipitates are localized on sub-boundaries. These results suggest that the aluminum-copper-lithium phases (T₁ and possibly T₂) are susceptible to corrosion. These results will facilitate interpretation of scanning electron fractography of corrosion fatigue crack surfaces.

Based on the polarization data and other considerations, a 1 wt% NaCl environment was chosen for aqueous corrosion fatigue testing. While lower concentrations allow a wider range of anodic polarization before pitting, most literature corrosion fatigue experiments are
conducted with 3.5% NaCl or more complex seawater. Also, because of the corrosion fatigue cell geometry, very low ionic concentrations result in a large solution IR drop which limits the range of polarization and which complicates reference electrode measurements.

iii. Selection of Heat Treatments for Corrosion Fatigue

Since the number of chemical environment and mechanical loading variables which critically influence corrosion fatigue is large, it is necessary to emphasize a single aged microstructure in the current study. Once such variables are systematically characterized and understood, future work can examine microstructural effects based on proper selection and control of the relevant environment and mechanical system parameters.

The peak aged condition (4 hours at 190°C) of Alloy 2090 was selected for Phase 1 and 2 corrosion fatigue experimentation because of the main objective of examining the effects of T₁ and T₂ phases on crack growth. Polarization studies indicate that the Li-Cu containing precipitates are environmentally susceptible. TEM analysis of peak aged material has shown that these phases concentrate at high energy sites such as sub boundaries (T₁) and high angle grain boundaries (T₂). With this microstructure and short crack techniques, it may be possible to isolate the crack front interaction with either the T₁ phase on subboundaries or the T₂ phase on high angle grain boundaries.

Underaged Alloy 2090 contains a more uniform concentration of T₁ phase and little, if any, T₂ precipitation. Based on corrosion studies and preliminary aqueous corrosion fatigue fracture surface examination, over aged material exhibits a high degree of pitting which masks fracture surface detail.

Studies of constant or monotonically increasing environmental cracking of Al-Li alloys show that the degree of aging is a critical variable. Results are conflicting and the precise effect of aging remains uncertain in a general sense. The corrosion fatigue sensitivity of the peak aged microstructure is a reasonable starting issue to
address. Work by Lin and Starke shows that the peak aged condition of Alloy 7075 is most susceptible to corrosion fatigue crack propagation by a presumed hydrogen embrittlement mechanism (22).

Finally, the majority of corrosion fatigue crack propagation studies have been performed on peak aged aluminum alloys in the 2000 and 7000 series. The behavior of peak aged 2090 should be directly comparable to these literature data.

iv. Small Fatigue Crack Experimental Methods

Small crack corrosion fatigue propagation experiments are being conducted with a specimen containing a single edge crack grown from an initiating micronotch. Twenty specimens of the type shown in Figure 9 have been machined successfully from the aluminum alloy plates and including 0.25 mm deep micronotches fabricated by electrospark discharge machining methods. These specimens are provided by the Cincinnati Tool Company at a cost of $250 to $300 per piece. The stress intensity equation, the analysis for qualification under the small scale or net section yielding criteria and the method for programmed stress intensity control are described in Appendix I.

1) Electrical Potential Difference (P.D.) Technique

The electrical potential difference technique is being employed for continuous crack length measurement. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 10. A constant direct current of between 8 and 15 amperes is applied to the specimen through the loading fixture. Two 0.127 mm diameter copper potential drop probes are spot welded within a specified distance from the micronotch. The potential difference is amplified by $10^4$, measured, and converted from an analog to digital signal that is input to a computer where all test functions are automatically controlled. Using an analytical calibration procedure (Laplacian analysis), crack length is computed for each measured value of electrical potential. As in previous studies with ferrous and nickel based alloys (23), crack growth resolution of less
than 5 µm has been achieved. Crack growth rates are computed for each

crack depth value using standard ASTM E647 methods (24). Associated


crack tip stress intensities are calculated using methods described in

Appendix I.

During this reporting period, we have successfully
demonstrated the application of the electrical potential method to
aluminum alloys, representing the first use of this approach for this
class of materials. Potential probes were attached to aluminum Alloy
2090 and 7075 specimens; joints did not preferentially corrode and
detach during prolonged exposures to aqueous chloride environments. The
resistivity of aluminum is about 25% that of steels and nickel based
alloys; resulting potential differences for small cracks are
proportionately less. None-the-less, potentials on the order of 50 to 80
µV for the aluminum alloy samples were measured with + 0.1 µV
sensitivity. The signal is sufficiently stable compared to the several
day time frame of corrosion fatigue experiments to render accurate, low
frequency crack growth rates.

The analysis used for correlating potential difference to crack
length is based on a closed form solution of Laplace's equation derived
for infinite plate boundary conditions (25). The Laplacian analysis was
used so that accurate crack length measurements could be maintained as
the crack initiates and propagates from the micronotch. An alternate
approach, Johnson's equation (26), can only be used for crack length
measurement after the crack has grown some finite length away from the
notch. A comparison of the Laplacian analysis and Johnson's equation is
shown in Figure 11 for the short crack specimen. Most experimentation
will be performed for a/W ≤ 0.4. Figure 11 shows that both analysis
techniques yield results within 5% for these short crack lengths.
Neither analysis method is rigorously correct for the finite, notched
specimen studied; experiments are required to test the calibration
procedure.
2) **Qualification of Electrical Potential and Crack Growth Measurements**

Experiments were performed using 4130 and 4340 steels and aluminum alloys to demonstrate that developed methods accurately monitor fatigue crack growth in the environments of interest (air, helium and aqueous NaCl). Results, compared to referenced data, show that specimen design, electrical potential measurement accuracy, computer control methods and specimen loading apparatus used for aluminum alloy research do not anomalously alter experimental results.

The accuracy of the Laplacian calibration procedure is demonstrated in Figure 12. Plotted are predicted crack lengths, calculated from potential difference measurements of small fatigue cracks, compared to actual crack lengths taken from optical or SEM fracture surface measurements. Each data point represents a single specimen. These results confirm that accuracy is maintained for the range of crack lengths relevant to this study. Specimen to specimen crack length measurement errors for aluminum alloys are less than ±15% and comparable to those obtained for steels and nickel based alloys (23). Since the error is random, the results shown in Figure 12 support the usage of the Laplacian analysis compared to the Johnson approach. From Figure 11, the latter predicts crack lengths which are between 1 and 10% less than values calculated from the Laplacian solution.

All fatigue crack growth rate and stress intensity values are corrected for crack length measurement errors, up to ±15% in magnitude, based on linear apportionment of the difference between final predicted and measured crack length. The magnitude of error shown in Figure 12 does not significantly affect the growth kinetics of interest. In fact the correction procedure will also account for the additional error introduced by the use of Johnson's equation. Some care must be exercised regarding the effect of crack length errors on the accuracy of real time, constant stress intensity control. Such errors are
compounded by crack surface contact and electrical potential shorting phenomena.

Fatigue crack growth rate data, obtained by applying the developed methods to low alloy steels, are in excellent agreement with literature results for moist air, purified helium and aqueous chloride with applied cathodic polarization. The results of three experiments performed in air are shown in Figure 13, and include two constant cyclic stress intensity tests (4130SC1A and 4130SC2A) conducted at high stress ratio (R=0.6) and a programmed decreasing $\Delta K$ experiment ($C=-0.3/m$) also at constant $R=0.6$. For constant $\Delta K$ loading, the linearity of measured crack length versus load cycle data was excellent. Excellent agreement exists between 4130 results and fatigue crack growth data for a comparable API Grade E-75 steel (27).

A metal gasket sealed vacuum chamber, equipped with a 44.5 kN (10 kip) servohydraulic loading frame and capable of an atmosphere of 1 $\mu$Pa (1x10$^{-8}$ torr), will be used for all high purity gaseous atmosphere testing. Two constant $\Delta K$ tests ($R=0.6$) were performed in high purity helium (4340SC1A and 4340SC1B) to demonstrate intrinsic crack growth in inert gaseous environments. Prior to testing, the vacuum chamber was evacuated to 3 $\mu$Pa (3x10$^{-8}$ torr) and backfilled with high purity helium (99.998%), further purified by passage through an immersed liquid nitrogen cold trap. Crack length increased linearly with load cycles up to a crack depth of 3 mm. Crack growth rates calculated by linear regression analysis are in excellent agreement with the referenced fatigue crack growth characteristics of 4340 steel, shown in Figure 14 (28). Experiments with the vacuum system demonstrated that specimen rotation is impeded for longer cracks and the actual applied stress intensity is less than that given by the equation. Crack growth rates accordingly decrease. All experiments with aluminum alloys will be limited in crack length to avoid this error.

Aqueous environment corrosion fatigue crack propagation experiments will be performed in the plexiglass cell represented
diagrammatically in Figure 15 and described in Appendix I. This cell was employed to characterize corrosion fatigue crack propagation in 4130 steel exposed to deaerated 3.0% NaCl at an applied cathodic potential of -1000 mV (SCE). Two constant ΔK tests (4130SC3A and 4130SC3B) yielded linear cyclic crack length data. Crack growth rates from least squares analysis are in excellent agreement with the corrosion fatigue crack growth characteristics of a comparable steel, API-2H, of equivalent yield strength and microstructure (29). This comparison is shown in Figure 16.

3) Conclusions

The direct current electrical potential method, as implemented at the University of Virginia, accurately monitors fatigue crack propagation in both steels and aluminum alloys exposed to a variety of benign and corrosive environments. These methods, demonstrated for the first time for short cracks in aluminum alloys, are now available for application to the study of microstructural and environmental effects on intrinsic fatigue crack propagation in aluminum Alloys 2090 and 7075.

v. Intrinsic Fatigue Crack Propagation

Investigators have recently shown that the significantly increased fatigue crack growth resistance of Al-Li-Cu alloys is attributed to extrinsic crack tip shielding by crack closure and deflection mechanisms (17,30). The relevance of extrinsic fatigue crack growth resistance to mechanistic studies and to a variety of loading histories and component geometries is unclear. The objective of the current study is to eliminate interfering extrinsic effects in order to study intrinsic environmental fatigue crack propagation, a basic material property. We believe that such data are more easily interpreted from a mechanistic perspective and are perhaps most relevant to general life prediction exercises.
Extrinsic crack closure effects are essentially eliminated by high mean stress loading above about $R(K_{\text{min}}/K_{\text{max}})=0.5$, by short/small crack lengths with reduced wakes and by fine scale microstructures. From these considerations, various test techniques have been used in an attempt to monitor intrinsic fatigue crack growth in high strength Al-Li alloys. Figure 17 illustrates fatigue crack growth characterized by a microstructurally small crack technique (surface replication - $\gamma$) (31), a long crack - high and increasing stress ratio (R) method (crack mouth opening gage - $\Delta$) (32) and long crack - low R testing (crack mouth opening gage - $c$) (30). These data reveal a significant difference in the measured fatigue crack growth characteristics of the Al-Li-Cu alloy. The increased fatigue crack growth behavior measured by high R testing, compared to low R test results, is attributed to reduced extrinsic crack closure effects (33). The small crack growth results are not influenced by retarding crack closure, and also reveal enhanced growth rates at very low stress intensities. This latter effect is attributed to the atypically large crack tip opening plastic strains which occur when a small crack is encased within one or two grains (33). These data suggest that microstructural small cracks (dimensions less than a grain size) exhibit no intrinsic fatigue crack growth threshold.

The results shown in Figure 17 clearly illustrate how extrinsic effects, such as crack tip shielding, can alter the true fatigue crack growth characteristics of Al-Li alloys by reducing crack tip mechanical driving forces. These data provide a starting point for the current experiments.

For the current study, three high stress ratio experimental techniques were used to characterize the fatigue crack growth characteristics of Alloy 2090. These techniques include:

1. Decreasing $\Delta K$ - constant $K_{\text{max}}$ and increasing $R$, using the long crack geometry according to the method recently reviewed by Hertzberg and represented in Figure 17 (32).
2. Decreasing ΔK - constant R, using the short crack geometry and high R, after a general method presented by Donald and represented in Figure 17 (34).

3. Constant ΔK - step increasing R at constant $K_{\text{max}}$ and using the short crack geometry.

Long crack testing was conducted using a single edge notched specimen ($B = 5.08 \text{ mm}$, $W = 22.35 \text{ mm}$, and notch depth = 5.08 mm).

All short crack geometry testing was performed using the micronotched specimen shown in Figure 9. Intrinsic fatigue crack growth was monitored in both the longitudinal-transverse (L-T) and longitudinal-short (L-S) orientations shown in Figure 18. These two crack path directions have been selected to optimize the difference in crack front microstructural conditions. Figure 19 illustrates how the L-T and L-S orientations will significantly change the high angle grain boundary microstructure sampled by the crack front. As seen in Figure 19a, a flaw propagating normal to the pancake grains in the L-S orientation is completely embedded within one or two grains, with the crack front sampling/impinging the subgrain microstructure. Figure 19b shows a flaw in the L-T orientation which allows a greater number (10 to 30) of high angle grain boundaries to be sampled by the crack front. These crack paths may allow unique Phase 3 experiments to be performed by monitoring crack growth transients as significantly different microstructural features interact with the advancing crack front. The following paragraphs describe the results of experiments to characterize intrinsic fatigue crack growth in the L-T and L-S orientations.

1) L-T Orientation Intrinsic FCG

Shown in Figure 20 are the fatigue crack growth results obtained using the micronotched specimen in the L-T orientation. Figure 20a presents a micrograph of the surface of a short fatigue crack which illustrates regions of constant ΔK and decreasing ΔK-constant R propagation. The constant ΔK test results, represented as a plot of crack length (a) versus cycles (N) in Figure 20b, exhibit a
linear slope which is indicative of intrinsic crack growth over a range of crack lengths from 0.35 to 0.75 mm. A continued decrease in the slope of the \(a\) versus \(N\) plot is characteristic of interfering extrinsic effects, likely due to closure, as the wake and deflection develop. Shown in Figure 20b is the average growth rate (center region) and rates at the beginning and end of testing, each calculated by least squares analysis. While crack growth just beyond the notch affected zone \(a_n = 0.30 + 0.03\) mm is perhaps at a slightly (20\%) faster growth rate, little variation in \(da/dN\) is observed for the majority of the constant stress intensity experiment. (Crack growth within 0.03 mm of the notch is affected by notch tip bluntness, the notch stress concentration effect on stress intensity and the brittle melted layer formed by electrospark discharge machining (23). This growth is not analyzed by fracture mechanics and is ignored in this study).

The results of the decreasing \(\Delta K\)-constant \(R\) test, shown in Figure 20c, predict a threshold cyclic stress intensity range of 2.2 MPa \(m^{1/2}\). Also plotted is the result of the constant \(\Delta K\) (4.1 MPa \(m^{1/2}\)) test represented as the range of growth, 1.03x10\(^{-5}\) to 8.35x10\(^{-6}\) mm/cycle, for the crack lengths given in Figure 20b. Comparison of the results for the two tests reveals an increased growth rate for constant \(\Delta K\) testing at the shorter crack lengths. These results suggest that either cracks of length less than 1 mm exhibit accelerated fatigue crack growth due to a crack tip strain mechanism and/or the decreasing \(\Delta K\) test results were influenced overload delay retardation. This latter influence is a concern given the high stress intensity shedding rate employed for short crack experimentation. As will be shown in a following section, crack closure does not occur for \(R = 0.6\), consistent with published data for Alloy 2090 (30).

To clarify the above results, a constant \(K_{max}\)-decreasing \(\Delta K\) experiment was performed using the large SEN specimen described earlier. This geometry allowed adequate crack length so that a reduced stress intensity gradient \((C)\) could be chosen to minimize possible overload effects and higher stress ratios were examined. The test was conducted
at a constant $K_{\text{max}} = 16 \text{ MPa m}^{\frac{1}{2}}$, an initial $R = 0.61$ and $C = -0.177 \text{ mm}^{-1}$. Closure loads were monitored during fatigue testing using a crack mouth opening displacement gage. Load versus deflection measurements were periodically obtained as the cyclic stress intensity was reduced with increasing $R$. A comparison of specimen compliance, measured before and after fatigue testing, with the periodic load-deflection results revealed that closure loads were maintained below 25% of the minimum applied load. These results indicate that extrinsic crack closure effects were eliminated by high $R$ testing.

Crack growth results shown in Figure 21 indicate a threshold cyclic stress intensity of $2.1 \text{ MPa m}^{\frac{1}{2}}$. A comparison of these data with the previously discussed decreasing $\Delta K$-constant $R$ test results is shown by the insert in Figure 21. Good agreement between both $\Delta K$ decreasing techniques suggests that overload retardation effects have not been introduced during the constant $R$ load shedding experiment and a true increase in crack growth was observed during the constant $\Delta K$ test with the physically short crack.

The constant $\Delta K$-step increased $R$/constant $K_{\text{max}}$ method was used to ensure the measurement of intrinsic crack growth at different levels of cyclic stress intensity. This constant $\Delta K$ technique, results shown in Figure 22, allowed each constant $\Delta K$ level to be applied over a substantial crack length interval to ensure a linear $a$ versus $N$ response and thus steady state intrinsic growth. Figure 22a is the crack length versus loading cycles plot showing the seven $\Delta K$ levels of linear crack growth. To determine intrinsic growth characteristics, each region was plotted separately and evaluated for linear response. The fatigue crack growth at each $\Delta K$ was determined by least squares analysis. No overload effects were observed when the cyclic stress intensity was reduced from $15.98 \text{ MPa m}^{\frac{1}{2}}$ to $1.68 \text{ MPa m}^{\frac{1}{2}}$. The linear crack growth shown in the low $\Delta K$ region ($1.68/0.90$) reveals a constant growth for 2 million cycles with no evidence of crack growth retardation. Figure 22b is a more detailed region of the $a$-$N$ curve showing linear growth at constant $\Delta K$ levels of $2.20$, $2.75$, $3.29$ and $6.58 \text{ MPa m}^{\frac{1}{2}}$. It is significant to note
that these data demonstrate intrinsic growth at a relatively low $\Delta K$ and at maximum crack lengths where closure effects would dominate. Furthermore, there is no evidence of delayed crack growth just after a stress intensity range increase, demonstrating that load shedding at constant $K_{\text{max}}$ does not induce delay retardation presumably because the maximum or forward loading plastic zone size is constant. The results of these tests are shown in Figure 22, with the $R$ and $K_{\text{max}}$ value noted for each constant $\Delta K$ experiment.

Also plotted in Figure 22 are the results for the two load shedding experiments discussed above. Above the near threshold regime, good agreement is observed between the three test techniques. The constant $\Delta K$-step increased $R$ technique resulted in the measurement of accelerated crack growth below the threshold stress intensities indicated by the continuous load shedding techniques, and yielding a $\Delta K_{\text{th}}$ level of less than 1.5 MPa m$^{1/2}$. In the Paris regime, the faster growth rates associated with the load shedding experiments are possibly due to the fact that the high stress intensity, constant $\Delta K$ experiments were conducted at low $R$ values and may have been influenced by closure. These points in Figure 22 are accordingly marked with arrows which point in the direction of assumed intrinsic crack growth behavior.

From Figures 20 to 22, it is interesting to note that the intrinsic crack growth characteristics of Alloy 2090 do not follow typical Paris or power-law behavior. A region of crack growth exists which is weakly dependent on $\Delta K$, forming an S-shaped intrinsic fatigue crack growth curve. This behavior in 2000 and 7000 series aluminum alloys has been related to the regime where the cyclic plastic zone size is less than one or two grain sizes. That explanation does not explain the results shown in Figures 20 to 22.

The data shown in Figure 22 establish that each of the three programmed stress intensity procedures yield intrinsic fatigue crack propagation kinetics. The constant $\Delta K$-step increasing $R/$constant $K_{\text{max}}$ method is preferred for the current study of corrosion fatigue because
both transient and steady state crack growth kinetics can be characterized. Load shedding effects are evident in nonlinear cyclic crack length data. This technique may also yield lower values of the threshold compared to the continuous load shedding methods.

2) L-S Orientation Intrinsic FCG

The L-S orientation introduces a significantly different microstructural crack path compared to L-T, as illustrated in Figures 18 and 19. Because of the large, pancake shaped grains, the crack front produced by the micronotched specimen is embedded within one or two grains at any given instant. The potential for "single crystal type" high crack opening strains exists. A strong crystallographic texture could further promote differences between L-T and L-S crack orientations.

Initial fatigue experiments indicated that this orientation promotes significant crack path deflection. To account for deflected crack growth, modifications were made to the applied stress intensity and crack growth rates using current fracture mechanics models reported by Suresh (35). These corrections were small in magnitude and did not affect experimental trends.

Figure 23 shows the results of constant $\Delta K$ and decreasing $\Delta K$-constant $R$ experiments. Figure 23a is a micrograph showing the fatigue crack surface for the single specimen employed during both experiments. Figure 23b is a plot of the initial constant $\Delta K$ test results which exhibit a significant decrease in slope and thus in crack growth rate at a crack length of 0.51 mm. Careful examination of the fracture surface revealed that a portion of the crack had deflected at a different angle at this point. This resulted in a decrease in crack tip cyclic stress intensity range and an associated reduction in fatigue crack growth. These results demonstrate how the constant $\Delta K$ technique is sensitive to deflection, even at high mean stresses. Work to date has not shown large changes in crack growth rate as high angle grain
boundaries are crossed by the short/small crack at constant $\Delta K$ and in the L-S orientation. Additional experiments and analysis are needed to clarify this issue.

Within the region noted in Figure 23b (0.33 mm to 0.51 mm), fatigue crack path deflection was uniform and appropriate correction factors could be applied to the constant cyclic stress intensity and crack growth rate. These corrected results are compared to the load shed data in Figure 23c. The constant $\Delta K$ results exhibited an increased growth rate, similar to the L-T orientation when compared to the decreasing $\Delta K$ experimental results.

The constant $\Delta K$-step increased $R/constant K_{\text{max}}$ test results are shown in Figure 24 along with the decreasing $\Delta K$ test results. As described for the L-T orientation, each segment of constant $\Delta K$ crack growth was evaluated for intrinsic growth; specific data will be presented during the next reporting period. Somewhat higher fatigue crack growth rates were observed for the constant $\Delta K$-step increased $R$ technique, particularly for crack growth near threshold and analogous to the trend observed for the L-T orientation. Also note the intermediate stress intensity range "plateau" behavior which yields to more conventional Paris-Law kinetics at higher $\Delta K$. As discussed earlier, arrows are shown pointing in the direction of assumed intrinsic crack growth for the low $R$ experimental results.

We conclude that rates of intrinsic fatigue crack growth in the L-T and L-S orientations are equivalent. Intrinsic fatigue crack growth in Alloy 2090 is not dependent on high angle grain boundary morphology and crystallographic orientation associated with rolled plate. This conclusion is at odds with data reported by Ritchie and obtained by correction of long crack data through opening load measurement and $K_{\text{max}}-K_{\text{OPEN}}$ (30). Figure 25 provides a summary comparison of fatigue crack growth rate results for both the L-T and L-S orientations. The dashed lines envelop all results of the load shedding experiments performed for both the L-T and L-S orientations. Specific data points
represent constant $\Delta K$-increasing $R/constant K_{\text{max}}$ experiments. The two high $\Delta K$ tests of the L-S orientation exhibited crack path deflection. Because of possible crack tip shielding due to closure at the low stress ratios characteristic of the high $\Delta K$ experiments, arrows have been drawn to note possible growth retardation associated with these data. (Note that, while deflection effects on applied stress intensity and crack growth rate are approximated by fracture mechanics models, deflected cracks exhibit increased crack wake closure if Mode II displacements are operative. Opening load measurements, not performed here, are required to develop intrinsic rates of crack growth.)

The intrinsic fatigue crack growth in Alloy 2090, developed from short crack geometry techniques in this study, is compared in Figure 26 to the propagation kinetics of microstructurally small cracks reported by Ritchie and coworkers (31). Although the comparison could be affected by possible heat-to-heat material differences, the intrinsic growth rates revealed by both techniques are comparable for stress intensities above the threshold regime. The growth of microstructurally small cracks below the threshold evidenced by the current short crack data is most probably due to high crack tip opening strains associated with single grain plasticity, and is expected based on literature results (33,36). The results of constant $\Delta K$ testing of short cracks of a '1.0 mm are also shown in Figure 26. The accelerated growth rates exhibited by these tests suggests a regime where the crack geometry studied here is acting as a microstructurally small crack. The growth of such cracks is characterized by a high degree of variability and microstructural sensitivity.

At this juncture in the research, the main point to be gleaned from the data contained in Figure 26 is that intrinsic fatigue crack propagation rates in Alloy 2090 are produced and monitored by the short crack, constant $\Delta K$-increasing $R/constant K_{\text{max}}$ and electrical potential technique developed here. Such rates are on the same order as the disturbingly high values measured for so-called microstructurally small cracks. This information is relevant to mechanistic studies and to life
prediction models for components. The current research is now positioned to examine the potentially important effects of environment on the intrinsic growth of fatigue cracks in an advanced Al-Li-Cu alloy.

b. Phase 2: Characterization of Intrinsic Corrosion Fatigue Crack Propagation in Embrittling Environments

Using the techniques developed during Phase 1, experiments have been performed to investigate the effects of gaseous and aqueous NaCl environments on aluminum-lithium Alloy 2090. Identical experiments have also been performed using Alloy 7075 so that chemically short crack propagation trends could be compared between the two alloys.

i. Experimental Procedures

Fatigue crack propagation experiments in gaseous environments; including oxygen, helium and water vapor; were performed in a vacuum chamber using the procedures described previously and in Appendix I. To simulate the level of moisture and oxygen found in air, 2 kPa (15 torr) of water vapor and 20 kPa (150 torr) of oxygen gas were selected as static test environments. A constant static pressure of 2 kPa (15 torr) of helium was used for the inert reference environment. While high vacuum is an interesting and reasonable inert environment for study of mechanical fatigue, helium at the selected pressure was required to maintain specimen temperature to within 5°C of ambient. Experiments demonstrated that the vacuum environment could not be used because of specimen heating, to as high as 50°C, caused by the applied current required for the P.D measurement. We recognize that the purified helium and oxygen environments may be contaminated by trace (≤1 ppm) amounts of water vapor. Petit and coworkers have in fact claimed that such contamination dominates environmental cracking, at least in 7000 series alloys. The impact of this issue on the results which follow will be examined during the next reporting period.

Aqueous NaCl corrosion fatigue experiments were performed in the plexiglass cell, Figure 15, containing deaerated 1% NaCl solution under constant electrode potential maintained by a Wenking potentiostat.
Previous electrochemical measurements showed that the free corrosion potential of Al-Li-Cu alloys varies significantly with exposure time. Such changes are caused by small differences in solution oxygen concentration and by changes in the surface composition of the corroding alloys. The literature review presented in Appendix I further establishes that electrode potential is a critical variable which affects environmental fracture of aluminum alloys. It was therefore concluded that all corrosion fatigue tests must be conducted at a constant, known applied potential. This approach will enable comparisons with literature data and modeling of crack tip chemical driving forces. Monitoring of transient crack growth responses as the result of varying controlled electrode potential may provide mechanistic insight, as envisaged for Phase 3 research.

All corrosion fatigue testing was performed using either the constant ΔK-step increased R/constant Kₘₐₓ or the constant ΔK-constant R methods described earlier. The constant ΔK-step increased R technique was used to investigate environmental effects on intrinsic fatigue crack growth within the high and near-threshold ΔK regimes. Constant ΔK-constant, R-constant tests were used to investigate frequency and electrode potential effects on intrinsic crack growth for constant stress intensity.

Crack surfaces are often maintained clean and electrically conducting during environmental exposure; as such, crack surface contact during loading and unloading results in a load dependence of the electrical potential signal known a "crack surface shorting" (23). Preliminary experiments showed this effect for Alloy 2090 in purified helium. Work will be conducted in Phase 3 to systematically characterize crack shorting for a variety of gaseous and aqueous environment exposures to gain mechanistic insight. Crack shorting can lead to potential drop predicted crack lengths which are erroneously less than true values. To minimize this error, Phase 2 corrosion fatigue experiments were conducted at high R ratio where Kₘᵢₙ is hopefully above the point of electrical crack separation. The computer
was programmed to acquire all electrical potential measurements at maximum load. Comparisons of predicted and measured crack lengths established that these procedures eliminated errors due to crack shorting.

ii. **Environmental Effects on Intrinsic Fatigue Crack Growth**

1) **Alloy 7075.**

Shown in Figure 27 are the results of environmental fatigue testing of Alloy 7075 at high and low stress intensity ranges, and a relatively fast loading frequency of 5 Hz. (For these experiments, the R values are 0.05, 0.05, and 0.87 for the three stress intensity ranges of 16, 10, and 2 MPa m$^{1/2}$, respectively. These tests were initiated at a $\Delta K$ of 10 MPa m$^{1/2}$ ($K_{\text{max}} = 11.0$ MPa m$^{1/2}$), to ensure that small scale yielding and plane strain criteria were not violated. Once the crack was grown to a sufficient length, $K_{\text{max}}$ was increased to 16.8 MPa m$^{1/2}$ and then maintained constant for the high and low $\Delta K$ levels. A linear response for the lower level constant $\Delta K$ tests ensured that interfering overload effects were not present and intrinsic crack growth was monitored.

Compared to intrinsic fatigue crack growth in helium, both 1% NaCl (-760 mV SCE) and water vapor cause accelerated crack growth, with the maximum difference approaching a factor of six. Most interestingly, exposure to the high purity oxygen environment produced a retardation in fatigue crack growth. In all likelihood corrosion fatigue represented in Figure 27 is occurring at maximum stress intensity values below $K_{\text{ISCC}}$ for the two lowest stress intensity ranges. Some static load cracking may contribute to the behavior observed for the highest $\Delta K$ for the water vapor and salt solution environments.

Figure 28 demonstrates that the corrosion fatigue results at high stress intensity correlate well with the findings of other investigators (37,38). The increased growth rates obtained in water vapor and aqueous NaCl have been interpreted in terms of a hydrogen embrittlement
mechanism operative at high ΔK. One expects that crack growth rates in this regime will increase with decreasing cyclic loading frequency and with increasing hydrogen environment activity. The decrease in high stress intensity range growth rates due to oxygen exposure is most interesting and consistent with the argon-oxygen data comparison reported by Wei, Figure 28 (37). Many researchers believe that surface films, formed by gaseous environmental exposure, promote fatigue damage by causing crack tip slip irreversibility compared to the inert environment clean surface case where glide dislocations can freely reverse in response to load/unload cycles. The data shown in Figure 28 are not consistent with this view. One is tempted to speculate that oxide films can reduce irreversible plastic strain at crack tips by perhaps retarding dislocation nucleation. Obviously, slip related arguments can be tailored to explain any effect of surface film and our observations are not yet complete. The mechanism for the oxygen effect will be probed in Phase 3 research.

Since the high ΔK tests were performed at low stress ratio, R = 0.05, it is possible that the observed crack growth response in oxygen compared to helium is caused by a reduction in crack tip stress intensity caused by oxide induced closure. The retarding effect of purified oxygen on fatigue crack growth is also observed at the low stress intensity range, Figure 27. Since crack growth in this regime was conducted at high R, it is unlikely that the oxygen effect is explained by a simple closure mechanism.

In general, environmental effects on intrinsic fatigue crack growth rate at low stress intensities are poorly understood. The data in Figure 27 show that the high ΔK trends are also observed for low ΔK-high R loading. For hydrogen embrittlement, this suggests that the maximum stress intensity plays an important role in the embrittlement process. If real, the convergence of the helium and water vapor growth rates may indicate a reduced hydrogen effect. The beneficial effect of gaseous oxygen persists to the low ΔK condition despite the fact that the cyclic stress intensity range and hence the crack tip cyclic plastic strain range is decreased significantly.
Figure 28 also contains the "upper bound" curve for all microstructurally small crack experiments (32,39) and a single specimen trend line for decreasing ΔK-increasing R test results (32). The three types of measurement shown in Figure 28 provide growth rates for Alloy 7075 which are consistent with the results obtained for Alloy 2090. Assuming that short crack, high R experiments in moist air produce growth kinetics between pure helium and water vapor environments, then a comparison of our low ΔK results with these sub-mm, microstructurally small crack data reveals comparable fatigue crack growth rates for short cracks (a '3 mm) oriented in the L-S direction. The short cracks studied here intersect many high angle grain boundaries compared to the microstructurally small crack growth data. This comparison suggests that, as shown for Alloy 2090 (Figure 26), the closure-free, intrinsic crack growth rates of cracks significantly larger than microstructural small cracks approach high levels previously ascribed to the "single crystal" crack tip opening strain effect. Microstructurally small cracks can, however, grow below the intrinsic short crack threshold, as discussed for alloy 2090, Figure 26. The short crack constant ΔK-increasing R results are at somewhat higher rates than the single specimen, long crack, decreasing ΔK-decreasing R data.

2) **Alloy 2090: Preliminary Work in Gaseous Environments.**

Corrosion fatigue crack growth rate results for the aluminum-lithium alloy are generally similar to the data presented for Alloy 7075. Notably, however, environmental effects on Alloy 2090 are not severe and intrinsic fatigue crack growth rates are generally less than those exhibited by Alloy 7075. Fatigue crack propagation is impeded by exposure to either gaseous oxygen or cathodically polarized aqueous chloride conditions. Decreasing frequency generally produces a reduction in corrosion fatigue crack propagation rates, contradicting the general concept of reaction rate or hydrogen transport control of the cracking kinetics.
The results of an initial gaseous environmental experiment using Alloy 2090 is shown in Figure 29. Here the micronotched specimen was fatigued in a plexiglass chamber at constant $\Delta K$ and $R = 0.6$. Prior to starting the test, the chamber was helium purged for 2 hours, with the exit gas bubbled through high purity diffusion pump oil to prevent back diffusion of air into the chamber. The chamber was maintained at a positive pressure during the test to limit the ingress of air. When desired, helium was bubbled through distilled and deaerated water to produce a moist environment. (These environments are probably contaminated by trace amounts of nitrogen and oxygen, the concentration of which varies with test time. Resulting data may not be quantitatively comparable to results obtained with gases in the high vacuum chamber, however, trends are likely to be similar.)

Fatigue crack growth was initiated at constant $\Delta K$ in helium, as shown in Figure 29 by the linear crack growth rate for a 0.70 mm. Moisture was then introduced into the chamber; a corresponding reduction in crack growth rate is shown in Figure 29. (The discontinuous, apparent increase in crack length at the point of water vapor introduction is caused by an instability in the electrical potential signal due to the environmental change or, less probably, by a change from a shorted crack surface to an oxide coated and insulated surface.) When dry helium was reintroduced into the chamber, the fatigue crack growth rate increased with very little transient incubation time. At crack lengths of 0.90 mm and 0.95 mm, crack arrest occurred reproducibly when the specimen was again exposed to wet helium. While water vapor retarded crack growth relative to helium in Alloy 2090 after each of three exposures, the latter two caused full arrest, while the first exposure caused a mild decrease in rate. Since applied $\Delta K$ is constant for each exposure, this history dependence suggests either varying oxygen contamination, a buildup of voluminous and load bearing corrosion products, or a chemical mechanism as yet not understood. Given the behavior of Alloy 7075 and the likelihood of hydrogen embrittlement from
water vapor, these results were unexpected. Further experimentation in purified environments was conducted.

3) **Alloy 2090: Purified Gaseous and Aqueous Environments.**

To understand environmental effects on fatigue crack growth in Alloy 2090, a series of experiments, similar to those performed for Alloy 7075, were conducted with the high vacuum system and the constant ΔK-step increased R method. (Gaseous environment testing was performed with the identical R, K_{max}' and ΔK scheme described for gaseous environment testing of alloy 7075. The data shown for aqueous NaCl are from three separate specimen constant ΔK-constant R experiments.) Results are presented in Figure 30. Because of the complex shape of the fatigue crack growth rate-stress intensity response for moist air exposure, lines have only been drawn for the two regimes of interest at high and low ΔK.

At high ΔK, differences in crack growth rate were less than two-fold for aqueous NaCl, water vapor, helium and air. The chloride and water vapor environments produced the highest growth rates. Notably, however, these corrosion fatigue speeds are measurably less than the values presented in Figure 28 for Alloy 7075. The rate for moist air was reduced and unexpectedly equal to that recorded for purified helium. Testing in the oxygen environment resulted in a significant reduction in fatigue crack growth. These trends are identical to those presented for Alloy 7075.

At low ΔK, considerable differences in fatigue crack growth were observed for the different environments. Cracking in helium and aqueous NaCl continued to exhibit similar and high growth rates, while crack growth in water vapor decreased to that observed in air. Considerable reduction in fatigue crack growth rate was observed for the oxygen environment. These results are consistent with those observed for the impure helium/water vapor experiment, Figure 29. That is, the environmental ingredients (water vapor and oxygen) which are possibly
introduced by bubbling helium through distilled water retard fatigue crack growth relative to pure helium and at low cyclic stress intensity. The mechanism for this result will be pursued in Phase 3. Analogous to high $\Delta K$ conditions, Alloy 2090 is less sensitive to near threshold, chloride or water vapor corrosion fatigue compared to Alloy 7075.

4) **Alloy 2090 in Aqueous Chloride: The Effect of Frequency.**

The corrosion fatigue crack growth rate of Alloy 2090 was measured as a function of loading frequency for the 1% aqueous NaCl environment. The objective of these tests was to determine if the intrinsic crack growth rate was dependent on frequency within the high and low cyclic stress intensity regimes. Shown in Figure 31 is the fatigue crack growth of Alloy 2090 at a frequency of 5 Hz and 0.1 Hz for anodic polarization in chloride. Tests conducted at 5 Hz exhibited slightly higher fatigue crack growth at high and low cyclic stress intensities. No crossover in frequency response was observed for Alloy 2090. (Recall from Appendix I that slow frequencies generally exacerbate high $\Delta K$ corrosion fatigue due to hydrogen embrittlement, while high frequencies promote near threshold cracking by film rupture processes.)

Results for Alloy 2090 may indicate that rapid crack tip reaction and film formation prevents any change in the frequency dependence of fatigue crack growth in aqueous NaCl environment. The kinetics of passive film formation may play an important role in protection of lithium containing aluminum alloys.

The results shown in Figure 31 are confirmed by the constant $\Delta K$ results shown in Figures 32 and 33. Figure 32 shows the different crack growth rates for three frequency levels at high constant $\Delta K$. The changes in slope of the $a$ versus $N$ curve highlight a significant change in $da/dN$ for the three frequency levels. A factor of five increase in fatigue crack growth rate is observed for experiments performed at 5 Hz and 0.1 Hz. Figure 33 reveals little change in fatigue crack growth rate at low cyclic stress intensity. Specifically note little
difference in crack growth rate for increasing frequency by a factor of 285 (0.07 Hz to 20 Hz).

5) **Alloy 2090 in Aqueous Chloride: The Effect of Electrode Potential.**

To further understand crack tip mechanisms in the aqueous NaCl environment, a series of four experiments were performed to determine the FCG response of Alloy 2090 at different electrode potentials. The constant $\Delta K$ tests were also conducted at different levels of cyclic stress intensity to qualitatively assess the relationship of crack tip mechanical driving force ($\Delta K$ level) and crack tip chemical driving force (electrochemical potential). The results of these experiments are shown in Figures 34 to 37.

The fatigue crack growth response at a constant $\Delta K$ of 2.5 MPa $\sqrt{m}$ is shown in Figure 34. An initial, constant crack growth rate was established at an applied anodic potential of -0.76 V (SCE). At a crack length of 2.05 mm, the specimen potential was changed to a mildly cathodic potential of -1.16 V (SCE). As noted by the horizontal dotted line, crack arrest occurred at this cathodic potential. At a cycle count of $1 \times 10^6$ cycles, the potential was changed to an anodic value of -0.76 V. Approximately 76 hours of cyclic loading elapsed before crack growth resumed. The same fatigue crack growth rate, as initially monitored at -0.76 V (SCE), was eventually reached. Crack arrest was again noted when a cathodic potential of -1.16 V (SCE) was applied to the specimen. This dramatic effect of cathodic polarization is consistent with the general, beneficial trends for environmental cracking of 2000 and 7000 series aluminum alloys summarized in the literature review, Appendix I.

Cathodic potential reduced rates of corrosion fatigue at higher stress intensity ranges. Results of high constant $\Delta K$ testing (9.6 MPa $\sqrt{m}$) at a low stress ratio ($R = 0.1$) are shown in Figure 35. After initial cracking at an anodic potential of -0.76 V (SCE), a mild reduction in crack speed was produced by cathodic polarization to
-1.16 V (SCE), and a significant and time dependent retardation in crack growth was observed at a cathodic potential of -1.26 V (SCE). Given the low mean stress intensity for this experiment, retardation may have been caused by a closure effect due to increased surface film formation. The applied stress intensity range was then decreased to a $\Delta K$ of 2.1 MPa m$^{\frac{1}{2}}$ at $R = 0.9$ with $K_{\text{max}}$ maintained constant. A slow recovery to a steady state growth rate was observed at an anodic potential of -0.76 V (SCE). Crack growth arrest was subsequently produced by cathodic polarization at -1.16 V (SCE), reproducing the results shown in Figure 33.

A variety of frequency changes were effected during the constant stress intensity tests represented in Figures 34 and 35. Specifically in Figure 34, frequency was varied from 0.07 to 20 Hz during the initial anodic polarization. In Figure 35 frequency was varied over a similar range during the first cathodic and the second anodic polarizations. Frequency levels are noted on Figures 36 and 37 where significant changes in crack growth rate were due to changes in frequency. In general decreasing frequency results in a mild decrease in corrosion fatigue crack growth rate for each of the stress intensity and electrode potential conditions examined. These changes were small, but clearly demonstrated by the constant $\Delta K$ procedure. Occasionally, variability in the electrical potential signal and crack deflection obscured the effect of frequency. At this point the clear conclusion is that corrosion fatigue crack propagation in the Alloy 2090 is not exacerbated by very slow loading frequencies for the chemical conditions examined.

The beneficial effect of cathodic polarization was also demonstrated for the L-S orientation, including both peak and over aged microstructures. Peak aged L-S material is represented in Figure 36 for intermediate constant stress intensity loading. The crack was grown to a length of 1.59 mm at a constant $\Delta K$ of 4.1 MPa m$^{\frac{1}{2}}$ ($R = 0.6$). The stress intensity was then increased to a $\Delta K$ of 8.45 MPa m$^{\frac{1}{2}}$ ($R = 0.6$), resulting in a significant increase in crack growth rate. For each $\Delta K$ level, cathodic polarization below -1.2 V (SCE) mildly retarded the growth of
the corrosion fatigue crack relative to the anodic potentials of -0.86 and -0.96 V (SCE). Anodic to cathodic and cathodic to anodic potential changes caused immediately resolvable changes in crack growth rate without evidence of long transient incubation periods. Notably, the high levels of cathodic polarization did not cause enhanced corrosion fatigue, as expected should hydrogen embrittlement be operative.

The corrosion fatigue crack growth response of over aged L-S Alloy 2090 is shown in Figure 37 for intermediate stress intensity loading. At a cathodic potential of -1.16 V (SCE), where crack arrest was achieved in peak aged L-T materials at $\Delta K = 2.5$ MPa m$^{1/2}$ (Figure 34), significant crack growth was obtained for the current conditions. A more cathodic potential of -1.26 V (SCE) was required before crack growth retardation was observed. Anodic polarization caused increased fatigue crack growth rates.

Based on the results of these experiments, we speculate that mild cathodic polarization produces a crack tip chemistry that promotes crack tip film formation. Increased cyclic stress intensity is required to cause fatigue damage of the filmed surface relative to more anodic conditions. This effect may be related to the retarding effect of oxygen exposure on fatigue crack growth in Alloys 2090 and 7075. Work during the next reporting period will explore the possible common effect of film forming environments on fatigue.

iii. Summary and Conclusions

Based on an in-depth literature review, an experimental plan was developed to identify mechanisms of intrinsic damage localization during corrosion fatigue of Al-Li-Cu alloys.

Using the potential difference technique, short crack specimen geometry and decreasing $\Delta K$-step increased $R$ test scheme, an excellent method has been developed for the continuous monitoring of intrinsic fatigue crack growth in aluminum alloys exposed to aggressive environments.
The true (intrinsic) transgranular fatigue crack growth characteristics of Al-Li-Cu-Zr rolled plate material are independent of crack path direction and are not strongly affected by interactions with microstructural boundaries.

Short fatigue cracks of length less than 1 mm exhibit crack growth rates that are significantly greater than cracks of longer length.

The environmental effects on transgranular, intrinsic fatigue crack propagation in Alloy 2090 depend on the level of applied stress intensity. At high $\Delta K$, small differences in crack growth rate occur, with the order of ranking from fastest to slowest growth rate being: aqueous chloride, water vapor, moist air, purified helium and oxygen. Oxygen particularly retards crack growth. At near threshold $\Delta K$ levels, chloride and helium promote rapid cracking, with water vapor, moist air and oxygen causing progressively decreasing corrosion fatigue. The purity of the gaseous environments will be confirmed in future experiments.

Cathodic polarization significantly reduces aqueous chloride corrosion fatigue in Alloy 2090, while anodic polarization exacerbates the environmental effect.

Decreased frequency mildly reduces rates of corrosion fatigue crack growth in Alloy 2090 exposed to aqueous chloride.

Alloy 7075 is, in general, more environmentally susceptible compared to Alloy 2090. The aggressive character of each environment increases from oxygen to helium to water vapor to aqueous chloride, analogous to the behavior of Alloy 2090.

Environmental results suggest (speculatively) that crack tip surface films play an important role in crack tip damage mechanisms during corrosion fatigue of Al-Li-Cu alloys. This is evidenced by:

- retarded growth in oxide and hydroxide forming environments including purified oxygen gas and cathodically polarized aqueous NaCl;
D. Future Work for the Period April 1, 1988 to March 31, 1989

The program plan for the study of Damage Localization Mechanisms in Aqueous Chloride Corrosion Fatigue of Al-Li Alloys was developed in the original proposal (20) and was amplified in further detail in Appendix I. The timing of specific tasks is presented in Figure 1.

As presented in the preceding sections, work during the first reporting period has accomplished all Phase 1 tasks and about 75% of the Phase 2 tasks. All Phase 2 tasks will be completed by the end of year 1, that is by March 31, 1988.

At this point we envision no major departures from the original plan. The work to be conducted in year 2 will follow the original proposal, Appendix I and Figure 1. Specifically, emphasis will be placed on the following tasks:

- Systematically analyze the crack growth rate data obtained in year 1. This work will include verification of important trends, analyses of potential environment contamination effects, detailed fractographic analyses of critical specimens; and will result in two publications on intrinsic fatigue crack propagation in Alloy 2090 for moist air exposure and on environmental effects on intrinsic fatigue crack propagation in alloy 2090.

- Design and execute Phase 3 experiments which follow form the analyses of Phase 2 work and which are aimed at elucidating mechanisms of environmental fracture. Interests here include explaining the dramatic, inhibiting effects of gaseous oxygen and cathodic polarization on fatigue crack growth; probing the possibility for a hydrogen contribution to corrosion fatigue; and explaining the mild and inverse frequency dependency reported herein.
Mr. Piascik will begin to draft his doctoral dissertation in the summer of 1988 with a graduation goal of December, 1988. This effort will lead to one or two additional publications and selected experiments through the last three months of year 2 to March 31, 1989.

The completion of the corrosion fatigue program at the end of year 2 will coincide with Mr. Piascik's graduation. Corrosion fatigue work on monolithic Alloy 2090 will most likely not be included in the renewal proposal for year 3. We expect that work in year 3 will emphasize environmental fracture of a metal matrix composite-ambient temperature gaseous/aqueous system and of a powder metallurgy aluminum alloy-elevated temperature system. Work on Alloys 2090 and 7075 will provide the necessary foundations for studies of stress corrosion cracking/corrosion fatigue of the composite. The direction of elevated temperature work is presented in Section VI.
The goals of this phase of the program, as stated in the original proposal, are to isolate and measure local processes hypothesized to control corrosion and embrittlement of aluminum-lithium alloys. This progress report and continuation proposal represents six months effort towards achieving the above objectives.

A. Summary

Based on a review of the literature, microreference Ag/AgCl electrodes have been constructed and tested. Microreference electrode tips have been made as small as 5 μm (inner bore diameter). Electrodes constructed show excellent reference potential stability and have been used to measure potential variations as small as 0.6 mV on an actively corroding metal surface. Microreference electrodes have been used to measure the variation in potential in the vicinity of corrosion pits on peak aged 2090 (Al-2.7Cu-2.2Li-0.12Zr) during potentiodynamic polarization scans.

Measurements of the change in pH versus time have been performed for artificial crevices and immersed machine shavings in solutionized and peak aged 2090. Preliminary results suggest that pH versus time behavior is dependent on alloy heat treatment.
B. Progress Report

1. Mechanisms of Local Corrosion in Aluminum-Lithium Alloys

a. Introduction

Many heat treatable high strength aluminum alloys are susceptible to local corrosion in aqueous environments. Local corrosion is a result of galvanic activity which is related to microstructural heterogeneity. This type of environmental attack manifests itself in pitting, crevice corrosion, stress corrosion cracking, and in some cases hydrogen embrittlement.

Local corrosion differs from general or uniform corrosion in that areas of anodic and cathodic activity are well defined. Active anodic sites are usually small areas of intense metallic dissolution. As a result of this metallic dissolution pits form and grow and pre-existing crevices may deepen. As the pit or crevice grows, the environment becomes isolated from outside and is said to be 'occluded'. Diffusional transport of chemical species from outside of the occluded environment is severely inhibited which facilitates dramatic changes in the occluded environment chemistry.

Aluminum-lithium alloys are susceptible to local corrosion but in some cases show a marked decrease in susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking when compared to conventional high strength aluminum alloys (40-42). The discussion below outlines the important aspects of pitting, crevice and stress corrosion cracking in Al-Li alloys and compares the behavior of these alloys to the local corrosion behavior of conventional high strength aluminum alloys.

b. Pitting

Pitting in high strength aluminum alloys immersed in aqueous chloride environments is initiated near second phase strengthening particles or constituents. Local differences in composition due to solute enrichment of the particle or solute depletion in the supersaturated matrix in the vicinity of the particle
create local anodes and cathodes. When these are established galvanic, corrosion activity can occur. Dissolution of the more anodic region can result in the formation of a pit.

Grain boundaries and sub-grain boundaries are favorable sites for the nucleation of second phase particles and as such are regions of increased dissolution and pitting (43-46). In Al-Li-Cu alloys the presence of active lithium bearing phases is thought to promote local corrosion by pitting (47). However, lithium is not the sole contributor to pitting activity. Some experimental evidence suggests that copper-lithium rich phases which populate subgrain boundaries in Al-Li-Cu alloys are active phases. In particular, $T_1$ ($Al_2LiCu$) appears to increase the dissolution of sub-grain boundaries (48,49).

In even the most pure high strength aluminum alloys, iron and silicon constituent particles are present. It has been shown that iron acts as a cathode when brought in contact with pure aluminum and accelerates aluminum dissolution in aerated 0.1M NaCl solution (50). Research performed at the University of Virginia on Alloy 2090 shows that Fe-Si constituent particles are sites for the initiation of gross pitting (51). Another type of constituent, oxide particles, are often included in the processing of powder metallurgy alloys. These oxide inclusions usually grouped in stringers may also serve as sites for preferential pit formation (52).

Microstructural heterogeneity is an important aspect in the pitting of high strength aluminum alloys, but for appreciable local corrosion the environment must be sufficiently damaging. In general, the passive film on aluminum alloys is unstable in aqueous chloride environments for pH values greater than about 10 and less than about 4 (53). Pitting will occur in aqueous environments of extreme pH. Pitting is artificially stimulated by anodic polarization, although a definite critical potential marking the onset of pitting is often difficult to establish with a high degree of precision (54).
Pits that form as the result of local anodic dissolution will often follow grain boundaries and tend to grow in depth faster that they grow in width. These pits grow into fissures which become effective stress concentrators when an external load is applied.

c. Local Occluded Environments

The occluded crack chemistry that develops in a lithium bearing aluminum alloy differs substantially from that found in other conventional high strength aluminum alloys. In Al-Li-X alloys the solution within a long crack under proper conditions is alkaline at least initially while a long crack in a non-lithium bearing aluminum alloy will be acidic (49,55,56,57).

Solution pH values measured at the tips of mechanically induced cracks in 7475 immersed in 3 w/o NaCl solution are consistent with the equilibrium reaction (58):

\[
\text{Al}^{3+} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightleftharpoons \text{Al(OH)}^{2+} + \text{H}^+ \\
\text{eq. 1.}
\]

Measured pH values stabilized at values between 2.5 and 3 after 2 days under constant immersion conditions. Concentrations of ionic species in occluded cracks were measured far in excess of the bulk species concentration. Anionic species concentration, primarily Cl\(^-\), was measured in the range of 2–3 M. The total concentration of cationic species was estimated at 0.7 M. Cationic species included ions of Na, Zn, Cu and Mg with copper plating on the crack walls. The amount of Cl\(^-\) constituting the difference in the concentration of anions and cations was presumed to be tied up in cationic complexes and solids depositing in the crack.

The reaction:

\[
\text{Li}^+ + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightleftharpoons \text{Li(OH)}^{++} + \text{H}^+ \\
\text{eq. 2}
\]

occurs at a pH of about 11 for a lithium concentration of 0.002 M (49). The pH of a solution measured in natural and artificially created
cracks in Al-Li-Cu-Mg alloy 8090 immersed in 3.5 w/o NaCl solution suggests that this reaction rather than the aluminum dissolution reaction controls the critical solution chemistry in occluded environments (56).

It has been suggested that environments that are at the extremes of pH (too acidic or too alkaline) will not support stress corrosion crack growth in aluminum alloys (49). However, it has been demonstrated that crack environments in Al-Li-Cu-Mg alloys can be modified by alternate immersion testing so that the crack growth can be supported (49,59).

Stressed specimens of 8090 Al-Li-Cu-Mg alloy showed no evidence of stress corrosion cracking after 30 days of constant immersion in 3.5 w/o NaCl solution (56). Blunt intergranular fissures were observed however. All of the stressed specimens failed within two days after removal from the solution and exposure to laboratory air. Specimens immersed in NaCl solution and then exposed to air of 100% relative humidity without CO$_2$ did not fail.

The following sequence of events was proposed to explain the phenomenon (56):

1) Immersion in the NaCl solution caused local attack to occur forming fissures, but the environment was too aggressive for sharp cracks to form.

2) When the specimens were removed from the bulk solution, access to surface cathodes was no longer available and lithium dissolution reaction controlled the crack chemistry driving it alkaline.

3) Upon exposure to air, CO$_2$ was absorbed into the fissure causing a concentrated chloride/carbonate/bicarbonate solution to form and causing a reduction in pH.

4) The reduction in pH and the interaction of these species with the passive layer established an environment that allowed sharp cracks to initiate and propagate to failure.

These results have been duplicated for alloy 2090 at the University of Virginia (60).
2. Microreference Electrodes

a. Introduction

Local corrosion occurs when anodic dissolution is confined to very small areas while larger areas behave as cathodes. The particularly damaging aspect of localized corrosion is that the penetration rate of the metal in localized areas is much greater than that found in general corrosion (61).

Since anodic dissolution is well separated from regions of cathodic activity, the two different areas can be investigated independently. Anodic activity occurs in a concentrated area and is quite intense while cathodic activity is usually spread over a larger area and is less intense. As a result, measurements of local corrosion are usually aimed at detecting anodic activity. Different types of microprobes can be used to investigate a localized area. These include microreference electrodes for measuring potential (61-68), pH microreference electrodes for measuring pH in local regions (69) and scanning vibrating microelectrodes used for measuring local currents (70-74).

Microreference electrodes used for measuring potential and pH are inexpensive and relatively easy to make in the laboratory. Scanning vibrating electrodes used to measure corrosion currents are more complicated to operate since they require complicated mechanical drives to achieve scanning and vibrating action. The following discussion will focus on the construction and operation of microreference electrodes.

b. Construction of Microreference Electrodes

Microreference electrodes can be as simple as a single platinum wire coated with an insulating lacquer (68). However, metallic wires less than 25 μm are difficult to obtain and more difficult to work with. Typically, microreference electrodes are constructed from a metallic wire immersed in an ionic solution contained within a glass pipette. The tip of the pipette is drawn down in a flame to the desired diameter.
A typical glass microreference electrode constructed by Doig and Edington (63) in the above way used a 25 μm silver wire chlorodized in 0.1 M hydrochloric acid. The chlorodized wire had a silver chloride surface and was suitable for use as a reference electrode. The wire was immersed in a glass capillary containing 1 M NaCl solution. The tip of the electrode was drawn down so that the inner diameter of the glass capillary was 0.2 μm.

A primary requirement for microreference electrodes is that they be small. That is that the tip of the electrode should be as small or preferably smaller than the region of from which the measurement is to be taken. The region of interest can be as large as the heat affected zone in a welded structure (millimeters) or as small as microstructural features in metals like larger second phase particles (tens of microns or less).

In general, the smaller the electrode tip, the greater the sensitivity and utility of the electrode. The disadvantage is that small tipped electrodes generally have very high impedances leading to electrical noise which may become a problem.

Another requirement for a microreference electrode is that it must remain stable over the course of the experiment. Silver-silver chloride electrodes fashioned from chlorodized silver wire exhibit excellent stability when properly prepared and aged (75).

c. Operation of Microreference Electrodes

The ability of microreference electrodes to measure potential variations associated with local anodic areas depends on several factors. These include: the diameter of tip of the microelectrode, the distance between the the tip of the electrode and the metal surface, the conductivity of the electrolyte and the corrosion cell geometry (shape, anode to cathode area) on the surface of the working electrode. Presently, there is some debate over the relative importance among these factors.
Microreference electrodes do not measure the potential of the metal surface but rather the potential of the metal solution interface in the vicinity of the microelectrode tip. When examining anodic regions associated with structural features in metals it is important that the electrode tip be close enough to the area of interest so that measurable potentials can be detected, but not so close that the presence of the microelectrode tip interferes with the distribution of the potential field (hence current density distribution) in solution.

The effect of corrosion cell geometry and solution conductivity on the performance of microreference electrodes can be examined with the following equation (76):\

\[ L_i = K \left| \frac{dE_i}{dJ_i} \right| \] (eq. 1)

where \( K \) is the solution conductivity and the quantity \( \frac{dE_i}{dJ_i} \) is simply the polarization resistance in the electrolyte of the \( i \)th redox couple. The quantity \( L_i \) or 'polarization parameter' has units of length and is a quantity that has been used to classify corrosion cells since the 1940's. Waber determined that \( L \) usually falls in the range of 0.25 to 25 mm (77).

Another parameter, defined by Stern, is used to describe galvanic cells by a critical or characteristic cell dimension (78). This characteristic dimension, \( \lambda \), is usually taken as the smallest dimension of the anode area. Typically, the smallest dimension of an electrode exerts the greatest influence on the distribution of the potential and current density fields.

When the polarization parameter, \( L \), is less than the characteristic cell dimension, \( \lambda \), there is significant potential and current density variation in the solution in the vicinity of the electrode. When \( L < \lambda \), the potential and current density field variations in the vicinity of the electrode are negligible.
Starke and Marek (64) used the arguments presented above in an attempt to verify results obtained in microelectrode studies of grain boundaries in an aged Al-7.2Mg-4.4Cu alloy immersed in 3.5 w/o NaCl solution by Doig and Edington (63). Starke and Marek did not measure any potential variation in the vicinity of grain boundaries using Ag/AgCl microreference electrodes in contrast to results presented by Doig and Edington. Starke and Marek claimed that the characteristic cell dimension of a grain boundary in the aged Al-7.2Mg-4.4Cu alloy was the half width of the solute depleted zone around the grain boundary. Since the polarization parameters, L, for likely redox couples were much greater than the half width of the solute depleted zone, negligible variation in the potential in the electrolyte in the vicinity of a grain boundary would be expected. Therefore micro electrodes could not be used for measuring local potential in this situation.

O'Halloran et al. (66) used Ag/AgCl microreference electrodes to study local potential variations around corrosion pits in mild steel immersed in NaCl solution of varying concentration. They were able to resolve corrosion pits as small as 50 μm in diameter with an electrode tip that was 38 μm in diameter. They also noted that the signal from the microreference electrode decreased significantly for an order of magnitude increase in the electrolyte concentration.

Kackley and Latanision (68) mechanically scanned a lacquered 100 μm platinum wire over the surface of a 5052 aluminum alloy immersed in slightly diluted ASTM substitute ocean water. Corrosion pits as small as 2 μm in width and 15 μm in length were resolved in their experiments. The location of the pits on the scanning plot were then correlated with photomicrographs obtained with a scanning electron microscope.
d. Microreference Electrodes for Measuring pH

The construction and use of pH microreference electrodes has been described by Davis (69). Microreference electrodes were used to measure the pH in mechanically induced cracks in single edge notched (SEN) 7075-T651 sheet immersed in 4.46 w/o KCl solution.

The configuration of the pH microreference electrodes used in this experiment was similar to that of the Ag/AgCl microreference electrodes described above. The pH microreference electrodes were made for pH glass pipettes (Corning 0150 pH glass) mechanically drawn by pipette puller to a tip diameter of 1 to 5 μm. In this case the tip of the electrode was sealed. The pipette was filled with double distilled water, and a 125 μm diameter platinum wire was inserted and the pipette was sealed. The electrode was calibrated by measuring the potential of the pH microelectrode with respect to an Ag/AgCl microelectrode in solutions buffered to pH solutions in the range of interest.

The pH in the crack in the SEN specimen was measured in a fashion similar to that in the calibration process. Both the pH reference and the Ag/AgCl reference electrodes were inserted into the crack and the potential difference was recorded. The pH was then determined from the calibration curve. Values of pH ranging from 2 to 10 were measured in cracks using this technique.

e. Some Experimental Techniques

Microreference electrodes can be used for corrosion measurements in a variety of arrangements. Three of these arrangements are described below.

The first commonly used arrangement utilizes a microreference electrode and another standard reference electrode in an electrochemical test cell. The microreference electrode is positioned in the vicinity of the area of interest on the working electrode. The microreference electrode can be positioned manually or by micromanipulators. Another standard reference electrode is then positioned further away from the surface of the working electrode.
The microreference electrode measures a potential which is largely determined by reactions occurring on the local surface of the working electrode. The standard electrode further away from the working electrode measures a potential which is determined, for the most part, by the reactions occurring on the majority of the surface of the working electrode. The potential difference between the two reference electrodes can then be plotted as a function of other quantities like time or net corrosion current. Another option for data presentation is to measure the potential difference between the microreference electrode and the working electrode itself as a function of time or net current or position.

A second experimental arrangement uses a single microreference electrode that is scanned over some prescribed area of the working electrode. Using this type of technique, isopotential contour maps can be developed which are usually used to highlight areas of significant anodic activity associated with pitting (65,66,68).

There are two important drawbacks to the scanning microreference electrode methods. The first disadvantage is that the scanning of the electrode agitates the solution. The second disadvantage is that a single area scan can take up to several minutes. In a potentiodynamic polarization experiment changes in the position and intensity of corrosion activity might be missed.

The problems associated with the scanning electrode methods can be eliminated by using an array of microreference electrodes. The array of electrodes is held stationary and eliminates agitation. The electrodes can be monitored continuously or can be scanned electronically. A complete area scan performed electronically can be completed much more quickly than a mechanical scan thereby increasing the chances of detecting transient behavior during an experiment performed under potentiodynamic conditions.
3. Report on Research Conducted to Date

a. Microreference Electrodes

As discussed in the original research proposal (20), microreference electrodes were constructed and tested to determine the practicality of utilizing them for measuring potentials and pH values in the vicinity of corroding grain boundaries, reactive precipitates and occluded geometries. Techniques for constructing Ag/AgCl microreference electrodes and glass pH microreference electrodes in the laboratory have been developed with some assistance from concepts reported in the literature. The method used here follows closely to that used by Doig and Edington (63), Davis (69) and Ives and Janz (75). Ag/AgCl microreference electrodes have been constructed and tested for stability of potential and ability to detect variations in potential on a corroding metal surface. Potential variations as small as 0.25 mV have been detected in solution near actively corroding pits on the surface of alloy 2090 (Al-2.7Cu-2.2Li-0.12Zr).

The technique developed for constructing Ag/AgCl microreference electrodes (hereafter called microelectrodes) is relatively simple and has been repeatedly carried out in our laboratory. The microelectrode is a 250 μm diameter pure Ag wire that has been anodically polarized, or chlorodized, in hydrochloric acid. Up to ten 2.5 cm Ag wires were chlorodized at a time. The wires were immersed in 1.0 M HCl as working electrodes. A platinum counter electrode and reference electrode were used in this arrangement. The cell was potentiostatically controlled to maintain a current density of 7 to 10 ma/cm² for 10 minutes. The silver wires developed a brown to purple coating as the chlorodizing proceeded. After the process was completed the chlorodized wires were stored in 3.5 w/o NaCl solution for aging. Potentials measured versus a calomel electrode showed that potential variation with time did occur and stable potentials were reached after about 3 days. For most potentiodynamic polarization experiments (lasting less than 10 minutes) the
variation in Ag/AgCl potential was negligible, hence aging was unnecessary prior to use of the microelectrode for experiments of short duration.

For use in experiments, the chlorodized Ag wire was placed in a glass pipette filled with 3.5 w/o NaCl solution (the test solution for most experiments). The end of the pipette was drawn down to an inner bore diameter of less than 5 µm (Fig. 38). To introduce solution into the small end of the pipette, the pipettes were boiled in the solution for 30 minutes. Boiling served to drive all of the gas out of the narrow end of the pipette. After the wire was inserted into the pipette, the large end of the glass pipette was sealed with wax or rubber cement.

Aged microelectrodes showed excellent stability, in that the measured potential drift between a calomel electrode and microreference electrode in 3.5 w/o NaCl solution was less than 3 mV.

The microelectrode's ability to detect variations in potential was tested in potentiodynamic polarization scans performed on Alloy 2090 in aerated 3.5 w/o NaCl solution. The cell was set up on the stage of an upright Olympus BHMJ-N optical microscope equipped with extended working distance objective lenses (about 7 mm for a 20 X lens). The microscope allowed for accurate placement of the microelectrode tip and also allowed for observation of corrosion activity in situ.

The microelectrode tip was manually positioned near a site likely to initiate a pit. In these experiments Fe-rich constituent particles were known to be such sites (Fig. 39). A calomel electrode was positioned several millimeters away from the surface of the working electrode in the cell. The electrical leads of the microelectrode and the calomel electrode were connected directly to a strip chart recorder and the difference between the two was measured during polarization scans.

The lower limit of the polarization scans were -1000 mV SCE or -1300 mV SCE and upper limits were -450 mV SCE. The scan rate was

58
5 mV/sec. Open circuit corrosion potentials in air were determined to be in the range of -780 to -740 mV. Potential spikes representing the difference in potential between the microelectrode over an active pit and a calomel electrode removed from the surface of the working electrode were recorded. The magnitude of the spikes was between 17 and 20 mV (Fig. 40). The onset of the potential spikes occurred when the working electrode was polarized to about -585 mV and ended at a polarization potential of about -690 mV. The onset of the potential spike corresponded to onset of copious gas (e.g. H₂) evolution from the mouth of the pit.

A second type of experiment was performed to measure the difference in potential between a region that was actively pitting and a region that was apparently quiescent. Again a microelectrode was positioned over a site likely to initiate a pit. Another microelectrode was positioned a few microns away but not near a site favorable for pitting. A polarization scan identical to the one described above was performed. The beginning and end of the potential spike and the onset of gas evolution from the mouth of the pit were the same as described for the first experiment. However, the magnitude of the spike was 0.6 mV for the first scan and 0.25 mV for a second scan (Fig. 41).

b. In Situ Corrosion Observations

Use of the long working distance optical microscope described above allows for the observation of corrosion of a working electrode in an aqueous environment while it takes place. The maximum magnification that can be achieved with the microscope is 500 X and features as small as a few micrometers can be easily resolved.

The evolution of gas from sites of intense activity is the most easily distinguishable event that is observed (Fig. 42). Gas bubbles are often observed coming out of pits over a large range of potentials during a polarization scan. Gas evolution is the most intense at potentials more anodic than the breakaway potential (-600 mV) and at extreme cathodic potentials ('-1200 mV).
Preliminary observations indicate that there are sites which evolve gas when the working electrode is anodically polarized with respect to the open circuit corrosion potential, but are not visibly active when the working electrode is polarized cathodically (Fig. 43a,b,c). Other sites appear to be active at both large anodic and cathodic polarizations.

c. Simulated Local Environment Tests

Local environment tests have been used extensively by Holroyd et al. in categorizing the corrosion and stress corrosion behavior of an Al-Li-Cu-Mg alloy, 8090 (49,55,56). Two primary types of experiments described by Holroyd et al. were used in this study of alloy 2090. In the first type of experiment an artificial crevice was machined in two specimens. The first specimen was solutionized and cold water quenched. The second was solutionized, cold water quenched and aged at 160°C for 14 hours corresponding to a peak to slightly over aged condition for 2090. A round hole, 1 cm in diameter and 3.5 cm deep, was drilled in the specimen. The hole was filled with 3.5 w/o NaCl solution and a glass pH electrode was inserted. The hole was then sealed with wax to reduce the amount of oxygen that could diffuse into the solution. The pH was measured as a function of time for 104 minutes (Fig. 44).

The initial pH was measured at 6.5 and steadily increased to a pH of 8.75 for the peak aged alloy and 8.25 for the solutionized alloy after about 100 minutes. Measured pH values for the solutionized alloy then fell to 6.5 before stabilizing at pH 8.0. The pH for the aged alloy fell to a value of about 7.5 after 2000 minutes, but did not exhibit the same degree of stability as the solutionized alloy.

In the second experiment, 15 grams of machine shavings of solutionized and aged 2090 were immersed in a volume of NaCl solution (about 30 ml) which just covered the shavings. The object of this experiment was to determine the effect of a large (crevice) surface area.
to solution volume ratio on the solution chemistry. Solution pH was continuously monitored with glass pH electrodes for 8000 minutes (Fig. 45).

Initial solution pH values were 7.25. Measured pH values for both the solutionized and aged shavings steadily increased. Both pH values stabilized at 10.5.

It should be noted that the results for simulated local environments are based on one set of tests. While these trends agree with data reported for Al-Li-Cu alloys, the results should be regarded as preliminary.

d. **Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy**

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) has been used in examining pitted surfaces and pit morphology because of the large depth of focus that can be attained. Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) was used in determining the presence and distribution of elements like iron, copper, magnesium, chlorine, etc. in and around pits.

Scanning electron microscopy was performed on a JEOL JSM-35 scanning electron microscope. EDS was performed with a Tracor-Northern 5500 EDS/Image Analysis System attached to the JSM-35. The TN 5500 system has the ability to quantitatively assess the composition of a selected region of a specimen surface scanned by the JSM-35. The data can be displayed numerically, graphically or pictorially by way of X-ray mapping.

EDS spectrum analysis of a pitted region suggests that variation in the distribution of elements like chlorine and copper can be associated in different parts of a pit (Fig. 46). X-ray mapping of a pit also indicates that pitting is associated with higher than average concentrations of copper.
C. Future Work

1. Study of Local Corrosion Utilizing Microelectrodes and In Situ Observation

The potential field variation in the vicinity of a pit will be measured by using an array of a small number of microelectrodes. This information can then be correlated to pit morphology and corrosion product composition obtained by SEM and EDS analysis. Of particular interest is the phenomenon of copper plating on the walls of crevices and pits which has previously been reported to occur in Al-Li-Cu-Mg alloys (55).

Microelectrodes will also be employed to isolate and identify sites that are susceptible to pitting. Presently, it is known that Fe-rich constituents are such sites but experimental observations show that pitting is occurring at other sites as well. Differences in the pitting potentials for these sites might be determined by using microelectrodes to detect the onset of potential variation during an anodic polarization scan. The effects of aging and environment chemistry on pitting potentials might then be determined. Results will be compared to similar tests performed on alloy 2024.

In research performed at the University of Virginia, Piascik has found that pitting of 2090 occurs at potentials more cathodic than the pitting potential. By measuring the variation in the potential near a site likely to initiate a pit with a microelectrode, the time and environmental conditions required for pit initiation may be identified. Again, data will be compared to that obtained in similar results performed on Alloy 2024.

a. In Situ Corrosion Observations

Using the Olympus BHMJ optical microscope and a video camera attachment, a video recording of the changes occurring on a working electrode surface during a potentiodynamic polarization scan
will be recorded. Images will be referenced to the applied potential and the measured net corrosion current.

b. **pH Microreference Electrodes**

The method for constructing microreference pH electrodes derived from literature will be applied. Calibration and testing of the electrodes will be performed. Calibration will include the derivation of calibration curves relating measured potential and solution pH. Basic experiments including the measurement of the variation of pH within actively corroding pits and artificial crevices will be performed. A comparison of data obtained in experiments for Alloy 2090 and conventional high strength aluminum alloys like 2024 and 7075 will be made. A comparison to experimental and theoretical results reported by Holroyd et al. for Al-Li-Cu-Mg will also be possible (49,55,56).

c. **Simulated Occluded Environments**

Artificial crevices of varying geometry will be machined in 2090 and 2024. pH will then be measured by commercial glass pH electrodes and pH microreference electrodes as a function of time. The effect of varying aging treatment and availability of oxygen to the crevice solution will be examined. Experiments will be performed in which the specimen will be coupled to external cathode and immersed in a large volume of solution. pH versus time behavior and crevice mouth potential versus time behavior will be examined. Scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive spectroscopy will be used to examine the local corrosion of these specimens.

Shavings experiments will be performed on 2090 and 2024 to determined the effect of the variation of metal surface area to solution volume on the pH versus time behavior of the system. The effect of oxygen availability and aging treatment will also be examined.
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A. Summary

This proposal describes a 24-month study to characterize the effects of hydrogen on the mechanical behavior and microstructure of AA 2090, an Al-Li alloy intended for use as tank material for the cryogenic storage of hydrogen. Microstructural characterizations will include: optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and differential thermal analysis (DTA) or differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Mechanical property characterizations will include uniaxial tension tests, biaxial loading tests, Charpy impact tests, and microhardness indentation tests.

The goal of the project is to increase the understanding of the role of microstructure and stress state on the susceptibility to hydrogen damage in Al-Li alloys. The coupling of the University of Virginia and the Virginia Tech programs, and the interaction between investigators, will greatly assist in meeting this goal.

B. Introduction and Background

The design and manufacture of the next generation of aerospace structures will require materials of high specific strength and specific stiffness to achieve major weight savings. Fatigue behavior and environmental degradation must also be evaluated to assure durability. Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) of a structural component
made of high-strength aluminum alloys has led to many failures in the aircraft industry. More specifically, the exposure of these alloys to hydrogen from gaseous or aqueous sources is a major concern.

The Al-Cu base alloy, AA 2024, and the Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloy, AA 7075, are two of the most widely used aluminum alloys in aerospace applications. A modification of the 7xxx-series includes the addition of cobalt to reduce SCC susceptibility. These alloys, AA 7090 and AA 7091, have been used but are rapidly being displaced by Al-Li base alloys, largely due to increases in strength-to-weight and stiffness-to-weight ratios. A fundamental problem with the use of Al-Li base alloys is the propensity for localized corrosion at lithium-rich phases along grain boundaries (79-82). A comprehensive SCC study of 2090 (Al-2.7Cu-2.2Li-0.12Zr) found that overaging reduced SCC resistance, likely due to increased amounts of δ (AlLi) at grain boundaries (82). This is in contrast to 7075 and 7090, where overaging tends to reduce SCC susceptibility compared with the peak age condition (83,84).

Although extensive studies have been conducted on the specific mechanisms of SCC in high-strength alloys such as 7075 (85-94), no such study has been conducted on 2090. Additionally, the effect of hydrogen alone on mechanical property degradation has not been evaluated.

Although the rate of diffusion of hydrogen in aluminum alloys is low (about $10^{-14}$ cm² sec⁻¹) (95), the accumulation of hydrogen at second-phase particles and precipitates is generally considered to promote microvoid initiation via the fracture of particles or the weakening of particle-matrix interfaces. Strain field interaction then leads to void growth and coalescence. An understanding of the role of hydrogen in these processes will aid in the establishment of design guidelines for current alloys and will suggest modifications for the design of new, resistant alloys.

Although the formation of an aluminum hydride has been proposed as causing SCC in moist air, its stability is uncertain (96). However,
the formation of lithium hydride must be considered in alloys such as 2090 (97). The formation and stability of lithium hydride must be evaluated.

Since several design uses of 2090 include cryogenic storage of liquid hydrogen in tanks, the effects of hydrogen on the low temperature mechanical behavior of 2090 must be investigated. In addition, biaxial loading studies must be incorporated.

C. Technical Program

This program includes the characterization of 2090 aluminum, and possibly other Al-Li alloys, supplied by either Alcoa or NASA. The Virginia Tech program will include evaluation of the same commercial and model alloys used in the University of Virginia studies. This will assure that the various characterizations can be combined for a comprehensive understanding of the environmental degradation of 2090. In addition this will help minimize duplication of some characterizations.

1. Microstructure

The microstructural characterization of 2090 in the UA, PA, and OA conditions will include optical microscopy and SEM for grain structure and degree of recrystallization. TEM/STEM examinations of thin film as well as bulk specimens will provide general information about dispersoid and precipitate type, size, and distribution; solute depletion; and slip character. Because the electron microscopy could become an extensive investigation itself, the Virginia Tech study will utilize results from the University of Virginia study as well as literature results.

Virginia Tech will perform DTA and/or DSC analysis to follow coarsening and precipitation reactions. In addition, DSC analysis of specimens cathodically charged with hydrogen will provide information on the effect of hydrogen on these reactions, as well as on the possible formation of hydrides.
Microhardness tests of both uncharged and cathodically precharged specimens will provide a simple mechanical property for correlations with the above results. Previous studies with 7075 and 2024 have shown that hydrogen may promote overaging (98).

2. **Charpy Impact Tests**

Charpy impact tests will be conducted on the instrumented impact tester with a microcomputer data acquisition system. Tests will be conducted from -196°C to 100°C, using uncharged and cathodically charged notched bars of all three tempers. This test system allows for separation of initiation from propagation. Representative CVN energy versus time results are shown in Figure 47 for a high-strength steel. Figure 48 shows that the initiation energy is essentially constant over the range of test temperatures, while the total energy curve tends to follow the propagation energy curve. Such tests will be conducted on 2090 to evaluate the effect of hydrogen charging on initiation and propagation events. Correlations of these results will be made with fractography.

In order to evaluate the effect of orientation on hydrogen embrittlement, two orientations of the PA temper will be evaluated, ST and LT. These samples will be coated with a barrier lacquer to minimize hydrogen pickup except at the notch. Because of the disk-shaped grains, the ST orientation is expected to have lower values of CVN energy than the LT orientation. It is not known which orientation is more affected by internal hydrogen.

Some Charpy bars of the PA temper will be machined to give a range of notch root radius. The PA temper is selected because of the low fracture toughness of the OA temper. Some bars will be fatigue precracked, using the machine purchased in the first year of the work. These bars, having a range of root radius, from a crack to the standard value of 0.25 mm, will be tested at two strain rates.

Some specimens will be tested in slow 3-point bending, while others will be tested with the standard Charpy impact method. Apparent fracture
toughness and CVN values will be plotted against notch root radius as well as against the square root of notch root radius. These tests will permit us to determine if a stress singularity exists for the V-notch at two strain rates.

3. Stress State Effects

Because balanced biaxial loading more closely simulates the stress state for the storage of pressurized hydrogen than does uniaxial tensile testing, it is essential that this study include biaxial loading of 2090 in a clamped disk test fixture. The ideal test would be done at cryogenic temperatures with liquid hydrogen as the loading fluid.

Stress state studies on the SCC and hydrogen degradation of 7075 and 7090 have shown that Mode III (torsion) loading produced less embrittlement than Mode I (tension) loading. The degree of embrittlement decreased with aging for both alloys, being lowest for the overaged condition (85,99). These results demonstrate the need for correlation between the stress state in laboratory tests and actual design practice.

A disk rupture system for biaxial loading was designed at Virginia Tech (100). A schematic diagram of the system is shown in Figure 49. The working part of the system consists of a thick walled stainless steel plenum in which disks from 8.9 to 10 cm in diameter are clamped against an annulus. Pressurized gas is applied to one side of the disk, forcing it to bulge through the hole in the annulus. A convenient feature of the system is that it allows direct exposure to hydrogen (or any other gas) without the need for dynamic seals or elaborate test chambers.

Because the oxide film on aluminum alloys acts as a diffusion barrier, it may be necessary to cathodically charge the disks prior to loading. If this is the case, nitrogen will be used as the loading fluid for both charged and uncharged disks. These tests will be conducted at room temperature.
In order to facilitate hydrogen uptake, some disks will be abraded immediately prior to pressurizing with hydrogen. The abraded surface will not only remove the oxide layer, but will also tend to catalyze hydrogen uptake.

Some disks will be intentionally pitted prior to pressurizing. We will also attempt to preferentially pit grain boundary regions for comparison with pits within grains. This will allow us to evaluate the effect of grain boundary chemistry on the hydrogen embrittlement effect.

Disk rupture tests typically have failures which can be classified as bursts (ductile rupture) or leaks (brittle, early failure). In addition dome height position can be measured, via linear variable displacement transducers, as a function of gas pressure. This provides a means to evaluate deformation during the test.

Another method for evaluating disk rupture tests is the acoustic emission technique. A recent study using 1015 steel showed that cumulative acoustic emission counts, plotted as a function of gas pressure, gave significantly different results for testing in hydrogen compared with testing in nitrogen. Figure 50 shows the results, with a proposed mechanism to describe the difference. Alloy 2090 can be expected to provide different results. However, the disk rupture system, coupled with the acoustic emission technique, will help in assessing the effect of gaseous and/or cathodic hydrogen on the mechanical behavior of 2090, in the three tempers, in biaxial loading.

4. Material Needs

The material needs for this study are shown in the table below. The extensive Charpy impact testing will require the most material, due to the need for replicate testing for most conditions. The stress state study will use sheet material. ALCOA has already offered to supply 2090 and 2091 sheet material.
Table 3: Material Needs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charpy Impact</td>
<td>1.3 cm plate, 25 cm by 250 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress State</td>
<td>0.6 mm sheet, 30 cm by 250 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual Stress</td>
<td>6.5 mm plate, 25 cm by 250 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Statement of Work

As part of a 24-month study, we will focus on microstructural aspects of hydrogen degradation in Al-Li alloys. This work will complement that done at the University of Virginia.

E. Key Personnel

The key personnel for the proposed research are Robert E. Swanson (Assistant Professor) and Robert W. Hendricks (Professor). Swanson is noted for his contributions in the area of stress state effects in metallic alloys and has considerable experience in the characterization and testing of rapidly solidified alloys, including atomized aluminum alloys such as 7090, twin-piston splat quenched magnesium alloys, and melt-spun aluminum-iron alloys. He is an expert in the fields of corrosion and fracture mechanics and has considerable experience in electron microscopy.

Mr. Swanson's resume is presented in Appendix II.

F. Equipment and Facilities

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

1. Introduction

Located in the scenic mountains of southwestern Virginia, Virginia Tech is one of the nation's major institutions of higher learning. Sharing the distinctive character of both a land-grant and sea-grant university, Tech provides broad academic offerings, large
scale public service, and a wide spectrum of basic and applied research. With nearly 23,000 undergraduate and graduate students and a faculty of some 2,000, Tech is the largest university in the Commonwealth of Virginia.

Tech's fiscal 1986-87 research expenditures totaled $75 million and are soon expected to reach the $100 million mark. In total research expenditures, Tech ranks 49th, according to a recent National Science Foundation (NSF) Survey of 91 universities that spend more than $30 million annually in support of research activities. And Tech continues to be within the top ten percent of universities in terms of research expenditures derived from industrial sources. A strong funding support base for research is shown by the fact that no one sponsor provides more than fifteen percent of the university's total sponsored research expenditures.

In addition to a strong research focus on engineering and agribusiness at Tech, university scientists are investigating a host of areas as diverse as cancer, geothermal energy, bacterial production of methane, robotics, social problems, power electronics, composites, absenteeism in business, air pollution, and quasars.

Virginia Tech has established a mutually beneficial relationship with business and industry in recognition of the need to engage in research dealing with the problems and opportunities of the private sector.

The close relationship between graduate programs and research ensures that problems, solutions, and techniques associated with specific research projects become a part of classroom curricula. Tech's broad and comprehensive research program provides excellent opportunities for graduate students to become involved in important research projects.

2. Academic Colleges

The University consists of eight academic colleges with over 70 separate departments.
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences
The College of Architecture and Urban Studies
College of Arts and Sciences
College of Business
College of Education
College of Engineering
College of Human Resources
Virginia-Maryland Regional College of Veterinary Medicine

College of Engineering. During the 1980s, Virginia Tech's College of Engineering has emerged as one of the nation's premier research institutions. In 1971, the College reported slightly less than $1 million of funded research whereas, by 1987, the amount exceeded $18 million. As a result, it now ranks in the top ten percent of the 220 accredited engineering colleges reporting their research expenditures to the American Society for Engineering Education.

At the same time, the College has maintained its reputation for offering an excellent education for the student who desires to obtain a baccalaureate degree. Today's entering freshman class has an average SAT score of 1200 out of a possible 1600. By graduating more than 1,000 students each year, the college consistently ranks in the top ten in the number of baccalaureate degrees granted.

The engineering graduate enrollment has climbed from 277 master's and doctoral students in 1970 to 1100 in the 1986-87 academic year. Graduate programs are offered in the following areas: aerospace, agricultural, biomedical, chemical, civil, electrical, engineering mechanics, environmental, industrial engineering and operations research, materials, mechanical, mining, and systems engineering.

It is the reputation of the faculty and their successes in securing contract research dollars that has allowed this phenomenal growth in the number of graduate students. During the past two decades, the College has attracted some truly exceptional individuals to the Blacksburg campus. Five of the six Virginian academics granted membership in the
prestigious National Academy of Engineering are on the Virginia Tech faculty. In less than a decade, the College has secured 24 named professorships, and it plans to establish 10 more in the near future. These endowed chairs are a means of recognizing eminent faculty for their effective teaching and extraordinary scholarship.

3. Academic Support Facilities

Indicative of Tech’s commitment to research and undergraduate and graduate programs is the university library containing more than 1.7 million volumes and the the second largest microform collection in the world. The library is a member of the Association of Research Libraries and the Southeastern University Library Network. The University Library consists of The Carol M. Newman Library and four branches (or special Libraries): Architecture; Geology; Veterinary Medicine; and the Northern Virginia Center. All libraries use The Virginia Tech Library System (VTLS), an on-line system controlling circulation and the library catalog. This computerized program for accessing materials is widely acclaimed and has been purchased by numerous libraries across the country and abroad.

The implementation of sophisticated communication facilities has made the university a nationally recognized leader in communication technology, and has placed Tech in the forefront of high-tech communications management. A vast spider web of communication lines spans out across the nearly 3,000-acre campus, linking some 3,000 terminal and a significant number of the 8,000 personal computers to the computing center's mainframe. The university has installed more miles of cable and has more work stations, personal computers, and buildings served by its communications system than any other institution of higher learning in the country. The system will be further enhanced as a result of a recent $7.6M contract with IBM for a new telecommunications system for the Blacksburg campus and the Graduate Center in Falls Church. The new system will integrate telephone and data communications by using the same switching equipment and cable distribution rather than two separate systems. This facility will add more than 5,000 data connections to the 6,000 already on campus.
The Computing Center at the University is built around an IBM 3084 system, an IBM 3090 and three VAX 11/780 systems. The IBM 3084 system operates under the control of VM and VMS and has 64 megabytes of memory. The IBM 390 and the Vector Facility operates under the control of VM and has the Vector Facility to support supercomputing. Two VAX 11/780 systems provide interactive computing under VMS. The IBM machine is used to support instructional, research, extension, and administrative activities. The VAX 11/780 systems are used primarily for interactive undergraduate instruction. A third VAX 11/780 and an IBM 4341 system are dedicated to CAD/CAM usage.

The computer facilities are available 24 hours a day (160 hours per week). The services provided by the Center include time-sharing, batch processing, remote printing, and personal computer facilities. For online and timesharing access, the system supports a variety of terminals (over 1,500) operating under different communication protocols and line speeds. There are a number of terminal laboratories and personal computer facilities housing over 300 units for student use. Remote printing stations are serviced from both on-campus and off-campus locations. The Computing Center is equipped with an array of printing devices, disk storage units, tape drives, and high quality plotters. The systems have more than 70-billion bytes of on-line storage.

The computing systems support a rather extensive array of compilers and interpreters, as well as statistical, mathematical, simulation, graphics, timesharing and other special purpose packages. In addition, the systems have data base management and text processing packages that are available for faculty, staff, and student use. High quality print devices are available for camera-ready copies of textual materials. An interface with the print shop provides for typesetting of computer-generated textual material.

Tech is developing a Corporate Research Center that is designed to attract corporate research and development operations. It is located adjacent to the main campus and the Virginia Tech airport which is
capable of handling corporate aircraft. Satellite antennas will enable communications (both up and down links) with fifteen to twenty satellites, thus providing two-way communications to virtually any place in the world.

4. Academic Departments and Programs

The College comprises ten degree-awarding departments and the Division of Engineering Fundamentals, which provides instruction to all engineering freshmen. Several programs of interdisciplinary study are also available at the graduate level.

- Aerospace and Ocean Engineering Department
- Agricultural Engineering Department
- Chemical Engineering Department
- Civil Engineering Department
- Electrical Engineering Department
- Engineering Science and Mechanics Department
- Industrial Engineering and Operations Research Department
- Materials Engineering Department
- Mechanical Engineering Department
- Mining and Minerals Engineering Department
- Environmental Sciences and Engineering Group
- Materials Engineering Science Group
- Systems Engineering Group

Engineering Science and Mechanics Department. The department has 44 faculty, 132 undergraduates, and 163 graduate students. It offers a broad, fundamental curriculum in the physical sciences and applied mathematics and in their application to engineering. The program is interesting and challenging. A total of 22 credit hours of free electives, 12 credit hours of departmental electives and 6 credit hours of Project and Report give the student freedom to develop individually tailored programs of concentrated study. Undergraduate courses in engineering science and mechanics are taught on a service basis for all engineering curricula. A minor in mechanics is available for non-ESM students. The department also offers graduate programs leading to
M.Eng., M.S. (thesis and non-thesis options), and Ph.D. degrees. The Cooperative Education Program is available to qualified candidates at undergraduate and graduate levels. An honors program in engineering science and mechanics has been approved and is available for qualified students, successful completion of which is indicated on the diploma by the designation "in honors." Current research interests include stability of laminar flow control, laminar flow separation, finite-elements analyses, reliability and probability studies, nonlinear vibrations, nonlinear dynamics, nondestructive evaluation and testing, optical mechanics, composite materials and structures, adhesion science, acoustic emissions, stability and control of flexible spacecraft, spacecraft attitude determination, supersonic wind-generated waves, acoustic waves in ducts, fracture mechanics, stress intensity factors, boundary-layer separation, hydrodynamic stability, wave propagation, photoviscoelasticity, perturbation methods, weld defects, ductile fracture of polymers.

Materials Engineering Department. The department has 11 faculty, 101 undergraduates, and 30 graduate students. The undergraduate curriculum provides for specialized course work in the areas of phase equilibria, X-ray diffraction and spectroscopy, mechanical testing, optical microscopy, mathematical modeling of processes, atomic diffusion, hydrogen embrittlement effects, environmental degradation of materials, extractive metallurgy, and investigation of the electrical, optical, and thermal properties of metallic, ceramic, polymeric, and composite materials. Programs are available for graduate work leading to the M.S. degree. Students desiring the Ph.D. may participate in the materials engineering science degree program. The department participates in the Cooperative Education Program in which qualified students may alternate quarters of study with quarters of professional employment. Graduate study and research are concerned with ceramic, metallurgical, and polymeric systems including electrical and magnetic materials, powder processes, glasses, refractories, thin-films, high-temperature behavior, stress corrosion, quantitative microscopy, and extractive processes.
Materials Engineering Science Group. Research and graduate studies concerned with synthesis, characterization, understanding, and improvement of materials and materials response are coordinated through this group. Students from the physical sciences as well as engineering may pursue research and study in metals, ceramics, composites, and polymers. Research areas include mechanical behavior, physical chemistry of surfaces, X-ray analysis, corrosion, luminescence, adhesion science, and composites. The group administers a Ph.D. program in materials engineering science.

5. Major Research Groups

In a document of this size, it is impossible to summarize the many quality research programs conducted by individual faculty. However, the breadth of activity may be imparted by listing the various research groups, laboratories, and centers. Some groups include faculty drawn from more than one college.

- Center for Adhesion Science
- Center for Composite Materials and Structures
- Coal and Minerals Technology Group
- Composite Mechanics Group
- Construction Center
- The Energy Research Group
- Environmental Engineering Group
- Failure Analysis and Prevention Laboratory
- Fiber and Electro-Optics Research Center
- Generic Mineral Technology Center
- Geotechnical Engineering Project Center
- Human Factors Engineering Center
- Management Systems Laboratories
- Manufacturing, Automation and Robotics Center
- Materials Response Group
- Mining and Minerals Resources Research Institute
- Photoelastic and Fracture Laboratory
Polymer Materials and Interfaces Laboratory
Powell River Project
Satellite Communications Group
Turbomachinery and Propulsion Research Center
Virginia Power Electronics Center
Virginia Productivity Center
Relevant Non-College Centers
The University Center for Environmental Studies
Center for Coal and Energy Research
Virginia Water Resources Research Center

6. Academic Facilities

The main academic units of the College are housed in Norris, Patton, Randolph, and Whittemore Halls. Additional research facilities are located in nearby off-campus buildings within easy reach for faculty and graduate students. These units include the satellite station, fiber optics draw tower, geotechnical research building, and coal-cleaning laboratory. A more detailed description of the facilities is presented below.

Aerospace and Ocean Engineering facilities include a subsonic stability wind tunnel with a 6-foot by 6-foot test section, a 9-inch by 9-inch supersonic wind tunnel for Mach numbers 2 through 4, a towing tank, a cavitation testing, a structures laboratory, and analog, digital, and hybrid computers. Facilities for Agricultural Engineering include separate laboratories for research in soil and water conservation, water quality, forest engineering, soil-tillage tool interaction, precision seeding, conservation tillage and planting, energy herbaceous biomass, physical properties, electronics, and instrumentation. Recent equipment acquisitions include sophisticated signal analyzer equipment for data acquisition, an instrumented soil bin, a plant growth chamber, on-site fan-testing equipment, a field rainfall simulator, an auto analyzer, a particle size analyzer, an infiltrometer, a neutron probe, a conservation tillage seed planter, a
universal testing machine, a laboratory data acquisition unit, a
centric cylinder viscometer, and a wide range of equipment for
watershed and water quality monitoring. Students have access to a
departmental microcomputer laboratory and a micro-VAX II computer, in
addition to the campus mainframe computer system. Chemical Engineering
has laboratories in polymer characterization and polymer processing,
catalysts, fluid particle systems, novel separation techniques, SPATE
thermoelastic stress analysis system, environmental engineering, and
biotechnology; equipment includes an FT-IR, GC mass spectrometer, an
excimer laser, scanning electron microscopes, an X-ray diffraction unit,
E beam, and other analytical tools. Civil Engineering laboratories for
research in hydraulics, structural testing, soil mechanics and
environmental sanitary engineering. Environmental Sciences and
Engineering facilities include controlled-temperature rooms; instruments
for the analysis of organic and halogenated compounds, heavy metals, and
particle size; light incubators; a boat with motor; and other analytical
equipment typically found in biological/chemical laboratories.
Electrical Engineering facilities include a satellite-tracking station
and laboratories for image processing, acoustooptics, fiber optics,
computer aided design, hybrid microelectronics, power electronics,
computer engineering, alternative energy, electronic materials, and
power systems. The facilities in Engineering Science and Mechanics
consist of an MTS axial-torsional loading system, modern materials
testing equipment, a nondestructive evaluation lab, several composite
materials labs, thermographic video cameras, a fluid-mechanics lab with
a towing basin and carriage, a nonlinear vibrations lab, a biofluids
lab, a fracture mechanics lab, minicomputers, and modern high-speed
data-acquisition system. Industrial Engineering and Operations Research
facilities include metal-casting, machining, CNC, automation, and
robotics labs; telephotometric, microdensitometric, and microphotometric
units; an auto simulator; an aircraft simulator; an ergonomics lab;
PDP-11/10, PDP-11/55, and VAX-11/750 computers; and environmental and
acoustical chambers. Research equipment and precision instrumentation
for mechanical engineering include hot-film and laser-doppler anemometer systems, calorimeter room, anechoic fatigue-testing machines, surface profile measuring equipment, gas chromatography equipment, a BAX-11/780 and a network of microvaxes for engineering design, and an IBM 4341 system for CAD/CAM. Materials Science facilities include lasers, hydrogen effects, electron microscopes, a hot-stage optical microscope, analog computers, a multitarget research sputtering system, and equipment for X-ray diffraction, electron beam microprobes, differential thermometric and gravimetric analysis, vacuum deposition, electrical properties measurement, and computer modeling. Mining and Mineral Engineering facilities include laboratories for rock mechanics, beneficiation, comminution, sizing analyses, environmental control, mining systems, equipment evaluation, systems analysis, and health and safety. Mini and micro computers are located in departmental laboratories.

7. Materials Engineering Department

The Virginia Tech Materials Engineering Department laboratories and offices are housed in Holden Hall. The materials laboratory facilities of the department are outlined below.

Ceramic Processing Laboratory. A completely equipped laboratory is available for preparation, testing, and characterization of ceramics. Preparation facilities include: ball mills, hydraulic presses, hot press, and over 40 kilns of various designs. Testing and characterization facilities, all equipped with furnaces for high temperature and controlled atmospheres, include: creep machine, tensile testing machine, electrical conductivity apparatus, dielectric properties apparatus, dilatometer, differential thermal analyzer, and thermo-gravimetric apparatus. Equipment for the preparation of ceramic specimen and for examination by transmitted and reflected light microscopy, X-ray analysis, and electron beam microprobe analysis is also available on campus.

Environmental Degradation Lab. This facility includes potentiostats, automatic recording equipment, light microscope with
environmental test cell, biaxially-loaded disk rupture system, and other equipment for studying the various forms and effects of corrosion, liquid metal, and hydrogen in the behavior of materials. Newest addition is an EG&G model 332 corrosion measurement system with microcomputer control.

**Electron Microscopy and Surface Characterization.** Complete facilities are available for preparing and studying metallic, ceramic, and polymeric specimens. Facilities include a scanning transmission electron microscope (Philips 420), a scanning electron microscope, and an electron spectrometer for chemical analysis (KRATOS). Preparation facilities include electropolishing apparatus for metals, an ultra microtome with diamond knife for polymers, and will soon include an ion beam thinning apparatus for metals and ceramics. A separate complete electron metallography darkroom is also available.

**Heat Treating.** Various types of heat treating equipment are available, including muffle and recirculating air furnaces, a controlled atmosphere furnace, constant temperature oil baths, and a vacuum and inert atmosphere furnace with refractory metal and graphite heating elements.

**Mechanical Testing.** Testing laboratories are complete with hardness, tensile, fatigue, torsion, impact, and creep apparatus. Newest addition is an MTS model 810 mechanical test system with minicomputer.

**Melting Facilities.** Furnaces for melting alloys include an induction furnace with a 17-pound steel capacity and several small electrical resistance melting units.

**Metalworking.** Equipment is available for warm and cold rolling.

**Light Microscopy.** Complete facilities are available for the preparation and observation of metallic, ceramic, and polymeric materials. Preparation facilities include mounting and impregnation apparatus, grinding and polishing machines, electropolishing and etching devices, microtomes, and thin section machines. Observation facilities
include numerous microscopes and materialographs for examination and photography of specimens in black and white and in color by transmitted and reflected light, in bright field, dark field, and polarized light illumination and under differential and Normarsky interference contrast conditions, and for microhardness determinations.

Facilities for Atomic Arrangements in Near Surface Zone. Includes three X-ray systems especially designed for studies of diffusion-controlled reactions. Incorporates computer-controlled automation. A color graphics terminal is available for simulation studies. Three high-vacuum furnaces are used for ultra-clean specimen annealing. Thin films are prepared using a cryo-pumped Perkin-Elmer multitarget sputtering system. An RF power supply allows deposition of both ceramic and metallic films. In addition, access is available to two beamlines at the National Synchrotron Light Source (Brookhaven, NY) for very high intensity and selectable wavelengths for refined measurements.

Computers. Access is available to IBM 4341, IBM 3081, and DED VAX-11/780 time-sharing computers in addition to the University IBM 370 system. Various mini- and microcomputers are also available within the department for experimental control as well as computational needs.

High-Temperature Materials Laboratory. The equipment in this laboratory permits characterization of the mechanical, thermo-mechanical, and thermo-physical properties of structural materials for engineering application involving elevated and extreme temperatures. A closed-loop electro-hydraulic mechanical tester with environmental chamber permits evaluation of mechanical behavior such as creep, stress-strain behavior, strain-rate sensitivity, and fracture-mechanical response to temperatures as high as 2000°C. An electronically controlled thermo-mechanical tester allows measurement of thermal stress resistance and thermal fatigue under a variety of heat transfer conditions. A differential scanning calorimeter is used for measurement of specific heat and other thermo-physical property data. The thermal diffusivity of structural as well as other materials can be measured by the laser-flash diffusivity apparatus to temperatures in excess of
2000oC. Specimen preparation for the above measurements can be carried out with diamond tooling including diamond saw, core drills and polishing apparatus.

Applied Solid State Science Lab. Includes two vacuum evaporators and an RF sputtering system. Various equipment is also available for measurements related to thin films and junctions.
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SECTION VI

Program 4

NEW INITIATIVE ON ENVIRONMENTAL FRACTURE
OF ADVANCED LIGHT METALS

William C. Porr, Jr. and Richard P. Gangloff

We propose to extend the scope of the original proposal (20) to include a fourth research program chosen from one of several topics which are critical to the damage tolerant application of advanced light metals in aggressive aerospace environments. Mr. William C. Porr, a PhD candidate who recently received his MS degree under M.R. Louthan at VPI, is currently enrolled in the Materials Science Department at UVa and is most interested in conducting research and graduate studies in this area.

Mr. Porr will formulate his research program, centered on a topic selected from one of the those described in an ensuing section. Selection will be based on the findings of the three parallel programs described previously and in consultation with metals and fracture mechanics researchers at the Langley Research Center. The product of this effort in year 2 will be a detailed literature review, the identification of fundamental questions and an approach, and initial experimentation. During year 3, the student will execute the planned research. We envision that year 2 funding will be limited to Mr. Porr's salary and modest experimental and support costs.

Research will examine one of the following areas:

- Elevated temperature crack growth in advanced PM aluminum alloys.
- Cryogenic crack growth in advanced PM aluminum alloys.
A brief proposal is provided for the first of these topics to illustrate the typical thrust of the new research program. A key element of each program is the emphasis on integrating advanced materials and fracture mechanics disciplines. It is envisioned that interactions with the Metallic Materials and Fatigue/Fracture Branches at NASA will greatly assist in this regard.

A. Elevated Temperature Crack Growth in Advanced PM Aluminum Alloys

1. Introduction

Advanced aluminum alloys are being produced by powder metallurgy processes, particularly involving rapid solidification and mechanical alloying, for aerospace and energy applications at here-to-fore unobtainable elevated temperatures (101-106). While excellent strengths have been developed, such materials are limited by low fracture resistance.

Aluminum-iron ternary and quartenary alloys containing either Ce, Ce+W, Ni, Mo, Mo+V, Mo+Cr or Si+V have been processed to develop acceptable 23°C tensile ductilities and long term elevated temperature strength at temperatures up to 325°C (107-113). Two problems are significant. These PM alloys exhibit reduced ductilities over the temperature range from about 125 to 275°C. (Tensile ductility increases monotonically with increasing temperature for wrought aluminum alloys (114)). Secondly, elevated temperature fracture resistance has been characterized by smooth specimen uniaxial tensile ductilities, with fracture mechanics measurements limited to ambient temperature, moist air environments. It is crucial to begin to consider the fracture
mechanics of the failure processes which are likely to control the durability of reusable tanks fabricated from the alloys.

The mechanisms for elevated temperature fracture of PM aluminum alloys are unclear. A variety of processes may contribute including processing factors (large defects, prior particle boundary oxides and hydroxides, dissolved hydrogen), environmental factors (external hydrogen or oxygen uptake), metallurgical factors (interface impurities, plastic strain localization) and mechanical factors (time dependent plasticity, dynamic environmental interactions).

2. **Objective**

The objective of the proposed research is to determine mechanisms for elevated temperature fracture to enable the development and damage tolerant application of advanced PM aluminum alloys.

The approach involves three short term goals: (1) To develop fracture mechanics measurement and analysis methods, (2) To characterize elevated temperature tensile fracture and subcritical crack growth, and (3) To develop micromechanical models of brittle cracking.

**B. Technical Program**

Research will emphasize powder metallurgy Al-Fe-X alloys, developed within the Light Metals Center at the University of Virginia and by collaborating companies, and model materials suggested by hypothesized mechanisms. Work will investigate elevated temperature tensile fracture during short term loading and subcritical crack propagation due to time dependent, creep-environment interactions.

1. **Tensile Fracture**

   a. **Background**

   Characterization of the fracture resistance of powder metallurgy alloys requires separate analyses of the extrinsic effect of large process defects (5 to 10 μm) and of the intrinsic fracture resistance of the microstructure. Smooth specimen tensile ductility
reflects the complex interaction of these factors. Such values exhibit scatter that obscures structure-properties relations; which, in turn, vary with specimen size/geometry and which are not applicable to design (115).

Fracture mechanics methods characterize the intrinsic toughness of the crack tip plastic zone for the initiation case, and of the two dimensional crack path and wake for propagation. This approach is well suited for studies of metallurgical and environmental effects, without the complication of varying defect populations. Data and models on defect tolerance may be combined with statistical information on defect distributions to predict smooth specimen or component life [116]. Plane strain fracture toughness measurements have been employed to study the room temperature fracture toughness of several Al-Fe-X alloys, for example (109). For aerospace applications, initiation toughness ($K_{IC}$ or $J_{IC}$) should be supplemented by resistance curve concepts. Temperature effects on crack growth resistance have not been investigated.

b. Proposed Research

Suresh et al. recently demonstrated a combined initiation and propagation approach which employed J integral methods to characterize aging effects on the fracture resistance of Al-Li-Cu alloy plate (117). Such a resistance methodology will be developed for through-cracks and perhaps surface cracks in thin sheet (118). The intrinsic fracture toughness and tearing modules of a selected microstructure will be established by monitoring the initiation and growth of an existing crack for rapid loading in moist air (119).

The effect of temperature (23 to 350/400°C) on fracture resistance will be measured and fracture surfaces will be characterized by electron metallography to survey operating cracking processes. Toughnesses will be compared to short bar results to further develop a method for fracture mechanics properties screening relevant to alloy and process development (120).
Presuming that fracture resistance declines over an intermediate temperature range, one or more experiments will be conducted to probe the mechanism. The effect of temperature on deformation and porosity/microcrack nucleation will be studied by interrupted and sectioned tensile specimens, coupled with analytical methods to measure gaseous hydrogen production (121). If implicated in the embrittlement, prior particle interface phases will be altered by processing or alloy composition changes. Heat treatment experiments, high purity or doped alloys and in situ Auger fracture experiments will be used if interfacial impurity effects are indicated. External environment effects will be investigated by elevated temperature fracture experiments in purified helium, oxygen and water vapor. Specimens will be preexposed to an electrochemical source of dissolved hydrogen, and to oxygen and water vapor at elevated temperatures and fractured (121,122).

The proposed study of tensile fracture could be readily expanded to investigate the effect of temperature from the cryogenic regime to the elevated levels described here for a single alloy.

2. Subcritical Creep Crack Propagation

a. Background

The chemical mechanisms for elevated temperature embrittlement are likely to be exacerbated by prolonged loading causing time dependent plasticity, environmental chemical reactions and bulk diffusion. Creep deformation may be sufficient to produce cracking in alloys which exhibit good time-independent tensile ductility. It is therefore important to examine subcritical "creep" crack propagation in PM aluminum alloys.

Creep crack growth has been observed in several commercial aluminum alloys (123-125), and more recently in experiments at UVa with complex alloy 2090. The contributions of crack tip creep deformation, environment, grain boundary weakness and microstructural instability have not been determined. Research on iron and nickel based alloys
indicates a dominant effect of oxidizing environments, for example (122,126). Fracture mechanics field parameters for elevated temperature, time dependent crack propagation have matured significantly over the past 10 years (127-129), however, these methods have not been applied to develop structurally reliable advanced aluminum alloys.

b. Proposed Research

Research will emphasize external environment and interfacial impurity effects on elevated temperature crack growth in PM aluminum alloys, and will build on the findings of the study of tensile fracture resistance.

Initial experiments will characterize crack propagation kinetics for constant or programmed slow loading in moist air, and in terms of small scale yielding (stress intensity, K) and steady state extensive creep (C*) or transition (C_T) crack tip field parameters. Such parameters uniquely define the sizes of crack tip process zones and the stress, strain and strain rate distributions which govern crack propagation. K, C_T and C* have been successfully employed in micromechanical modeling of crack growth and are applicable to time dependent damage tolerant design (128,129).

External environment and dissolved impurity effects will be separated by crack growth experiments conducted in purified helium, oxygen and water vapor environments. If fracture is enhanced by O_2, then the dependence of the crack growth kinetics on partial pressure and temperature will be determined. Environmental crack growth response to rapid load and oxidizing gas pressure transients will be measured. If fracture occurs in the inert environment, then in situ Auger experiments will be conducted to identify the role of segregated solutes. Gas discharge and doping experiments, and the analyses described previously will be employed to examine the role of hydrogen. The aim of experimentation is to develop a micromechanical model of environmental embrittlement.
C. Closure

A research project is proposed with the goal of enabling the fracture resistant use of advanced powder metallurgy aluminum alloys in elevated temperature environments, through a foundation of fundamental understanding. Limited observations and the heterogeneity of PM products dictate that fracture mechanics measurements and analyses be employed to develop a physical basis for micromechanical modeling. Short term goals are proposed for problems of tensile fracture and subcritical creep crack propagation. The program requires a close collaboration with the developers of advanced PM alloys and researchers involved with advanced micromechanics and fracture mechanics studies.
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FIGURES
Literature Review and Research Proposal

Phase I (Table 4)
- Microstructural characterization
- Electrochemical characterization
- Small crack fracture mechanics, automation and environmental cell methods development

Phase II (Table 5)
- Characterization of intrinsic small crack propagation by constant $K_{\text{max}}$
- Effect of frequency
- Gaseous environment corrosion fatigue (H, H$_2$O, O$_2$)
- Aqueous environment corrosion fatigue (effect of potential)
- Fractographic studies

Phase III (Table 6)
- Mechanistic experiments from II
- Fracture toughness probe of corrosion fatigue damage
- Dissertation

Other
- Mechanistic follow-ups from Piasek with Wagner.
- Hydrogen emphasis.
- First annual report
- Final report
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</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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</table>

C - completed  M - committee meeting
C' - completed with follow-up analyses in progress

Tables 4, 5, and 6 are presented in Appendix I

Program Schedule.
Figure 2

Microstructure of Alloy 2090 rolled plate (etched with Keller’s reagent).
Precipitation strengthening characteristics of Alloy 2090 for aging at 190°C, and in terms of hardness and tensile yield strength change.
Figure 4

Precipitation strengthening characteristics of Alloy 2090 for aging at 160°C.
ALLOY 2090 PITTNG POTENTIAL
Deareated solution
Aging temperature 190 C
Scan Rate 2 mV/sec

Figure 5

Variation of the pitting potential of peak aged and over aged Alloy 2090 as a function of NaCl concentration.
Figure 6a

Constituent particle composition by EDX analysis.
Figure 6b

Matrix composition by EDX analysis.
Stringer of constituent particle pits contained in peak aged Alloy 2090.
Test conditions; 0.1% NaCl, 5 days at -0.700 V (SCE).
Figure 8
Sub-boundary pitting in peak aged Alloy 2090; (a) 1000X - exposed, (b) 1000X - etched sub-boundaries without chloride exposure, (c) 1500X - exposed, (d) 2000X - exposed. Test conditions: 0.1% NaCl, 3.5 days at exposed.
NOTE: ALL SURFACES WITHIN GAGE LENGTH TO HAVE SURFACES FINISH OF 0.2μm, BALANCE 0.8μm POLISH GAGE IN LONGITUDINAL TO SPECIMEN AXIS ONLY
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Figure 9

Micronotched, short edge crack specimen design.
Computer automated electrical potential difference system for fatigue crack growth control and monitoring.
Comparison of the Laplacian analysis and Johnson's equation calibration procedures for relating measured electrical potential to crack length.

Figure 11

JOHNSON'S EQUATION vs. LAPLACIAN ANALYSIS
Short crack specimen
\[ a_0 = 0.30 \text{ mm}, \; W = 10 \text{ mm}, \; b = 0.09 \text{ mm} \]
Probe spacing = 1.0 mm

P.D. Ratio \( (V/V_0) \)

Crack Length / Specimen Width \( (a/W) \)
Crack length predicted by potential measurements and the Laplacian model versus crack length measured by SEM and optical fracture surface examination.
Figure 13

Comparison of 4130 steel constant $\Delta K$ and decreasing $\Delta K$ test results with the FCG characteristics of a comparable steel in moist air.
Comparison of two constant AK test results with the FCG characteristics of 4340 steel in the high purity helium environment.
Figure 15

Test cell configuration for aqueous NaCl corrosion fatigue experiments.
Comparison of two 4130 steel constant $\Delta K$ test results with the corrosion fatigue crack growth characteristics of API-2H steel in a deaerated NaCl environment with cathodic polarization.
ALLOY 2090
L-T, Air Environment
* Small Crack, □ Long Crack
△ Increasing R (Constant Kmax)

Figure 17

Comparison of the FCG characteristics of Alloy 2090 as measured by microstructurally small crack, long crack high R and long crack low R test techniques (after Ritchie et al. (30,31) and Hertzberg et al. (32).)
Figure 18

Short crack specimen orientation in rolled aluminum alloy plates.
Figure 19

Illustration of short crack orientation for L-T and L-S microstructures.
Fatigue crack growth in Alloy 2090 in the L-T direction; (a) short crack specimen fracture surface, (b) constant ΔK-constant R test results, (c) comparison of constant ΔK and decreasing ΔK-constant R test results.
Figure 21

Short crack decreasing $\Delta K$-increasing $R$/constant $K_{\text{max}}$ test results for Alloy 2090 in the L-T orientation.
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Figure 22

A comparison of the constant ΔK-step increased R/constant \( K_{\text{max}} \) test results with decreasing ΔK-constant R or constant \( K_{\text{max}} \) results for Alloy 2090 in the L-T orientation.
Figure 22a

Crack length versus loading cycles plot of the decreasing ΔK-increasing R/constant $K_{\text{max}}$ test results shown in Figure 22.
ALLOY 2090
Peakaged, L-T
Air, 5Hz
Constant ΔK, step increased R

Figure 22b

A detailed crack length versus loading cycles plot of data shown in Figure 22a.
Figure 23

Fatigue crack growth in Alloy 2090 in the L-S direction; (a) short crack specimen fracture surface, (b) constant ΔK-constant R test results, (c) comparison of constant ΔK and decreasing ΔK-constant R test results.
A comparison of the constant $\Delta K$-step increased $R$/constant $K_{max}$ test results with decreasing $\Delta K$-constant $R$ or constant $K_{max}$ results for Alloy 2090 in the L-S orientation.
Figure 25

A summary of intrinsic fatigue crack growth in Alloy 2090 for two orientations.
Intrinsic fatigue crack propagation in Alloy 2090, characterized by short crack constant stress intensity techniques and by microstructurally small crack replication procedures after Ritchie et al. (31).
ALLOY 7075, T651, L-S
5 Hz, Constant ΔK, step increased R
1% NaCl (-760 mV SCE), 2 kPa Helium
2 kPa Water Vapor, 20 kPa Oxygen

The effect of highly purified gaseous and aqueous environments on intrinsic corrosion fatigue crack growth in peak aged Alloy 7075 in the L-S orientation.
The results of current experiments from Figure 27 compared to literature data for corrosion fatigue at high $\Delta K$ (37) and to literature data for near threshold intrinsic fatigue crack growth (32).
The effect of impure helium and water vapor + helium environments on fatigue crack growth in Alloy 2090 at constant stress intensity and constant R.
ALLOY 2090, Peakaged, L-T
5 Hz, Constant $\Delta K$, step increased R
1% NaCl (-760 mV SCE), 2 kPa Helium
2 kPa Water Vapor, 20 kPa Oxygen

Figure 30

The effect of highly purified gaseous and aqueous environments on intrinsic corrosion fatigue crack growth in peak aged Alloy 2090 in the L-T orientation.
The effect of cyclic loading frequency on intrinsic corrosion fatigue crack propagation in L-T peak aged Alloy 2090 exposed to aqueous 1% NaCl at constant anodic potential.
The effect of frequency on corrosion fatigue crack propagation in Alloy 2090 exposed to aqueous 1% NaCl at constant high applied stress intensity range and applied electrode potential.

Figure 32
ALLOY 2090
Peakaged, L-T
$\Delta K=2.2$ MPa $\sqrt{m}$, $R=0.8$
1.0% NaCl, deaerated, $-760$ V SCE

The effect of frequency on corrosion fatigue crack propagation in Alloy 2090 exposed to aqueous 1% NaCl at constant low applied stress intensity range and applied electrode potential.
ALLOY 2090
Peakaged, L-T
1.0% NaCl (Deaerate)
R=0.8, ΔK=2.5 MPa√m, f=0.02–20 Hz

The effect of cathodic polarization on the intrinsic corrosion fatigue crack growth rate in L-T peak aged Alloy 2090 at a constant ΔK of 2.5 MPa·m$^{1/2}$ in deaerated 1% NaCl.
The effect of cathodic polarization on the intrinsic corrosion fatigue crack growth rate in L-T peak aged Alloy 2090 at constant $\Delta K$ levels of 2.1 and 9.6 MPa$\sqrt{m}$ for high and low $R$ conditions, respectively and in deaerated 1% NaCl.

**Figure 35**
ALLOY 2090
Peakaged, L-S
1.0% NaCl (Deaerate), 5 Hz, R=0.6
(a<1.59 mm, ΔK=4.1 MPa√m), (a>1.59 mm, ΔK=8.45 MPa√m)

The effect of cathodic polarization on the intrinsic corrosion fatigue crack growth rate in L-S peak aged Alloy 2090 at constant ΔK levels of 4.1 and 8.5 MPa·m⁴ at high low R = 0.6 and in deaerated 1% NaCl.
ALLOY 2090
Overaged, L-S
1.0% NaCl (Deaerate)
5 Hz, R=0.6, ΔK=3.8 MPa√m

Figure 37

The effect of cathodic polarization on the intrinsic corrosion fatigue crack growth rate in L-S overaged Alloy 2090 at a constant ΔK level of 3.8 MPa m$^{1/2}$ for high R = 0.6 and in deaerated 1% NaCl.
Figure 38

Scanning electron photomicrograph of the drawn tip of a glass pipette used in constructing a microreference electrode.
Figure 39

Optical photomicrograph of a microreference electrode situated to measure the variation in potential due to the activity of the corroding pit on peak aged 2090 in 3.5 w/o NaCl solution.
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Figure 40

Plot of applied potential and potential variation measured by microreference electrode over a pit during a polarization scan vs. time. Peak aged 2090, 3.5 w/o NaCl solution.
Same plot as in Figure 3. Measure potential represents the difference in potential between a microreference electrode near a pit and one removed from the pit by several hundred micrometers.
Figure 42

Optical photomicrograph of the evolution of gas bubbles during an in situ corrosion observation experiment.
Figure 43  (a) No visible activity of $E_{\text{CORR}}$ (-1.0 $V_{\text{SCE}}$).
(b) Site 1 inactive, site 2 active at -1.3 $V_{\text{SCE}}$.
(c) Site 1 active, site 2 inactive at -0.7 $V_{\text{SCE}}$. 
alloy 2090C (1cm dia x 5cm deep hole)
(approx 5 mL solution)

Figure 44

Plot of pH vs. time for 2090 in solutionized and peak aged conditions in an artificial crevice experiment.
Plot of pH vs. time for solutionized and peak aged 2090 shavings immersed in 3.5 w/o NaCl solution.
Figure 46

Scanning electron photomicrograph of a pitted region. EDS spectra show the signal obtained from the 3 different regions. Note variation in the chlorine and copper signals.
Figure 47

Typical time-history plots from Charpy V-notch tests.
Charpy V-notch test results.
Figure 49

Schematic of disk pressurizing assembly.
Graph of cumulative acoustic emission counts vs. gas pressure for mild steel disks tested in a disk pressurization system. Notes indicate the occurrence of various phenomena.

Figure 50
The objective of this research is to study mechanisms of crack tip damage fundamental to environmentally assisted fatigue crack growth in Al-Li-Cu alloys. Intrinsic mechanisms of fatigue crack growth in alloy 2090 are examined by fracture mechanics methods applied to small cracks. Two regimes of environmental effect, low mean stress-high stress intensity range hydrogen embrittlement and high R-near threshold cracking by hydrogen or film rupture/dissolution are studied by programmed constant stress intensity experimentation. The potential difference monitored crack growth studies are performed in purified helium, oxygen, water vapor and aqueous sodium chloride environments. Fatigue crack growth is first measured as a function of frequency and then for small crack-microstructure orientations giving single or multiple grains along the crack front. Experiments are designed to probe crack tip environmental damage for the two regimes. Crack interactions with grain boundaries will be resolved. Growth in gaseous environments will be compared to environmental effects produced by electrode potential controlled aqueous environments. Resulting crack growth transients will be continuously monitored and crack surface electrical conductivity will be characterized. Crack plastic zone corrosion and fatigue damage will be studied by fracture toughness
measurements of preexposed specimens. The goal of this research is to provide a mechanistic basis for the development of fatigue resistant alloys and a quantitative method of fatigue life prediction.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The development of complex precipitation strengthened aluminum - lithium alloys with improved mechanical properties, lower density, and increased elastic modulus has been the objective of much research within recent years (Al-A4). Al-Li alloys containing Zr, Cu and/or Mg are becoming commercially available for aerospace application. Yet, potential problems of alloy degradation and failure currently impede reliable application of Al-Li alloys and require additional research. One such problem area that has gained considerable attention is alloy corrosion and environmental fracture.

Studies have shown that these high strength alloys are susceptible to intergranular failure which leads to the reduction of mechanical properties in the short-transverse (S-T) direction of rolled plate material. Intergranular failures, due to either mechanical fracture or environmental stress corrosion cracking, have been studied extensively. These studies have led to phenomenological understanding of Al-Li alloy fracture toughness and environmental degradation under monotonic loading. Although, little is currently known about the environmental mechanisms occurring at the crack tip, investigators have implicated both hydrogen embrittlement and anodic dissolution/film rupture as damage mechanisms.

Based on a review of current research in the area of environmental degradation of Al-Li alloys, it is apparent that other important areas of environmental fracture should be addressed. To date, the corrosion fatigue response of Al-Li alloys has not been systematically characterized or understood. Mechanisms of transgranular cracking in embrittling environments have not been identified.

The objective of the proposed research is to characterize corrosion fatigue crack propagation in Al-Li-Cu alloys exposed to aqueous electrolyte and gaseous environments, and to develop mechanisms of damage localization, with emphasis on crack tip - precipitate / boundary - environment interactions. Upon completion of preliminary work to
develop the necessary techniques, Phase 1, experiments will be performed to address the following questions:

PHASE 2:  
a) What are the growth kinetics and microstructural paths of corrosion fatigue cracks in Al-Li-Cu alloys, exclusive of extrinsic closure effects and relevant to two specific hypothesized regimes of environmental damage?  
b) Is the short crack geometry uniquely sensitive to environmental embrittlement due to localized cell chemistry?

PHASE 3:  
a) What mechanisms of intrinsic damage localization occur within the identified regimes of environmental damage?  
   - high K regime embrittlement by hydrogen?  
   - low K regime surface film rupture/dissolution?  
b) Do precipitates control intergranular and transgranular corrosion fatigue crack propagation due to enhanced galvanic dissolution, hydrogen production, imperfect passivation, strain localization or crack chemistry alteration?

Based on successful completion of this program; 1) Results will quantify the environmental effects on fatigue crack growth of short cracks which will lead to more precise component design life predictions, and 2) The identification of intrinsic crack tip damage mechanism(s) may assist in advanced alloy development.

2.0 BACKGROUND

Environmentally assisted cracking of aluminum lithium alloys is dictated by damage mechanisms that are controlled by the interaction of environment, applied stress and microstructural features. The following paragraphs briefly describe Al-Li microstructures and summarize current understanding of the effect of stress and environment.

2.1 Microstructure

The addition of lithium to aluminum reduces density, significantly increases stiffness (A5), and results in homogeneous precipitation of a
coherent $\delta$ ($\mathrm{Al}_3\mathrm{Li}$) strengthening phase. Copper is added, as for example in commercial 2090 alloy ($\mathrm{Al}$-$2.9\mathrm{Li}$-$1.1\mathrm{Cu}$-$0.11\mathrm{Zr}$), to enhance solid solution and precipitate strengthening. The precipitation sequence for the $\mathrm{Al}$-$\mathrm{Cu}$-$\mathrm{Li}$ system is complex and summarized as follows ($\mathrm{A6}$,$\mathrm{A7}$,$\mathrm{A8}$).

Supersaturated solid solution $\rightarrow$ GPZ $\rightarrow$ $\theta''$ $\rightarrow$ $\theta'$ $\rightarrow$ $\theta(\mathrm{Al}_2\mathrm{Cu})$

$\rightarrow$ $\gamma_1(\mathrm{Al}_2\mathrm{CuLi})$

$\rightarrow$ $\delta' \rightarrow \delta(\mathrm{AlLi})$

Zr is added to inhibit recrystallization and grain growth during thermo-mechanical processing. Table 1 is a list of matrix and grain boundary phases found in $\mathrm{Al}$-$\mathrm{Li}$ binary and $\mathrm{Al}$-$\mathrm{Li}$-$\mathrm{Cu}$-$\mathrm{Zr}$ alloys ($\mathrm{A9}$-$\mathrm{A11}$).

Upon aging, homogeneous precipitation of metastable $\delta$ occurs. Even though this precipitate is coherent with the matrix and can be sheared by moving dislocations, $\delta$ restricts dislocation motion and greatly enhances alloy strength. Partially incoherent $\gamma_1$ and $\delta$ precipitate at high energy sites such as dislocations and subgrain boundaries. These copper bearing precipitates can reduce strain localization. Their effectiveness in homogenizing strain is dependent upon size and distribution which is controlled by deformation prior to aging. Controlled deformation prior to aging can produce a uniform distribution of nucleation sites (dislocations) for $\gamma_1$ and $\delta$ precipitation. As aging times increase, $T_2$ and $T_1$ form and coarsen along high angle and sub grain boundaries, respectively, resulting in solute depleted precipitate free zones (PFZ's).

Rolling of plate produces an anisotropic grain structure, with flat elongated grains, oriented along the rolling direction. Those mechanical and corrosion properties which are affected by microstructure will be sensitive to plate orientation. Short transverse fracture and S-T stress corrosion cracking resistances are particularly poor.

Studies have linked these microstructural features to detrimental strain localization, grain boundary fracture and environmental degradation of $\mathrm{Al}$-$\mathrm{Li}$ alloys.
2.2 Deformation and Fracture

Structural applications of Al-Li-Cu alloys require an understanding of how microstructure affects deformation and fracture under different loading conditions. Studies have shown that aging affects fatigue crack propagation by mechanisms dominated by slip behavior. Low fracture toughness properties have been linked to mechanisms of strain localization and precipitate nucleated microvoid formation at grain boundaries resulting in intergranular failure.

Studies of the effect of slip morphology on the monotonic and cyclic ductility of Al-Li binary alloys (A5,A12,A13) and Al-Li-Cu alloys (A14,A15) show that ductility is controlled by strain localization which depends on the extent of work softening on the glide plane. As aging is increased from underaged to peak strength, sheareable precipitates localize monotonic strain in intense bands of deformation which produce stress concentrations. In overaged material, precipitates are not sheared, however, strain localization occurs in PFZ's formed by equilibrium grain boundary precipitates and results in increased intergranular fracture. Cracks nucleate at grain boundary ledges, formed by slip bands, during tensile tests and propagate either transgranularly or intergranularly along PFZ's dependent upon aging treatment. Cracks most often nucleate at slip bands during cyclic deformation and propagate either by a striated growth mechanism or by slip band decohesion; the path is contingent on the extent of strain localization. In overaged material, cracks nucleate at grain boundary precipitates and propagate intergranularly within the PFZ.

The effects of composition and aging treatment on the plane strain fracture initiation toughness ($K_{IC}$) and crack growth resistance ($T_{IC}$-tearing modulus) have been investigated for a high purity Al-Li-Cu-Zr alloy (A16). A major contribution to the fracture process in peakaged and overaged tempers arises from intergranular separation promoted by microvoid formation at grain boundary precipitates (possibly $T_2$). Microstructural "reversion" experiments (A17) have shown that a
A decrease in fracture toughness is associated with increased amounts of equilibrium grain boundary precipitates for a constant fraction of strengthening phase and hence for constant slip band morphology.

The above results show that, in microstructures containing matrix precipitates and grain boundary precipitates, slip planarity, strain localization in PFZs, and grain boundary failure due to voids formed around T₂ particles control high angle grain boundary fracture and result in low fatigue crack initiation and fracture toughness properties. The relative contribution of each mechanism depends on microstructure. These microstructural factors can also influence fatigue and environmental crack propagation. Characterization of microstructure-property relations and precise mechanisms in this regard require separation of extrinsic and intrinsic factors.

2.3 Fatigue Crack Propagation

Most investigators have found that Al-Li alloys exhibit improved fatigue crack growth resistance compared to traditional 7000 and 2000 series aluminum alloys. Crack growth resistance is, however, linked to factors such as crack deflection and crack wake closure. Fatigue crack propagation paths tend to follow intense slip bands, producing an irregular and highly crystallographic fracture surface. Deflection and closure mechanisms are denoted as extrinsic because they depend on specimen/crack geometry, loading variables and crack-microstructure orientation. The fundamental or intrinsic fatigue crack growth characteristic of Al-Li alloys are masked by large extrinsic effects and are only recently the object of research. Critically, extrinsic effects on crack growth in standard laboratory specimens may be of little relevance to component application of Al-Li alloys.

2.3.1 Extrinsic Effects

The increased fatigue crack growth resistance of Al-Li alloys, at low stress intensity range, has been attributed to crack deflection and increased crack closure (A15,A18,A19).
Recent results (A18) have shown that threshold fatigue crack growth in Alloy 2090 was affected by varying degrees of closure associated with crack propagation direction (plate orientation). It was found that fatigue crack growth in air was highly anisotropic, with rates varying by up to four orders of magnitude between orientations, at constant applied $\Delta K$. Typical results are shown in Figure 1. Crack growth parallel to the rolling plane (S-L and S-T orientation) was the fastest and exhibited the lowest threshold. The slowest growth rates were observed for cracks perpendicular to the rolling plane (L-T, T-L and T-S). It was concluded that the slower crack growth was due to crack tip shielding from crack deflection and resulting crack closure due to the wedging of fracture surface asperities. Crack extension in the rolling plane (i.e. S-L and S-T) occurred by an intergranular delamination mechanism, with little associated shielding. It is also apparent that changes in strain localization affect fracture surface roughness and thereby the level of closure (A15).

Results have shown that intrinsic (closure corrected) fatigue crack growth of Alloy 2090 occurs well below the extrinsic threshold. From these results, it is important to note that studies of fundamental crack tip damage in Al-Li alloys, as proposed herein will require that extrinsic effects be eliminated or accounted for.

2.3.2 Short / Small Crack Behavior

There is increasing evidence that the growth rates of small fatigue cracks generally exceed those of long cracks when subjected to the same applied $\Delta K$ (A20). This has been reported where cracks are small in length compared to microstructural dimensions, small relative to the scale of crack tip plasticity or when they are physically small (0.5 to 5 mm). Definitive mechanisms have been proposed to explain the breakdown in the fracture mechanics similitude concept at small crack sizes. Four mechanisms are relevant to small crack growth in aluminum lithium alloys, Table 2.
For **physically short/small cracks** (Items 1A and 1B, Table 2), closure forces are initially small. With increasing crack length, wake plasticity and roughness develop producing increased crack tip shielding resulting in reduced fatigue crack growth rates. Researchers (A21,A22) have recently characterized this behavior for alloy 2090. A comparison of long crack and short crack fatigue growth rates in terms of applied $\Delta K$, Figure 2, shows that small crack growth continues at stress intensities below the long crack growth threshold. Also shown in Figure 2 is the good correlation of small fatigue crack growth compared to closure corrected ($\Delta K_{\text{eff}} = K_{\text{max}} - K_{\text{open}}$) long crack growth rates. These results illustrate that extrinsic closure effects play an important role in Al-Li alloy fatigue crack growth. Small fatigue cracks exhibit intrinsic (closure free) growth rates, thus providing a means for examining fundamental damage processes in fatigue and corrosion fatigue.

**Mechanically short fatigue cracks** (Item 2A, Table 2), with many grains along the crack front and with length comparable to the plastic zone, exhibit accelerated crack growth when compared to growth of long fatigue cracks. This anomalous behavior is due to large scale crack tip plasticity which violates the small scale yielding criteria of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM). A more appropriate analysis for mechanically short crack growth is the J-integral or crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) techniques (A23).

**Mechanically small fatigue cracks** (Item 2B, Table 2) may exhibit no signs of an intrinsic threshold, but rather propagate at stress intensity levels below the closure corrected long crack threshold, as shown in Figure 2 for alloy 2090. Detailed studies have documented the small crack phenomena in 7000 and 2000 series alloys (A24,A25,A26,A27). Disturbingly high growth rates of small cracks embedded within a single grain are thought to be caused by crack tip opening strains that are unexpectedly high, based on applied $\Delta K$. Small crack growth is influenced by microstructural features, i.e. high angle grain boundaries are known to arrest crack growth. The influence of microstructure on small crack growth during corrosion fatigue will be examined as part of this study.
Chemically short/small fatigue cracks (Items 3A and 3B, Table 2) exhibit increased growth rates due to environmental mechanisms, as observed for hydrogen environment embrittlement of steels (A28), and film rupture systems (A29). For such cases, the chemical driving force for environmental cracking increases in severity with decreasing crack length because of complex mechanisms involving mass transport by diffusion, ion migration and convection, and strain assisted chemical and electrochemical reactions. (A30). Complex models have been proposed to quantify these effects (A31), but predictions are specific to material - environment systems. These crack size - chemistry interactions have not been characterized or modeled for aluminum alloys in aqueous chloride environments. While accelerations of small corrosion fatigue cracks are suggested, retardations by novel transport/reaction mechanisms cannot be ruled out. Short/small crack corrosion fatigue experiments are required.

To summarize, short/small crack fatigue growth is not influenced by extrinsic closure effects that obscure crack tip driving forces. Crack tip damage mechanisms are more readily observed by short cracks experiments. Studies have also shown that the short crack geometry is uniquely sensitive to microstructural and environmental effects. These factors are relevant to applications of Al-Li alloys where high operating stresses and relatively low fracture toughness result in critical crack sizes on the order of 2 mm. Short/small cracks are also relevant to the fatigue and fracture behavior of thin sheet in aerospace tankage applications. Based on these observations, a short/small crack geometry will be used to study fatigue crack growth kinetics under varying environmental conditions.

2.4 Environmental Effects

Environmentally assisted fracture is likely to be controlled by chemical or electrochemical processes (hydrogen production, film rupture and active dissolution), combined with crack strain localization (slip
planarity and/or micro void formation). Microstructural features (PFZ's, large grain boundary precipitates, shearable matrix precipitates) play a critical role in the environmental processes. The goal of the proposed research is to isolate and identify those factors which control corrosion fatigue crack propagation in aluminum-lithium alloys.

2.4.1 Aluminum Lithium Alloy Corrosion and SCC in Aqueous Chloride

When compared to other high strength aluminum alloys, Li bearing alloys exhibit excellent resistance to intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) in aqueous chloride solutions, but only for specific microstructure, electrochemical potential, immersion and loading conditions (A32,A33). Generalizations are suspect because many variables interact to influence embrittlement and mechanisms are not defined. Stress corrosion cracking studies of Al-Li alloys (under monotonic loading) have concentrated on the intergranular cracking and little is known about transgranular SCC.

Smooth specimens are embrittled at slow strain rates ($10^{-6}$ to $10^{-7}$ sec$^{-1}$) and precracked specimens exhibit slow subcritical intergranular crack growth at low stress intensities ($10$ MPa m$^{1/2}$) (A34-A36). Alternate immersion enhances intergranular corrosion and cracking when compared to continuous immersion in aqueous chloride (A32,A37). Preexposure to chloride solution results in subsequent embrittlement, possibly due to dissolved hydrogen, during tensile deformation in moist air (A32). A recent study of SCC in a Al-Li-Cu-Mg material has shown that CO$_2$ absorption on corroded surfaces pre-exposed to NaCl solution alters crack pH to a level (10.5 to 11.0) that favors brittle cracking (A38). These results suggest that alternate immersion crack initiation and small crack growth are caused by a complex environment containing chloride and bicarbonate ions. It was also concluded that these localized environmental considerations do not apply to long cracks, which are probably acidic.
Lithium in solid solution or as homogeneously distributed δ' does not promote stress corrosion cracking (A39). Rather, intergranular precipitates:

- δ, an AlLi grain boundary phase in binary Al-Li
- T2, an Al6CuLi3 grain boundary phase
- T1, an Al2CuLi subgrain boundary phase

critically affect SCC properties (A39-42). Peak aged Al-Li alloys without copper, or alloys with a high Li to Cu ratio and aged for long times are embrittled. Reportedly, this is due to the presence of large grain boundary δ precipitates which may cause dissolution and/or strain localization at grain boundaries; the contribution of each is unclear. Overaged binary Al-Li alloys are more resistant to SCC than peak or underaged material, due possibly to crack blunting by dissolution of intergranular δ phase.

A recent study has shown that T2 precipitates play a major role in the SCC susceptibility of Al-Li-Cu alloy (A43). The SCC crack growth studies showed that material containing large grain boundary T2 precipitates exhibited reduced crack growth rates. It was concluded that enhanced localized dissolution, caused by the presence of grain boundary T2 precipitates, reduced crack growth by blunting the crack tip. Alloys containing greater than approximately 1 wt. % copper (eg. 2020 [Al-1.2 Li-4.5 Cu] or 2090) are severely embrittled in the under and overaged conditions, with the T1 phase implicated as degrading SCC resistance (A32,A33,A40,A42). Although, the mechanisms of environmental degradation associated with δ, T2 and T1 precipitates are unclear, the above studies have shown that precipitate morphology, resulting in strain localization and localized electrochemical reactions, plays an important role in the corrosion and stress corrosion cracking properties of aluminum lithium alloys.
Electrode potential strongly affects SCC in aqueous electrolytes. Polarization anodic to the open circuit potential in NaCl solutions increased surface preferential attack (pitting), thus promoting IGSCC nucleation and perhaps adversely affecting crack propagation by dissolution or hydrogen mechanisms (A35). Slight cathodic polarization (relative to open the circuit potential) decreased the propensity for IGSCC (A34-A36). These polarization results are similar to those observed for both 7000 and 2000 series alloys. For the former, the effect of electrochemical potential on stress corrosion crack growth and crack initiation (slow strain rate testing) is shown in Figure 3a and 3b, respectively (A44,A45). Investigations have been conducted to study the effect of small levels (0 to 300mV) of both anodic and cathodic polarization on the slow strain rate performance of 2000 series alloys (A45). These studies, as with 7000 series alloys, revealed reduced susceptibility under mild cathodic polarization and severe loss of tensile ductility under small anodic polarization. A correlation also exists between hydrogen permeability of 7000 series alloys in 0.5N NaCl as a function of applied electrochemical potential (A46). As shown in Figure 3a, cathodic polarization reduces hydrogen permeation and SCC susceptibility. Results suggest that hydrogen plays a critical role in the embrittlement of 7000 and 2000 series alloys when exposed to aqueous NaCl. The effect of slight cathodic polarization of aluminum alloys in aqueous NaCl may be a result of improving the quality of the protective oxide film (A47). The observation of similar electrochemically controlled SCC characteristics of AL-Li, 7000 series, and 2000 series alloys is important, suggesting that similar localized environmental effects are operative in these alloys. The demonstrated variation in Al alloy SCC susceptibility as a function of slight changes in anodic and cathodic polarization also reveals the importance of controlling crack tip electrochemical potential. The use of controlled electrochemical polarization experiments proposed herein will aid in determining the role of film formation, dissolution and hydrogen in crack tip mechanisms.
2.4.2 Corrosion Fatigue

Corrosion fatigue properties of aluminum alloys have been the subject of considerable research. Most of the studies performed to date have focused on conventional 7000 and 2000 series aluminum alloys. Few have investigated environmentally assisted fatigue in Al-Li alloys.

2.4.2.1 Aluminum Alloys in Aqueous Chloride and Water Vapor

Studies have shown that fatigue crack propagation in high strength aluminum alloys can be significantly enhanced by environment. The magnitude of the corrosion fatigue effect depends on a variety of material, environment and loading variables.

The fatigue crack growth characteristics of 2024-T3, 7075-T6, and 7178-T6, at low stress intensity levels (ΔK < 10 MPa m¹/²) in dry air (10% R.H.) and 3.5% NaCl solution, are shown in Figure 4 (A48). A marked increase in fatigue crack growth was observed with exposure to 3.5% NaCl solution. These environmental effects have also been observed at higher levels of stress intensity (A49, A50). Studies have shown that increased fatigue crack growth, at moderate stress intensities ranging from 10 to 20 MPa m¹/², is correlated to increased pure water vapor pressure (A51, A52). Investigators have also compared the near threshold crack growth rates of 2618 and 7075 alloys in vacuum and nitrogen containing 50 ppm water vapor (A53). A significant increase in fatigue crack growth was observed in both alloys when exposed to water vapor. The above investigators concluded that hydrogen ingress at and ahead of the crack tip plays an important role in the accelerated crack growth observed in 7000 and 2000 series alloys.

Corrosion fatigue crack growth rates at moderate to high ΔK are strongly influenced by cyclic loading frequency. Investigators have found that seawater markedly enhances fatigue crack growth (refer to Figure 5a) and that the cycle based enhancement is increased with decreasing frequency (A54). Other studies have shown that the fatigue
crack growth is dependent on the product of water vapor pressure and the reciprocal of load frequency \((A51, A55)\). Based on these results, the observed frequency dependence is thought to be consistent with diffusion of atomic hydrogen ahead of the crack tip, a process which requires increased time for increased penetration. The opposite effect of frequency on fatigue crack growth rate has been observed at low stress intensity ranges \((A56)\). The results, shown in Figure 5b, reveal increased growth rates at higher cyclic frequencies. This behavior was explained by a slip dissolution mechanism which involves film rupture, a process that is enhanced by increased crack tip strain rate at higher loading frequencies.

The crack growth data shown in Figure 5a and 5b converge at the same stress intensity range \((10 \text{ to } 15 \text{ MPa}\cdot\mu\text{m}^{\frac{1}{2}})\), locating a point that separates two regions of frequency dependent crack growth. Crack closure and crack geometry-chemistry processes may have affected the fatigue crack growth correlations shown in Figure 5a. These history dependent effects may result in a high threshold stress intensity range, as seen in Figure 5a, masking crack growth frequency effects at low stress intensity ranges. The proposed short crack-constant \(\Delta K\) tests will confirm the presence of the two frequency dependent crack growth regimes and investigate associated fatigue crack growth mechanisms.

As observed for stress corrosion cracking, corrosion fatigue is adversely affected by anodic polarization and more importantly the environmental effect is reduced by mild cathodic polarization. The effect of polarization on the fatigue crack growth of an Al-7%Mg alloy in \(1\text{N NaSO}_4\) solution is shown in Figure 6 \((A56)\). Fatigue crack growth was increased by anodic polarization, but crack growth under mild cathodic polarization is decreased, approaching that observed for dry argon. Cathodic polarization fatigue studies of other aluminum alloys, shown in Table 3, have revealed the same increased corrosion fatigue resistance \((A57-A61)\). Significantly, smooth bar fatigue life and slow strain rate SCC (discussed earlier) testing reveal increased environmental resistance under slight cathodic polarization. These
results suggest mild cathodic polarization alters surface film conditions resulting in improved environmental resistance.

Anodic and cathodic polarization will be used to alter crack tip environment to study possible cracking by dissolution/film rupture or hydrogen crack tip mechanisms.

2.4.2.2 Aluminum Lithium Alloys in Aqueous Chloride and Distilled Water

Most of the research performed to date has focused on general corrosion and stress corrosion cracking properties of Al-Li alloys. Few studies have emphasized the effect of environmentally assisted fatigue on these alloys. The limited number of studies performed to date have shown reduced smooth bar fatigue life in aqueous NaCl and little environmental effect in distilled water. Fatigue crack growth experimentation, using notched specimens, has revealed accelerated growth in both NaCl solution and distilled water.

The effect of environment on low cycle fatigue behavior of two alloys (Al-Li-Mn and Al-Cu-Li-Mn), and the high cycle fatigue behavior of Al-Cu-Li-Zr alloy 2090 have been investigated (A62). Smooth bar specimens (L-T orientation) were low cycle fatigue tested, in dry air (2% R.H.), vacuum (10^-6 Torr), laboratory air (50% R.H.), and distilled water. Results showed little difference in fatigue life when tested in these environments. High cycle fatigue testing in laboratory air and aqueous 3.5% NaCl (open circuit potential), using fully reversed loading at a frequency of 15 Hz, revealed a factor of two reduction in fatigue life when testing in the 3.5% NaCl solution. The fatigue strength of alloy 2090, in laboratory air and 3.5% NaCl solution, was also found to be comparable to alloy 7075. It was concluded that reduction in the fatigue resistance of alloy 2090, in aggressive sodium chloride environment, is due to a complex mechanism involving the interplay of microstructure and slip morphology with passive film breakdown by Cl^-, anodic dissolution and hydrogen embrittlement. Smooth bar Al-Li-Mn and Al-Li-Cu specimens were low cycle fatigue tested in dry air (2% R.H) and
distilled water (A63). As observed above, no appreciable environmental affect on fatigue life was detected when testing in distilled water. Classically, fatigue life is reduced as chloride ions weaken the passive film, producing sites for crack initiation and advance by dissolution/film rupture or hydrogen embrittlement.

Fatigue crack growth studies, using notched specimens, have revealed increased crack growth in both NaCl solution and distilled water environment. A PM Al-Li-Cu alloy exhibited a five-fold increase in fatigue crack growth when tested \( (f = 1 \text{ Hz}, R = 0.1) \) in 3.5\% NaCl solution (open circuit potential) and compared to laboratory air environment (A64). The fatigue crack growth characteristics of a rapidly solidified Al-Li-Cu-Mn alloy was studied \( (f = 10 \text{ Hz}, R = 0.05) \) in argon, air, distilled water, and 3.5\% NaCl solution (open circuit potential) (A65). Fatigue crack growth rates in distilled water and 3.5\% NaCl solution were found to be 2 to 3 times higher than in air or argon. Increased fatigue crack growth rates were also observed for an Al-Li-Mn and Al-Li-Cu alloys when tested \( (f = 10 \text{ Hz}, R = 0.1) \) in distilled water and compared to dry air (\(^\text{\%} \) 2\% R.H.) (A63).

Little is known about Al-Li alloy crack chemistry in aqueous environments. Distilled water environment test results suggest that occluded cell effects play an important role in producing an aggressive localized environment that results in increased corrosion fatigue crack growth. Possibly, the crack chemistry is altered by hydrogen production or elemental dissolution resulting in the aggressive environment.

As in conventional high strength aluminum alloys, Al-Li material exhibits retarded fatigue crack growth under mild cathodic polarization. The fatigue life of an Al-4.24Mg-2.13Li alloy was increased by mild cathodic potentials, but degraded by applied anodic and higher cathodic potentials (A66). Four point bend corrosion fatigue tests were performed at a frequency of 2.8 Hz in 0.5M NaSO4 and 0.5M NaCl solution. It was suggested that higher cathodic polarization increases the pH of the solution at the surface and anodic polarization decreased pH,
resulting in an unstable passive film and decreased fatigue life. Little explanation was given for increased fatigue life under slight cathodic polarization. It is important to note that these electrochemical polarization effects parallel those observed for conventional high strength aluminum alloys, suggesting that similar mechanisms of environmental damage are operative.

2.4.3 Occluded Cell Chemistry

The localized electrochemistry within cracks, pits and crevices in Al-Li may be unique compared to conventional 7000 series aluminum alloys. For the latter, in 3% NaCl solution, the crack solution acidifies to pH 3 due to oxygen depletion, Al ion hydrolysis, and chloride ion enrichment (A67,A68). The cathodic potential where this process is eliminated is not defined. Alkaline (pH 10 to 11) conditions within occluded geometries in Al-Li have been reported. It was suggested that the environment is controlled by dissolution of Li ions which react with OH⁻, from water reduction, to from LiOH++ at an equilibrium pH of 11 (A32,A69). Recently, NaCl pre-exposure studies of alloy 8090, an Al-Li-Cu-Mg material, showed that initiation and small crack propagation is favored by the attainment of a critical pH of 10.5 to 11 (A38). It was suggested that small crack pH is controlled by CO₂ absorption. As the crack grows, CO₂ plays less of a role in controlling pH and the crack tip environment acidifies by Al ion hydrolysis. The implications of crack chemistry differences on crack propagation are speculative, and the effects of applied potential and convective mixing during fatigue are undefined (A34,A70).

2.4.4 Mechanisms for Crack Tip Damage in Corrosion Fatigue

Film formation/rupture/dissolution and hydrogen embrittlement have been proposed as damage mechanisms during the corrosion fatigue of high strength aluminum alloys. Accelerated fatigue crack growth of high strength aluminum alloys after exposure to water vapor and aqueous environments and the dependence on frequency of environmental assisted FCG have led researchers to propose these crack
tip damage mechanisms. Little is known about these proposed crack tip mechanisms in aluminum lithium alloys and their specific roles during corrosion fatigue is speculative. The following is a brief discussion of two hypothesized regimes of environmentally induced damage.

Figure 7 is a plot of crack growth rate and stress intensity range identifying two regimes of aqueous environment fatigue crack growth; a low $\Delta K$-REGION 1 and a higher $\Delta K$-REGION 2. These two regions are characterized by opposite cyclic frequency responses. The low $\Delta K$ region exhibits increased fatigue crack growth with increased cyclic frequency and can be explained by a film formation/rupture mechanism (A56). The observed increased FCG at higher frequency is explained by the increased crack tip strain rate resulting in increased film rupture and enhanced slip step dissolution. Along with this mechanism, hydrogen ingress resulting in crack tip damage is plausible. In general many uncertainties remain concerning environmental effects on threshold fatigue crack growth. REGION 2 exhibits increased crack growth rate at low frequency, consistent with hydrogen formation and migration to the crack tip; a time dependent mechanism (A51). These hypothesized regimes of environmental damage form the basis of the proposed research. Much of the experimentation is directed at determining the mechanisms of damage localization in these two regimes.

3.0 Proposed Experimental Approach

The above review has shown that little is known about the corrosion fatigue properties of Al-Li alloys and even less about mechanisms of crack tip damage. Listed below are the major findings of the literature review:

- Limited Al-Li corrosion fatigue data
- Importance of extrinsic effects
- Importance of small crack size
- Fatigue crack growth frequency effect
- Cathodic/anodic potential effects
- Two regimes of environmental FCG - $\Delta K_{th}$, Paris
The goal of the proposed research is to systematically explore these unknown areas by designing experiments to separate and quantify the critical factors which influence corrosion fatigue in the two regimes of stress intensity defined earlier.

3.1 Experimental Methods

3.1.1 Short Crack Geometry

Major emphasis will be placed on the study of short crack growth kinetics for Al-Li alloys. This crack geometry, in conjunction with controlled mean stress, should eliminate extrinsic crack tip effects, therefore producing crack growth characteristics which are a result of only intrinsic environmentally assisted fatigue mechanisms. Figure 8 is a detailed drawing showing the micronotched specimen that will be used for all fatigue testing. Specimen dimensions and fatigue test loading schemes have been chosen so that the following criterion are maintained.

In plane, small scale yielding criteria:

\[
R_Y \leq 0.1 \ (W-a)
\]

\[
P \leq P_{\text{limit}}
\]

Out of Plane, plane strain criteria:

\[
R_Y \leq 0.15 \ B
\]

where:

\[
R_Y = \text{monotonic plastic zone size (plane stress)}
\]

\[
= \left( \frac{1}{4\pi} \right) \left( K_{\text{max}} / \sigma_Y \right)^2
\]

\[
P_{\text{limit}} = 1.072 \ (B \sigma_Y (w-a))
\]

\[
B = \left[ 1 + \left( a / (w-a) \right)^2 \right]^{\frac{1}{2}} - \left( a / (w-a) \right)
\]

\[
\sigma_Y = \text{yield stress}
\]
W = specimen width
B = specimen thickness
a = crack length
P = applied load

Two notch depth designs have been chosen (0.305 mm and 0.889 mm) so that crack studies can be performed using a wide range of ΔK. To minimize residual stress and microstructural variations, specimens will be fabricated from material located away from the rolling surfaces and at the same plate elevation. Residual stresses will also be minimized by electrodischarge machining (EDM) of the notch.

3.1.2 Potential Difference

Most short crack measurement techniques, including replication, laser CMOD measurement, and optical, do not easily lend themselves to remotely monitored, aggressive environment crack growth studies; therefore, the potential difference method will be used for continuous crack length measurement. The potential difference method, which has been used for the study of environmental effects of short crack growth in steel (A73), has not been applied to aluminum alloy short crack research. Potential difference monitoring of short crack growth in remote contained environments is complex and further development of experimental techniques will be required before it can be applied to these short crack studies. Techniques needing development include: 1) A method of precision attachment of potential drop signal probes adjacent to the specimen micronotch; 2) The reliable detection of a small (‘100 μV with 0.1 μV resolution) potential drop signal over extended periods of time (2 weeks); 3) The adaptation of this method, for Al alloys, to aggressive aqueous environments without interfering corrosion effects. Once developed, this method (as in steels) will have the unique ability to continuously monitor the growth and growth transients of short cracks in remote environments.
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 9. A constant current of approximately 12 amperes is applied to the specimen through the loading fixtures. Two 0.127 mm diameter copper potential drop probes are spot welded within a specified distance (0.3 to 0.5 mm) from the micronotch. The potential difference is monitored across these probes and converted from an analog to digital signal that is sent to a computer where all test functions are automatically controlled. Using an analytical calibration procedure (A73), crack depth is computed for each measured value of electrical potential. Based on previous studies (A73), crack growth resolution of less than 5 μm is expected. Crack growth rates are computed for each crack depth value using ASTM E647 methods. Associated crack tip stress intensities are calculated using methods described in the following section.

3.1.3 Stress Intensity

Fatigue crack growth rate testing will be performed at constant cyclic stress intensity. The use of constant ΔK experiments will ensure that the measurement of intrinsic fatigue crack growth is not masked by the introduction of extrinsic history effects and transient environment chemistry effects. The cyclic stress intensity for the single edge notch specimen is given as follows:

\[ \Delta K = (\Delta P/BW) \sqrt{(\pi a)F(a/W)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (74)

where \( \Delta P \) = max load - min load

\( a \) = crack length

\( W \) = specimen width

\( B \) = specimen thickness

\[ F(a/W) = \sqrt{[(2W/\pi a)\tan(\pi a/2W)]} \ast 
\]

\[ (0.752 + 2.02(a/W) + 0.37[1 - \sin(\pi a/2W)^3]) / \cos(\pi a/2W) \]
Specimen end rotation will be freely maintained by a cleived pull rod configuration. Constant crack tip $\Delta K$ is maintained by computer controlled load reduction. This is accomplished by using the SEN cyclic stress intensity equation and the following expression (A75).

$$\Delta K = \Delta K_0 \exp[C(a-a_0)]$$

where $a_0 = \text{initial crack length}$

$a = \text{current crack length}$

$C = \text{constant with dimension of l/length}$

$= 0$ for constant $\Delta K$ test

Most studies of environmental effects on fatigue crack growth have been performed at relatively high stress intensities. The mechanisms of environmentally induced embrittlement identified at these stress levels may not be dominant at threshold levels. Therefore, experiments will be performed at both threshold and intermediate stress intensity ranges. By selecting appropriate stress ratio (R) values, all experiments will be performed at the same maximum stress intensity. This will allow changing to significantly different levels of $\Delta K$ without delays introduced by monotonic plastic zone crack growth retardation.

3.2 Environment

3.2.1 Composition

Fatigue testing will be performed in the following environments:

1. High purity helium
2. High purity helium and water vapor
3. High purity oxygen
4. Deaerated distilled water containing NaCl with constant potential polarization.
High purity helium will be used as an inert reference environment. Previous investigators have suggested that enhancement of fatigue crack growth by water vapor in 2000 and 7000 series aluminum alloys occurs by a hydrogen embrittlement mechanism (A51, A52). FCG testing of an Al-Li-Cu alloy will be performed in water vapor to investigate possible embrittlement by hydrogen. Crack tip oxide surface films and their effect on damage mechanisms will be studied in the pure oxygen environment. All high purity gaseous environmental testing will be performed in a vacuum system capable of a $3 \times 10^{-9}$ torr atmosphere. Short crack effects will be studied in deaerated aqueous NaCl environment, under controlled anodic and cathodic electrochemical potential.

3.2.2 Electrochemical Potential

The open circuit potential of Al-Li alloys can vary significantly with time. Because of the dynamic corrosion behavior, specimen electrochemical potential will be controlled during aqueous environment FCG experiments. The specimens will be polarized to specific anodic and cathodic potentials to study mechanisms of crack tip damage under different crack tip environmental conditions.

The deaerated NaCl solution is continuously pumped through the test chamber at a controlled rate. Specimen electrochemical behavior is potentiostatically controlled using platinum counter electrodes and a Ag/AgCl reference electrode shown in Figure 10.

3.2.3 Frequency

Parametric studies will be performed in aqueous environments to determine the effect of frequency on corrosion fatigue crack growth rate at different stress intensity ranges. Based on these results, one test frequency will be chosen for all experiments. A test frequency will be chosen based on enhanced environmental crack growth and reasonable test duration. This will aid in the determination of the effects of various microstructural features on the corrosion fatigue behavior of Al-Li-Cu alloys.
3.3 Material / Microstructure

Mechanisms of corrosion fatigue, in Al-Li-Cu material, will be studied by monitoring the growth of short fatigue cracks along specific plate directions (L-T and L-S), as shown in Figure 11. These plate directions will allow the study of FCG characteristics along a path containing significantly differently microstructures.

3.3.1 Material

Corrosion fatigue testing will be conducted using commercial alloy 2090 (Al-2.4\%Li-2.5\%Cu-0.1\%Zr) material obtained from Alcoa in the solution treated and stretched (T3) condition. Thermal treatments will be performed to obtain specific microstructures.

Limited FCG experiments will be conducted using a reference material, peakaged alloy 7075. The reference material was selected for the following reasons; 1) The occluded crack chemistry of alloy 2090 and alloy 7075 may be significantly different (high pH and low pH, respectively). Mechanistically, a comparison of the CF response of these alloys is of great interest; 2) The alloy 7075 short crack corrosion fatigue results will be compared to ample long crack literature data; 3) Alloy 2090 is designed to replace the commercial use of alloy 7075 and therefore it is of interest to compare their general CF response to aqueous environments.

3.3.2 Crack Path

By taking advantage of the anisotropic microstructure of Al-Li-Cu rolled plate, short crack testing can be used to study the effect of environment on different microstructural features. Fatigue crack growth experiments will be performed in the longitudinal-short (L-S) and longitudinal-transverse (L-T) directions, as shown in Figure 12. These two crack path directions have been selected to optimize the difference in crack front microstructural conditions. Figure 12 illustrates how the L-T and L-S directions will significantly change the high angle grain boundary microstructure sampled by the crack front. As
seen in Figure 12a, a flaw propagating normal to the pancake grain is completely embedded within one or two grains with the crack front sampling/impinging the subgrain microstructures. Based on small crack fatigue results (A21), the sampling of many subgrain boundaries (in Alloy 2090) by the crack front does not introduce an intrinsic threshold. The propagation of short cracks in the L-S direction may approach a microstructural small crack geometry and single crack-boundary interactions will be resolved.

Figure 12b shows a flaw oriented in the transverse or L-T direction. In this orientation, the microstructural morphology along the crack tip is significantly different than in the L-S direction. The L-T direction will allow many (10 to 30) high angle grain boundaries to be sampled by the crack front. If crack length is minimized, in the L-T and L-S directions, short crack geometry will be maintained and extrinsic effects (closure) eliminated. These crack paths will allow unique experiments to be performed by monitoring crack growth transients as significantly different microstructural features interact with the advancing crack front environment.

Recently micromechanical models have been proposed for fatigue crack deflection and fracture surface contact (A77). Fatigue crack growth changes are predicted based on crack deflection and associated closure processes. The crack path geometry shown in Figure 12a represents the microstructural path assumed for these models. Using this geometry, tests will be performed to confirm model predictions by accurately monitoring changes in crack growth as the advancing crack front changes direction.

3.3.3 Precipitates/Boundaries

Based on previous investigations, copper bearing precipitates and high angle grain boundaries have been identified as possible microstructural features involved in the environmental degradation of Al-Li-Cu alloys. Experiments will study crack tip interactions with these microstructural features under controlled
environmental conditions. The precipitate / boundary microstructures of particular interest are:

- High angle grain boundaries containing T₂ precipitates
- Subgrain boundaries containing T₁ precipitates
- High angle grain boundary precipitate free zones

A peakaged material (190°C for 3-4 hrs), exhibiting the above microstructural features, will be used for Phase 1 and 2 and most of Phase 3 experimentation. Reversion thermal treatments will be performed to isolate specific microstructural features for Phase 3 testing. Each microstructure will be characterized by optical and transmission electron microscopy.

3.4 Experimental Program

The proposed research is divided into three phases. Preliminary Phase 1 testing will be performed to develop experimental techniques and to determine test parameters. Phase 2 will address questions associated with characterization of corrosion fatigue crack propagation in Alloy 2090 regarding microstructural crack paths and environmental effects. Based on these data, Phase 3 experiments are designed to answer more specific questions directed at a mechanistic view of damage localization, with emphasis on crack tip-precipitate-environment interactions. The following is a summary of proposed work required to answer the questions posed in the introduction. An outline of Phases 1, 2 and 3 is given Tables 4, 5, and 6, respectively.

3.4.1 Phases of Research

3.4.1.1 Phase 1: Preliminary Experiments

Electrochemical polarization experiments will be performed to determine the corrosion properties of Alloy 2090 as a function of NaCl concentration. A summary of these experiments is listed in Table 4. Underaged, peakaged and overaged material will be
anodically polarized while exposed to deaerated NaCl solution of varying salt content. These experiments will determine the open circuit potential, passive region characteristics and pitting (breakaway) potential for the different aging conditions and chloride concentrations. Detailed specimen surface microstructural examinations will characterize the relative susceptibility of precipitates and constituent particles.

The primary objective of the corrosion tests is to determine microstructural (heat treatment) and environmental conditions for corrosion fatigue testing. Specifically, a chloride concentration and material heat treatment will be selected to minimize localized pitting and crevice corrosion, and to limit fracture surface deterioration during corrosion fatigue testing. Fatigue specimen electrochemical potential will be selected based upon electrolyte IR-drop limits (cathodic potential) and pitting potential (anodic potential). The selected material microstructures will be characterized by transmission electron microscopy.

Because the proposed corrosion fatigue methods have not been applied to aluminum alloys, preliminary tests will be performed to develop and verify experimental techniques. Fatigue crack growth experiments summarized in Table 4 will be performed using well characterized 4130 steel and alloy 2090. Experimental results will be compared to literature data, generated by established techniques, thereby demonstrating the proposed short crack potential drop method.

A number of short crack fatigue experiments will be performed to demonstrate experimental techniques prior to final testing. Constant cyclic stress intensity testing of Alloy 2090 will be performed in helium and aqueous NaCl environments to verify that the methods proposed herein measure intrinsic crack growth. Aqueous chloride fatigue crack growth testing will be performed at near threshold and high levels of cyclic stress intensity. The crack growth rate will be monitored at various anodic and cathodic electrochemical potentials. Based on these
results, constant stress intensity ranges and electrochemical potential levels will be selected for testing in Phases 2 and 3.

3.4.1.2 Phase 2: Characterization of Intrinsic Corrosion Fatigue Crack Growth

Phase 2 experimentation has been designed to address those questions posed earlier:

a) What are the growth kinetics and microstructural paths of corrosion fatigue cracks in Al-Li-Cu alloys, exclusive of extrinsic closure effects and relevant to two specific hypothesized regimes of environmental damage?

b) Is the short crack geometry uniquely sensitive to environmental embrittlement due to localized cell chemistry?

Table 5 is a summary of the proposed Phase 2 testing. The experiments have been designed to investigate environmental damage within the two hypothesized regimes, near threshold and high $\Delta K$. Levels of $\Delta K$ and corresponding $R$ values, listed in Table 5, were chosen to eliminate crack tip extrinsic closure effects, and to maintain a constant maximum plastic zone size (monotonic or forward loading) to eliminate interfering FCG retardation effects when changing from high to near threshold $\Delta K$ levels.

Initial Phase 2 testing will be conducted at constant $\Delta K$, in the aqueous NaCl environment, and at selected constant frequencies. The objective of these tests is to confirm the presence of the two frequency dependent regimes of environmental damage. An optimum frequency, based on environmental sensitivity and test duration, will be selected for the remainder of Phase 2 and Phase 3 experimentation.

The major portion of Phase 2 testing, will be directed at investigating the two regimes of environmental damage varying the key parameters of constant cyclic stress intensity, microstructure (L-T and L-S crack path direction), and environment (gaseous and aqueous). Based on the results of preliminary Phase 1 testing, aqueous experiments will
be conducted using specific environmental conditions (NaCl content and constant electrochemical potential). Alloy 2090 will be tested in the L-S and L-T directions to optimize microstructural differences at the crack tip. Results will be in the form of crack length (a) versus number of cycles (N) plots exhibiting linear characteristics at data acquisition intervals of a `5 μm. Changes in slope (changes in crack growth da/dN) will be correlated with environment and detailed optical and SEM examinations of specimen fracture surfaces. Based on these results, the corrosion fatigue growth kinetics, microstructural paths and short crack geometry effects will be determined for an Al-Li-Cu material.

3.4.1.3 Phase 3: Definition of Localized Crack Tip Damage

Phase 3 experiments are directed at specific questions pertaining to mechanisms of corrosion fatigue in Al-Li-Cu alloys. These questions are listed below:

a) What mechanisms of intrinsic damage localization occur within the identified regimes of environmental cracking?
   - High ΔK regime: embrittlement by hydrogen?
   - Low ΔK regime: surface film rupture/dissolution?

b) Do precipitates control intergranular and transgranular corrosion fatigue crack propagation due to enhanced galvanic dissolution, hydrogen production, imperfect passivation, strain localization or crack chemistry alteration?

A summary of Phase 3 testing is shown in Table 6. Experimentation is divided into three experimental areas; 1) embrittlement testing, 2) corrosion fatigue testing of selected microstructures, and 3) study of crack surface films by slow cycle potential difference measurements.

Embrittlement testing: $K_{IC}$ or $J_{IC}$ methods will be used to measure the fracture properties of corrosion fatigue specimens precracked in different environments and stress ranges. These CF specimens have a calculated, fatigue induced, embrittled, plastic zone ranging in size
from 80 μm to 175 μm, for a cyclic maximum stress intensity of 15 MPa m$^{1/2}$. It is hoped that fracture toughness test results and fracture surface examinations will yield information pertaining to fatigue induced embrittlement mechanism(s). By using resistance curve analysis, the extent of crack tip embrittlement will be quantified. The correlation of embrittlement zone size versus environment and microstructure may lead to mechanistic conclusions.

Corrosion fatigue testing of selected microstructures: The two major copper containing precipitates in Alloy 2090, $T_1$ (subgrain and matrix) and $T_2$ (high angle grain boundaries), have been implicated as environmentally sensitive in monotonic SCC experiments. The electrochemical potential of these precipitates is likely to control corrosion fatigue crack propagation in aqueous NaCl. Specifically, a small crack will be grown under constant stress intensity and in aqueous chloride environment to establish a steady state fatigue crack growth rate. The constant electrochemical potential will be changed anodically and cathodically (relative to open circuit potential) and the resultant transient crack growth rate measured by the potential difference method. A comparison of crack growth response will be monitored versus electrochemical potential for small cracks in the following microstructures:

- single grain with $T_1$ and $\theta'$
- single grain without (minimal) $T_1$
- multiple grains along crack front with $T_1$, $\theta'$, and $T_2$
- multiple grains along crack front with $T_2$

Changes in aqueous NaCl fatigue crack growth will be monitored as cracks are grown through the above microstructures. Results will be compared to detailed fractographic examinations. These results will determine the effect of copper containing phases on environment assisted fatigue crack growth in Al-Li alloys. Based on these experimental results, other alloys (Al-Li binary or Al-Li-Cu-Mg alloy) may be considered for testing.
If results indicate that hydrogen embrittlement is a primary mechanism of Al-Li-Cu alloy corrosion fatigue crack growth, additional experiments will be performed to study mechanisms of hydrogen induced crack tip damage. The role of hydrogen will be investigated by performing inert and high purity water vapor fatigue experiments in large recrystallized grain Al-Li-Cu material. Water vapor affects fatigue crack growth and crack path in single crystals of Al-Zn-Mg alloy (A78). In dry air, Stage I cracking along (111) planes was observed, but exposure to moist air increased crack propagation rates and cracks grew in (111) planes. These effects were also found to be frequency dependent. Results suggest that lower frequencies allow increased bulk hydrogen diffusion to regions ahead of the crack tip where damage presumably evolves. Low frequency fatigue tests will be performed using Alloy 2090 plate material containing large recrystallized grains. A small corner crack will be grown into a single recrystallized grain. As the environment is changed from helium to high purity water vapor, the change in crack growth rate will be monitored and the corresponding change in crack path will be noted by fractographic examination. These studies will aid in the understanding of environmental effects on transgranular crack growth in the Al-Li-Cu system.

**Surface film study:** Small changes in crack surface contact and electrical conductivity will be studied for different cracking environments by examining the load or crack opening sensitivity or potential. These changes have mechanistic implications. Crack surface contact effects on electrical potential are amplified by increased surface conductivity. These effects have been observed for small cracks in 4130 steel tested in aqueous 3% NaCl solution and correlated to expected changes in crack chemistry and surface films (A73). Electrical potential contact effects will be monitored during Phase 2 and 3 experimentation. Precise measurement of contact electrical potential will be performed for Alloy 2090 and 7075, in inert and embrittling environments. These data will be correlated with fatigue crack growth results, fractographic observations and expected crack
chemistries, and used as a diagnostic tool to determine the role of surface films during corrosion fatigue.

As part of Phase 3 testing, detailed fracture surface examinations of gage length surfaces will characterize crack path and persistent slip band morphology. Fracture surface SEM examination will document crack path microstructural interactions. An attempt will also be made to fabricate TEM foils containing fracture surfaces. The foils will be prepared so that damage at or near the fracture surface can be characterized to identify fatigue and environmentally induced damage mechanisms.

### 3.5 Summary of Expected Results

Mechanisms of crack tip damage will be identified by analysis of corrosion fatigue and fracture toughness test results and correlations to detailed SEM and TEM fractographic analysis results. The following is a general summary of expected results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GENERAL TEST DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EXPECTED RESULTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Phase 1: Preliminary Testing** | - Qualify test techniques  
- Identify test environments  
- Determine test parameters  
- Determine FCG characteristics |
| **Phase 2: Corrosion Fatigue Characterization** | - Identify CF regimes  
- Determine effect of environment type and contribution of HE, dissolution, surface film  
- Identify possible susceptible microstructure  
- Compare CF in alloy 2090 and 7075 |
| **Phase 3: Damage Mechanisms** | - Confirm role of HE  
- Determine size of embrittlement zone versus exposure K and microstructure |
| Embrittlement Testing ($K_{IC}/J_{IC}$) | | |
| Microstructure FCG Study | - Identify role of microstructure versus confirmed mechanism |
| Surface Film Study | - Identify role of surface films during CF for different environment types |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>Matrix Phases</th>
<th>Sub Grain Boundary Phases</th>
<th>High Angle Grain Boundary Phases</th>
<th>Precipitate Composition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al-Li</td>
<td>$\delta', \delta$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>$\delta'$ - Al$_3$Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta$ - Al$_2$Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Li-Cu-Zr</td>
<td>$\delta', T_1, \theta', \beta'$</td>
<td>$T_1$</td>
<td>$T_2, T_1$</td>
<td>$\theta'$ - Al$_2$Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy 2090</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$T_1$ - Al$_2$CuLi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stretched and Peakaged</td>
<td>$\delta', T_1, \theta', \beta'$</td>
<td>$T_1$</td>
<td>$T_2, T_1$</td>
<td>$T_2$ - Al$_6$CuLi$_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\beta'$ - Al$_3$Zr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TABLE 2**

Mechanisms of Small Crack Fatigue Growth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(A)</th>
<th>(B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Short&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Small&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Many grains @ front</td>
<td>Microstructural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ry &gt;&gt; g.s.</td>
<td>Crack in 1 grain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ry &lt; 1 to 2 g.s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1) Physical</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a &lt; 1 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K effective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retarded Closure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(2) Mechanical</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a &lt; 1 to 5 Ry</td>
<td>a &lt; g.s., Ry &lt; g.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSY Violated</td>
<td>Enhanced crack opening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Plasticity</td>
<td>Increased tip strain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J Integral, CTOD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(3) Chemical</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a &lt; 5 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crack geometry sensitive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass transport and chemical reaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ry - Crack tip reversed plastic zone size  
g.s. - Grain size  
a - Crack length  
SSY - Small scale yielding (criterion of linear elastic fracture mechanics)  
"Active plasticity" zone comparable in size to crack length
# TABLE 3

Effect of Cathodic Polarization on FCG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Observation</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7075-T6 &amp; T76</td>
<td>Smooth specimen - fatigue life in salt water increased by polarizing to -1.0v (SCE). At more negative potentials fatigue life reduced.</td>
<td>(57,59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Zn-Mn-Cu</td>
<td>Smooth specimen-cathodic potentials, to -1.3v, (SCE) lengthened fatigue life in 1% NaCl aerated solution. At potentials more cathodic, fractures become brittle in appearance.</td>
<td>(58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5086-H34</td>
<td>Smooth specimen-cathodic polarization at -1.0v (SCE), in seawater @ 20Hz, produced a growth rate similar to that in air. A potential of -1.3 v (SCE) caused a more rapid growth rate.</td>
<td>(60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5086-H116</td>
<td>In natural seawater, at low K, FCG decreased with decreasing potential.</td>
<td>(61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5456-H116</td>
<td>No embrittling FCG effects were observed to a cathodic potential of -1.4v (Ag/AgCl).</td>
<td>(61)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# TABLE 4
## Phase 1 Experiment Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Type</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Experimental Conditions</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Potentiodynamic</td>
<td>Alloy 2090</td>
<td>Desorated NaCl - Water</td>
<td>Anodic Potential Scan from cathodic region to the breakaway potential. NaCl concentrations will be varied from 0.1 % to 3.5 %</td>
<td>- Determine general electrochemical characteristics of Alloy 2090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarization</td>
<td>Underaged</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Identify optimum environmental conditions for corrosion fatigue tests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peakaged</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Observe microstructural localized corrosion for the different aging treatments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overaged</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue Crack</td>
<td>4130 Steel</td>
<td>Moist Air</td>
<td>Constant ( \Delta K ); ( C = -0.30 \text{m} )</td>
<td>- Demonstrate test techniques using small grain size material. Compare results with literature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Decreasing ( \Delta K ); ( C = -0.30 \text{m} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4130 Steel</td>
<td>Aqueous NaCl</td>
<td>Constant ( \Delta K ); ( C = -0.30 \text{m} )</td>
<td>As above, demonstrate chemical crack size effect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Decreasing ( \Delta K ); ( C = -1.07 \text{m} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alloy 2090</td>
<td>Aqueous NaCl</td>
<td>Constant ( \Delta K ); ( C = -1.07 \text{m} )</td>
<td>- Establish test procedures under most aggressive environment to be studied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peakaged L-S</td>
<td></td>
<td>Decreasing ( \Delta K ); ( C = -1.07 \text{m} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anodic electrode potential</td>
<td>- Monitor growth under sustained anodic corrosion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alloy 2090</td>
<td>He</td>
<td>Constant ( \Delta K ); ( C = -1.07 \text{m} )</td>
<td>- Establish test techniques. Monitor fatigue properties in He.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peakaged L-S</td>
<td></td>
<td>Decreasing ( \Delta K ); ( C = -1.07 \text{m} )</td>
<td>- Monitor fatigue properties in He with water vapor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>He + H(_2)O</td>
<td>Constant ( \Delta K )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alloy 2090</td>
<td>Moist Air</td>
<td>Constant ( \Delta K ); ( C = -0.30 \text{m} )</td>
<td>- Reproduce closure corrected literature data for Alloy 2090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peakaged L-T</td>
<td></td>
<td>Decreasing ( \Delta K ); ( C = -0.30 \text{m} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Type</td>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Experimental Conditions</td>
<td>Objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue Test</td>
<td>Alloy 2090 Peakaged L-S</td>
<td>Lab Air</td>
<td>Constant ΔK &lt;br&gt; Decreasing ΔK; C = -0.30 m&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>- Compare FCG characteristic in L-S direction to L-T direction (above)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aqueous NaCl</td>
<td>Constant ΔK &lt;br&gt; Decreasing ΔK; C = -0.30 m&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>- Characterize FCG in aqueous solution and compare to air environment; L-T direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aqueous NaCl</td>
<td>Constant ΔK &lt;br&gt; Decreasing ΔK; C = -0.30 m&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>- Characterize FCG in aqueous solution and compare to air environment; L-S direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alloy 2090 Peakaged L-S</td>
<td>Aqueous NaCl</td>
<td>Constant ΔK &lt;br&gt; Change specimen electrode potential during test (cathodic, open circuit anodic)</td>
<td>- Establish test techniques. &lt;br&gt; - Monitor growth at various electrode potentials.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TABLE 5**

Phase 2 Experiment Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test No.</th>
<th>DK MPa m</th>
<th>f (Hz)</th>
<th>Crack Growth Increment (mm)</th>
<th>Material Type</th>
<th>Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.1, 0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>NaCl - Anodic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Cathodic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-2</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.1, 0.1, 0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td>NaCl - Anodic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Cathodic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.0, 0.1, 0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td>NaCl - Anodic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>T.B.D.</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>T.B.D.</td>
<td></td>
<td>He</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>He+H₂O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NaCl - Anodic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NaCl - Cathodic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>He</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>He+H₂O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NaCl - Anodic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NaCl - Cathodic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>He</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>He+H₂O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NaCl - Anodic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NaCl - Cathodic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-19</td>
<td>ΔK ‡ R‡</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>2090</td>
<td>L-S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-20</td>
<td>ΔK ‡ R‡</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>2090</td>
<td>L-S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

T.B.D. - To Be Determined
### TABLE 6

Phase 3 Experiment Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Type</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Experimental Conditions</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J_{IC}/K_{IC}</td>
<td>Selected Specimens from Phase 2</td>
<td>Moist Air</td>
<td>Rising Load</td>
<td>- Determine the fatigue induced embrittlement characteristics of NaCl aqueous environment for two stress intensity ranges and two microstructural crack growth paths.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue (Microstructural)</td>
<td>Alloy 2090 with altered microstructure: Low levels of T_{1} and H_{1} in the substructure and matrix with only T_{2} on the high angle boundaries.</td>
<td>Aqueous NaCl</td>
<td>Constant ΔK Change specimen electrochemical potential during test LT</td>
<td>- Monitor crack growth kinetics versus environmental susceptibility and microstructure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>As above</td>
<td>As above Aqueous NaCl</td>
<td>As above L-S</td>
<td>- Monitor crack growth kinetics and the change in crack path orientation versus environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Large single recrystallized</td>
<td>Helium</td>
<td>Constant ΔK Test</td>
<td>- Determine role of surface films during CF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Surface Film)</td>
<td>Slow cycle crack surface contact electrical potential measurement</td>
<td>H_{2}O Vapour</td>
<td>- Correlate results to expected crack chemistry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1 Fatigue Crack Growth for Different Plate Orientations (18)

Figure 2 Comparison of the Growth Rates of Long and Microstructurally - Small Fatigue Cracks (21)
(a) SCC response (44)

(b) Slow strain rate response (45)

Figure 3 Effect of Electrochemical Potential on SCC
Fatigue crack growth in 3.5% NaCl solution and dry air (<10% R.H.), \( f = 2 \text{ Hz} \), (48).
Figure 5  Effect of Frequency on FCG in Aqueous Environments.
Figure 6  Effect of Polarization on FCG in 1N Na₂SO₄ Solution (56).
Figure 7  Hypothesized FCG Regime
NOTE: ALL SURFACES WITHIN GAGE LENGTH TO HAVE SURFACES FINISH OF 0.2μm, BALANCE 0.8μm POLISH GAGE IN LONGITUDINAL TO SPECIMEN AXIS ONLY

12.70 Gage Length
25.40
127.0
63.50
2.54
0.305
0.152
0.051 DIA.

7/16-24 UNC Class 2A
Figure 9 Potential Difference Testing
Figure 10  Aqueous Environment Test Cell
Figure 11 Test Specimen Orientation
Figure 12a  L-S Orientation

Figure 12b  L-T Orientation

Figure 12  Fracture Surface Microstructure
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<td>&quot;Environmental Effects Novel to the Propagation of Short Fatigue Cracks&quot; (With R.O. Ritchie)</td>
<td>Eshelby Memorial Symposium</td>
<td>Sheffield, England</td>
<td>Apr. 1984</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Glenn E. Stoner

Born:
Springfield, Missouri, 1940

Education:

B. S. (chemistry) University of Missouri, School of Mines (MSM), 1962

M. S. (chemistry) University of Missouri, School of Mines (MSM), 1963

Ph. D. (electrochemistry) University of Pennsylvania, 1968

Experience:

School of Engineering and Applied Science, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia

Senior Scientist, 1968-1971 and 1972-1974

Department of Chemical Engineering:

Lecturer, 1971

Department of Materials Science:

Research Associate Professor, 1974-1977

Associate Professor, 1977-1983

Professor, 1983--

Visiting Appointments:

Visiting Associate Professor of Chemistry and Research Associate, University of Missouri, Rolla, Missouri, 1970

Visiting Professor of Electrochemistry, Facult, des Sciences, Universit, de Rouen, France, 1973-1974

Visiting Professor of Chemistry, University of Tel-Aviv, Ramat-Aviv, Israel, May-August 1980
Glenn E. Stoner

Professional Societies and Appointed Committees:

Phi Kappa Phi
Sigma Xi
Tau Beta Pi
Kappa Mu Epsilon
American Heart Association Council on Thrombosis
Electrochemical Society

Editorial Board -- *Biomaterials, Medical Devices and Artificial Organs: An International Journal*

Advisory Board: Wilkes College, Engineering Department, Wilkes Barre, Pennsylvania

Member: National Association of Corrosion Engineers

Awards:

NASA Certificate of Recognition, May 1975

NASA Certificate of Recognition, December 1977

Professional Interests:

corrosion, energy conversion, biomaterials, electrocatalysis, electrode kinetics, bioelectrochemistry

Consulting:

Consultant to ten companies and one national laboratory.

Patents:


"Detecting the Presence of Microorganisms," US Patent No. 4,009,078 (foreign patents pending)
Glenn E. Stoner

Patents (continued):

"Detection of Microorganisms," US Patent No. 4,200,493 (with J. R. Wilkins)

"Detection of Microorganisms," US Patent No. 4,246,343

"Apparatus for Disinfection and Fluid Treatment," US Patent No. 4,384,943

"Cavity Liner for Dental Restorations," US Patent No. 4,064,629 (with L. D. Zardiackas, foreign patents pending)


Publications:


Glenn E. Stoner

Publications (continued):


Glenn E. Stoner

Publications (continued):


Glenn E. Stoner

Publications (continued):


Glenn E. Stoner

Publications (continued):


A-72
Invited Lectures:


"Electrochemical Disinfection of Water," presented to:
- The National Council for Research and Development, Jerusalem, Israel, April 1974
- Kibbutz Sde Boker, Israel, April 1974
- The Weisman Institute of Science, Rehovat, Israel, April 1974
- Department of Environmental Sciences, Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel, May 1974
- Human and Environmental Science Laboratory, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel, May 1974
- Laboratoire de Electrochimie (CNRS) et l'Universit, de Paris, France, Juin 1974
- Departments of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, University of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, Missouri, October 1974.


"Electrochemical Disinfection of Wastewater on Ships," presented to Department of Chemistry, University of Tel Aviv, Ramat-Aviv, Israel, April 1979.

Invited Lectures (continued):


"Electrochemical Disinfection of Wastewater on Ships," presented to Department of Applied Sciences, Brookhaven National Laboratories, January 1980.


"The Effects of Polymer Ion Implantation into Aluminum: A Seawater Immersion Study," American Chemical Society Section Meeting, Raleigh, NC, November 1983.


Invited Lectures (continued):

"A Short Course in Corrosion Engineering":

U.S. Naval Surface Weapons Laboratory, Dahlgren, VA, October 1981.
U.S. Naval Surface Weapons Laboratory, Silver Spring, MD, March 1982.
U.S. Naval Ordnance Station, Indian Head, MD, October 1982.
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM, February 1983.
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM, July 1983.
Lord Corporation, Erie, PA, April 1984.
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM, July 1984.
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM, July 1985
3M Company, Saint Paul, MN, May 1987
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ROBERT EDWARD SWANSON

2500 Gloucester Drive
Blacksburg, VA 24060
Telephone: (703) 961-5600 - work
(703) 961-0366 - home

BORN: September 26, 1951
Marital Status: Married
Citizenship: U.S.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

November 1983 VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Present: Blacksburg, VA 24061
Assistant Professor
Department of Materials Engineering

1980 - 1983 CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIVERSITY
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
Graduate Research Assistant - Department of Metallurgical Engineering and Materials Science

Research in the area of structure/property relationships in high-strength aluminum alloys, especially rapidly-solidified P/M alloys. Specifically evaluated the role of microstructure in the hydrogen embrittlement and stress corrosion cracking susceptibility of 7xxx series alloys. Microstructures of these alloys were characterized using light microscopy, SEM, and STEM. Correlated SEM fractography with underlying microstructure. Cracking mechanisms proposed for the various microstructures.

1973-1979: WESTINGHOUSE-BETTIS ATOMIC POWER LABORATORY
West Mifflin, Pennsylvania.

Senior Engineer
Steam Generator Activity, Materials Performance

Performed and managed both in-house and contractual research efforts for development of alloys for use in as well as design of naval nuclear steam generator components. Developed test programs to simulate operating conditions, primarily for stress corrosion cracking of tubing and support plate materials. Conducted failure analyses which involved on-site inspection of nuclear plant steam generators.

Engineer - Light Water Breeder Reactor Project
Irradiation Test Activity

Performed in-pile irradiation tests to evaluate stress corrosion cracking performance of fuel sheath alloys.
Conducted major investigation of stress corrosion cracking performance of threaded fasteners used in LWBR. Designed fixtures to simulate actual loading conditions. Results were used directly in design and construction of LWBR.

**Engineer - Light Water Breeder Reactor Project**

**Fuel Activity**

Evaluated compaction processes to optimize parameters for fuel pellets of various sizes and compositions, especially with regard to crack and chip resistance. Followed program through manufacturing, including instrumentation of fuel rods as well as training of fuel technicians to minimize pellet damage. Various patent disclosures.

**Associate Engineer - Advanced Naval Reactor Core**

**Core Performance**

Evaluated corrosion and hydrogen-pickup behavior of fuel sheath materials to optimize thermomechanical treatments and develop new alloys. Various patent disclosures.

**EDUCATION**

**PhD.**


Thesis: Role of Hydrogen in the Stress Corrosion Cracking of 7xxx Series Aluminum Alloys; Advisors: I.M. Bernstein and A. W. Thompson

**MS**

University of Pittsburgh (Industrial Engineering), 1979. Advisor: D.E. Cleland

**MS**

University of Pittsburgh (Metallurgical and Materials Engineering), 1976.

Thesis: Effect of Isothermal Forging on Structure of Zirconium Alloys; Advisor: H.A. Kuhn

**BS**


**TEACHING EXPERIENCE**

1983 - Present VPI & SU, Assistant Professor.

Courses in Introduction to Materials Science and Engineering (MatE 2030), Principles of Metals and Ceramics (MatE 3020), Processing of Metals and Ceramics (MatE 3040), Structure-Property Relationships in Metals (MatE 3071), Structure-Property Relationships in Ceramics Lab (MatE 3072), Environmental Degradation of Engineering Materials (MatE 4140), Alloy Steels (MatE 5020), Metallic Corrosion (MatE 5121 and 5123).


"Failure Analysis and Prevention Laboratory," for $63,506, CIT/INSE, period 1 June 1986 to 1 June 1987. (Co-principal investigator with Professor M.R. Louthan and visiting Professor T.A. Place. Louthan responsible for $21,169, Place responsible for $21,169, and Swanson responsible for $21,168).


"Surface Treatments for Processing and Synthesis of Composites," for $47,410, CIT/IMSE, period 1 December 1987 to 1 December 1989. (Co-principal investigator with Professor N.S. Eiss, Mechanical Engineering. Swanson responsible for $30,817 and Eiss responsible for $16,593).

Honors and Recognitions

1. Outstanding Young Men of America, 1985
2. Who's Who in Technology Today
3. Sigma Tau
4. Tau Beta Pi
5. Phi Kappa Phi
6. Sigma Xi

Current Fields of Interest

Fracture Mechanics
Environmental Cracking
Corrosion
Powder Metallurgy/Ceramics
Electron Microscopy
Computer Programming and Utilization

Affiliations

Member: TMS-AIME ASEE INS ICTTE
        ASM AES IAHE NSPE
        NACE MRS ACerS SES
        ASTM AAAS FEF

Summer Research Fellow (AFOSR) WPAFB, 1985
Registered Professional Engineer (Pennsylvania, Virginia)

Hobbies

Photography, hiking, music, racquet sports.
REFEREED JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS


REFEREED PROCEEDINGS PAPERS

(*) designates paper accepted on basis of abstract)


CLASSIFIED REPORTS

1 Ten classified reports.

PRESENTATIONS


3 R.E. Swanson, Stress Corrosion Cracking of Brass in Tarnishing and Non-Tarnishing Solutions, Staff Seminar, National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD, October, 1981.


11. R.E. Swanson, S.A. Blair, and R.D. Sisson, Corrosion Due to Acid Rain, 21st Meeting of Society of Engineering Sciences, VPI and SU, October, 1984.


24. R. E. Swanson, Galvanic Corrosion of Ceramics, Faculty-Staff Seminar Series, Department of Materials Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia, April, 1987.
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The University of Virginia's School of Engineering and Applied Science has an undergraduate enrollment of approximately 1,500 students with a graduate enrollment of approximately 560. There are 150 faculty members, a majority of whom conduct research in addition to teaching.

Research is a vital part of the educational program and interests parallel academic specialties. These range from the classical engineering disciplines of Chemical, Civil, Electrical, and Mechanical and Aerospace to newer, more specialized fields of Biomedical Engineering, Systems Engineering, Materials Science, Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics, Applied Mathematics and Computer Science. Within these disciplines there are well equipped laboratories for conducting highly specialized research. All departments offer the doctorate; Biomedical and Materials Science grant only graduate degrees. In addition, courses in the humanities are offered within the School.

The University of Virginia (which includes approximately 2,000 faculty and a total of full-time student enrollment of about 16,400), also offers professional degrees under the schools of Architecture, Law, Medicine, Nursing, Commerce, Business Administration, and Education. In addition, the College of Arts and Sciences houses departments of Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry and others relevant to the engineering research program. The School of Engineering and Applied Science is an integral part of this University community which provides opportunities for interdisciplinary work in pursuit of the basic goals of education, research, and public service.